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MFG Part # Product Description MSRP AV Discou  AV Price 
RK-1 19-inch rack adapter for mounting multiple desktop and/or MultiTOOLS  models 

into a 1U rack space. $105.00 30% $73.50
RC-8IR 8-Button Universal Room Controller $595.00 30% $416.50

VM-4HDCPXL
The VM-4HDCPxl is a high-performance distribution amplifier for DVI signals. The 
unit reclocks and equalizes one input signal and distributes it to four identical 
outputs. $578.00 30% $404.60

VM-24HDCP
The VM-24HDCP is an HDCP compliant distribution amplifier for DVI-D signals. 
The unit accepts one of two DVI inputs, and distributes the selected signal to four 
outputs. $805.00 30% $563.50

VM-22H
The VM22H is a distribution amplifier for HDMI signals. The unit reclocks and 
equalizes one of two selectable input signals and distributes it to two identical 
outputs. $486.00 30% $340.20

VM-2HXL The VM-2Hxl is a distribution amplifier for HDMI signals. The unit reclocks and 
equalizes the signal and distributes it to two identical outputs. $295.00 30% $206.50

VM-24H
The VM-24H is a distribution amplifier for HDMI signals. The unit reclocks and 
equalizes one of two selectable input signals and distributes it to four identical 
outputs. $695.00 30% $486.50

VM-8H The VM-8H is a distribution amplifier for HDMI signals. It reclocks and equalizes 
the signal and distributes it to 8 identical outputs. $967.00 30% $676.90

VM-16H The VM-16H is a distribution amplifier for HDMI signals. It reclocks and equalizes 
the signal and distributes it to 16 identical outputs. $1,442.00 30% $1,009.40

PT-102AN
The PT-102AN is a high-performance audio distribution amplifier for unbalanced 
stereo signals. The unit takes on stereo input and distributes the signal to two 
identical stereo outputs. $120.00 30% $84.00

VP-300K
The VP-300K is a distribution amplifier for computer graphics signals with 
resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA. The unit takes one input, provides correct 
buffering and isolation, and distributes the signal to three identical outputs. $200.00 30% $140.00

W-DP(W) Wall Plate Insert - DisplayPort $36.00 30% $25.20
WXA-2P Computer Graphics Video & Stereo Audio Wall Plate Insert. $65.00 30% $45.50
W-BLANK Wall Plate Insert - Blank Slot Cover $5.00 30% $3.50



105A
The 105A is a high-perfomance distribution amplifier for unbalanced stereo audio 
signals. It takes one stereo input and distributes the signal to five identical stereo 
outputs. $180.00 30% $126.00

VP-411DS

The VP-411DS is a high-performance switcher for computer graphics video 
signals, with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA, and unbalanced stereo 
audio signals. When configured as a standby switcher, the switching priority can 
be set for each of the four $855.00 30% $598.50

TP-114
The TP-114 is a high-performance distribution amplifier for computer graphics 
video or HDTV signals. It converts a computer graphics video or HDTV signal on 
a 15-pin HD connector to four identical twisted pair signals. $375.00 30% $262.50

90-102090
The PT-102VN is a distribution amplifier for composite video or SDI signals. It 
takes one input, provides correct buffering and isolation and distributes the signal 
to two identical outputs. $155.00 30% $108.50

VP-4X4K
The VP-4X4K is a high-performance matrix switcher for computer graphics video 
signals, with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA, and balanced stereo audio 
signals. The unit can route any or all inputs to any or all outputs simultaneously. $1,242.00 30% $869.40

VP-409

The VP-409 is a high quality low cost converter for up-scaling composite video 
and s-Video to up to WUXGA. It accepts PAL-B/D/G/H/I, NTSC 3.58, and NTSC 
4.43 video formats. This compact, multi-standard unit has a built-in 3D de-
interlacer and a 3D comb-fi $555.00 30% $388.50

90-041090
The VP-410 is a high-performance scaler for composite video and audio to HDMi 
signals. It scales the composite video, embeds stereo audio and converts the 
signal to an HDMI output. $445.00 30% $311.50

VP-201XL
The VP-201xl is a high-performance switcher for computer graphics video signals 
with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA. It switches either of two signals to a 
single output. $205.00 30% $143.50

PT-201VGA
The high quality PT-201VGA 2x1 VGA Switcher is a micro-sized mechanical 
switcher designed for VGA/XGA/UXGA signals using high-density 15 pin HD 
connectors. $130.00 30% $91.00

VP-400K
The VP-400K is a distribution amplifier for computer graphics signals with 
resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA. The unit takes one input, provides correct 
buffering and isolation, and distributes the signal to four identical outputs. $245.00 30% $171.50

VP-242
The VP-242 is a high-performance switcher for computer graphics video signals 
with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA. It switches one of two inputs 
simultaneously to four identical outputs. $305.00 30% $213.50

WXA-1 WXA-1 is a computer graphics video and stereo audio passive wall plate. $70.00 30% $49.00

90-0104490
The 104LN is a high-performance line amplifier for composite or SDI video 
signals. It includes differential circuitry to help eliminate noise often found on the 
input cable in a long run. $195.00 30% $136.50

VP-2L
The VP-2L is a high-performance line amplifier for computer graphics video 
signals with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA. It provides controls to 
compensate for signal losses inherent in long cable runs. $215.00 30% $150.50



VP-200AK

The VP-200AK is a high-performance distribution amplifier for computer graphics 
video signals, with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA, and unbalanced 
stereo audio. It takes a computer graphics video and stereo audio input and 
outputs two computer graph $410.00 30% $287.00

TP-205A

The TP-205A is a high-performance transmitter. It accepts a computer graphics 
input signal, a selectable unbalanced stereo analog audio signal or a digital audio 
(S/PDIF) signal, and unidirectional (TxD) RS-232 control commands (that can be 
embedded when $1,035.00 30% $724.50

106
The 106 is a high-quality distribution amplifier for balanced mono mircrophone 
signals. It takes one dynamic or condenser microphone input and distributes the 
signal to two line-level outputs. $185.00 30% $129.50

810
The 810 is a high-performance composite video and s-Video (Y/C) color bar and 
1kHz audio tone generator. It outputs two composite video and one s-Video color 
bar signal in either NTSC or PAL, and a 1kHz audio tone simultaneously. $375.00 30% $262.50

907
The 907 is a high-performance power amplifier for line-level stereo audio signals. 
It accepts a balanced stereo audio signal on a terminal block connector and 
delivers 40 watts per channel into and 8ohms load. $445.00 30% $311.50

6502 The 6502 4xl S/PDIF Switcher/DA is a small-sized but efficient switcher and 
distributor for S/PDIF digital audio signals. $395.00 30% $276.50

102MX
The 102MX is a high-performance 2-channel stereo audio mixer for line level and 
mic level audio signals. It mixes one line level input with either a microphone or a 
second line level input and produces a mixed audio output signal. $200.00 30% $140.00

102XL
The 102xl is a high-performance 2-channel mono audio mixer for balanced line 
level and mic level mono audio signals. The unit mixes two mono inputs and 
produces a mixed audio output signal. $330.00 30% $231.00

103AV
1:3 Audio-Stereo/Video DA, which accepts one audio input and one video input, 
provides correct buffering and isolation, and distributes these signals to three 
identical audio and video outputs. $260.00 30% $182.00

104R The 104R is a high-performance distribution amplifier for RF signals. IT takes one 
RF (CATV/MATV) signal and distributes it to four identical outputs. $165.00 30% $115.50

105V 1:5 High Resolution Video DA, which accepts one video input and distributes it to 
five identical outputs. $235.00 30% $164.50

90-013590 1:5 High Resolution Video DA, which accepts one video input and distributes it to 
five identical outputs. $245.00 30% $171.50

4X1V

The KramerTOOLS 4x1V and 4x1VB are high-quality 4x1 mechanical switchers 
designed for composite video signals using RCA or BNC connectors. They accept 
up to four inputs and let you select any input to be routed to one output using 
buttons located on the f $160.00 30% $112.00

4X1VB

The KramerTOOLS 4x1V and 4x1VB are high-quality 4x1 mechanical switchers 
designed for composite video signals using RCA or BNC connectors. They accept 
up to four inputs and let you select any input to be routed to one output using 
buttons located on the f $180.00 30% $126.00

4X4A 4x1 Audio Switcher   1:4 Audio DA $165.00 30% $115.50



673R/T

The 673T is a high-performance fiber optic transmitter for 3G HD-SDI, HD-SDI, 
SDI, and dual-link SDI signals. The unit converts up to four channels of serial 
digital signals on gold-plated BNC connectors to light pulses that are transmitted 
over a single $5,235.00 30% $3,664.50

711N

The 711N is a twisted pair transmitter for composite video and unbalanced stereo 
audio signals. The 711N transmitter converts composite video and stereo audio to 
a twisted pair signal and the 712N receiver converts the twisted pair signal back 
into compos $245.00 30% $171.50

712N

The 711N and 712N are a twisted pair transmitter and receiver for composite 
video and unbalanced stereo audio signals. The 711N transmitter converts 
composite video and stereo audio to a twiste pair signal and the 712N receiver 
converts the twisted pair s $245.00 30% $171.50

900N
The 900N is a high-performance power amplifier for balanced or unbalanced 
stereo audio signals. Either input can deliver a speaker output of 10 watts RMS 
power per channel into a 4ohms load. $195.00 30% $136.50

900XL

The 900xl is a high-performance power amplifier for line level stereo audio 
signals. The unit accepts unbalanced audio signals on either of two RCA or 
3.5mm connectors and delivers a speaker output of 10 watts RMS per channel 
into a 4ohms load. $295.00 30% $206.50

FC-113
The FC-113 is a high-performance format converter for HDMI signals. It converts 
an HDMI input signal to two identical SDI video signals with embedded audio. The 
FC-113-MD is certified for medical applications. $795.00 30% $556.50

FC-32
The FC-32 is a high-performance format converter for DVI-D signals. The unit 
converts (without scaling) a DVI-D input to a computer graphics or component 
video output on a 15-pin HD connector. $345.00 30% $241.50

FC-331
The FC-331 is a high-performance format converter for video signals up to 3G HD-
SDI (Level A). It converts the input video format (with embedded audio) to an 
HDMI output signal. $795.00 30% $556.50

FC-332
The FC-332 is a high-performance format converter for video signals up to 3G HD-
SDI. The unit converts the input video format (with embedded audio) to two HDMI 
outputs. $995.00 30% $696.50

FRAME-1G/US(W) 1 GANG FRAME HOLDS 3 WALL PLATE INSERTS $30.00 30% $21.00
FRAME-2G 2GANG FRAME HOLDS 6WALL PLATE INSERTS. $55.00 30% $38.50
OC-1N 1 Channel Optical Video Isolator $415.00 30% $290.50

PT-101HXL
The Kramer Pic TOOLS PT-101Hxl si a high-quality repeater for HDMI signals 
that connects between an HDMI source and an HDMI display. For 1080p 
resolution, it extends the transmission range up to 15m (50ft). $255.00 30% $178.50

PT-102SN
The PT-102SN is a high-performance video distribution amplifier for s-Video (Y/C) 
video signals. The unit takes one input, provides correct buffering and isolation, 
and distributes the signal to two identical outputs. $150.00 30% $105.00

PT-110EDID
The PT-110EDID is a twisted pair transmitter for computer graphics video signals. 
It converts a computer graphic signal into a twisted pair signal that is converted 
back to a computer graphics video signal when used with a compatible receiver. $245.00 30% $171.50



PT-4IREX
The PT-4iREX is an infrared signal repeater that operates at distances of up to 
approximately 75m (240ft). It extends infrared signals in areas where there is no 
direct line-of-sight for normal infrared signal operation. $350.00 30% $245.00

PT-571HDCP

The PT-571HDCP is a DGKat twisted-pair transmitter for DVI signals. The PT-
571HDCP converts the DVI to twisted pair signal and the PT-572HDCP+ converts 
the twisted pair signal back to a DVI signal. The PT-571HDCP-MD is certified for 
medical applications. $265.00 30% $185.50

PT-572HDCP+

The PT-572HDCP+ is a DGKat twisted-pair receiver for DVI signals. The PT-
571HDCP converts the DVI to twisted pair signal and the PT-572HDCP+ converts 
the twisted pair signal back to a DVI signla. The PT-572HDCP+-MD is certified for 
medical applications. $265.00 30% $185.50

RC-2 The RC-2 is ideal for simple, convenient control of small spaces with serial-
controlled devices such as projectors or displays. $210.00 30% $147.00

RC-2C RC-2C is ideal for simple, convenient control of small spaces with serial and IR 
controlled devices such as projectors and displays. $225.00 30% $157.50

RC-63A
The RC-63AL is a 6-button room controller with an analog volume knob for 
multimedia rooms. The unit can control audio components, video components 
and other room facilities such as lights and screens. $615.00 30% $430.50

RK-13 19-inch rack adapter for mounting 3 one-third size desktop models into a 1U rack 
space. $110.00 30% $77.00

RK-1UTB The RK-1UTB is an under the table enclosure that is easily installed underneath a 
wooden table or podium top. The unit is sturdy, cost-effective, and easy to install. $175.00 30% $122.50

RK-4PT 19-inch rack adapter for mounting 4 Kramer Pico TOOLS into a 1U rack space. $97.00 30% $67.90
RK-81X 19-inch rack adapter for mounting 1 desktop model into a 1U rack space $55.00 30% $38.50

SG-6005XL

The SG-6005xl is a broadcast quality, multi-standard SPG (Sync Pulse 
Generator), with black burst, color bar, and audio tone outputs. The SG-6005xl 
has 10 composite video outputs on BNC connectors, which can be configured as 
either a black burst or a colo $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50

TP-102HD
The TP-102HD is a twisted pair transmitter for computer graphics video and 
HDTV signals. It converts a computer graphics video or HDTV signal on a 15-pin 
HD connector to two identical twisted pair signals. $305.00 30% $213.50

TP-104HD
The TP-104HD is a twisted pair transmitter for computer graphics video and 
HDTV signals. It converts a computer graphics video or HDTV signal on a 15-pin 
HD connector to four identical twisted pair signals. $315.00 30% $220.50

TP-125-OD XGA, Stereo   RS-232 over Twisted Pair Transmitter with EMP Protection $319.00 30% $223.30
TP-219HD 2x1 XGA   HDTV Switcher over Twisted Pair Transmitter $195.00 30% $136.50

TP-41

Using the TP-41 Componen-S/PDIF Line Transmitter with the TP-42 Component-
S/PDIF Line Receiver constitutes a Component-S/PDIF Line transmitter/receiver 
system. The TP-42 receives the CAT 5 signal, decodes it and simultaneously 
distributes it to the YUV ou $230.00 30% $161.00



TP-42

Using the TP-41 Componen-S/PDIF Line Transmitter with the TP-42 Component-
S/PDIF Line Receiver constitutes a Component-S/PDIF Line transmitter/receiver 
system. The TP-42 receives the CAT 5 signal, decodes it and simultaneously 
distributes it to the YUV ou $230.00 30% $161.00

TP-50

The TP-50 is a twisted pair receiver for computer graphics video and unbalanced 
stereo audio or S/PDIF audio signals. The unit converts the twisted pair signal 
back into two computer graphics video, stereo audio and  S/PDIF audio signals 
simultaneously. A $455.00 30% $318.50

TP-573
The TP-573 is a DGKat twisted pair transmitter for HDMI, bidirectioanl RS-232 
and infrared signals. The TP-573 converts the input signals to a twisted pair 
signal and the TP-574 converts it back to HDMI, RS-232 and infrared signals. $295.00 30% $206.50

TP-574
The TP-574 is a DGKat twisted pair receiver for HDMI, bidirectional RS-232 and 
infrared signals. The TP-573 converts the input signals to a twisted pair signal 
and the Tp-574 converts it back to HDMI, RS-232 and infrared signals. $295.00 30% $206.50

TP-581T HDMI, Bidirectional RS-232, Ethernet   IR over Twisted Pair Transmitter $495.00 30% $346.50

TP-582R

TP-582R is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT receiver for 2 mirrored 
1080p60Hz HDMI, Ethernet, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. The TP-
582R converts the transmitted HDBaseT signal to all output signals, and de-
embeds the audio to S/PDIF a $690.00 30% $483.00

TP-582T

TP-582T is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT switchable transmitter 
for 1080p60Hz HDMI, Ethernet, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. The TP-
582T converts all input signals into the transmitted HDBaseT signal. It extends 
video signals to up $690.00 30% $483.00

TR-1
The TR-1 is a high-resolution isolation transformer for composite video signals. It 
completely isolates devices to eliminate video hum, ground loops, and DC offsets 
that can degrade picture quality. $150.00 30% $105.00

TR-1A
The TR-1A is a high-performance isolation transformer for balanced mono audio 
signals. It completely isolates devices to eliminate hum, ground loops and DC 
offsets that can degrade the audio quality. $95.00 30% $66.50

VA-100P 10-Outlet Power Supply for 12V DC Kramer Models $535.00 30% $374.50

VA-1DVIN
The VA-1DVIN is an EDID emulator for DVI-D signals. The unit can capture an 
EDID setting in non-volatile memory from the output allowing convenient and 
reliable connection to the source. $155.00 30% $108.50

VA-1VGAN
The VA-1VGAN is an EDID emulator for computer graphics video signals. The 
unit can capture an EDID setting in non-volatile memory from the output allowing 
convenient and reliable connection to the soure. $130.00 30% $91.00

VA-256XL

The VA-256xl is a high-performance audio delay for balanced stereo audio 
signals. It synchronizes the audio and video signals when they are out of sync. 
This often happens in systems that perform heavy digital video processing, such 
as with scalers. $715.00 30% $500.50

VA-50P The VA-50p is a 6-port 12V DC power supply. It replaces up to 6 separate 12 volt 
adapters for Kramer TOOLS and other models that use 12V DC power adapters. $420.00 30% $294.00



VA-8XL

The VA-8xl 8-channel Balanced Stereo Audio Amplifier is a high-performance 8-
Channel, balanced stereo input volume controller for balanced audio signals on 
terminal block connectors. The volume of each L and R stereo channel can be 
adjusted independently $1,350.00 30% $945.00

VM-10HDXL
The VM-10HDxl is a high-performance distribution amplifier for 3G HD-SDI 
signals. The unit takes one input, provides reclocking and equalization and 
distributes the signal to ten identical outputs. $1,845.00 30% $1,291.50

VM-1110XL
The VM-1110xl is a high-performance distribution amplifier for balanced mono 
audio signals on XLR connectors. It can also be configured as a 1:5 distribution 
amplifier for stereo balanced audio signals. $713.00 30% $499.10

VM-1120
The VM-1120 is a high-performance distribution amplifier for balanced mono 
audio signals on XLR connectors. It can also be configured as a 1:20 distribution 
amplifier for mono balanced audio signals. $1,177.00 30% $823.90

VM-1610
The VM-1610 is a high-performance distribution amplifier for balanced sterreo 
signals. It can also be configured as two 1:5 balanced stereo audio distribution 
amplifiers. $895.00 30% $626.50

VM-22HD
The VM-22HD is a high-performance distribution amplifier for HD-SDI and dual 
link HD-SDI signals. The unit can be configured as a dual 1:2 distribution 
amplifier, or as one 1:2 dual-link distribution amplifier. $1,165.00 30% $815.50

VM-2C

The Kramer TOOLS VM-2C is a high-performance distribution amplifier for 
component video (Y,Pb/Cb, Pr/Cr) signals. It takes one input, provides correct 
buffering and isolation and distributes the signal to two identical outputs on RCA 
connectors. $225.00 30% $157.50

VM-2HD
The VM-2HD is a high-performance distribution amplifier for HD-SDI signals. It 
takes one input, provides reclocking and equalization and distributes the signal to 
two identical outputs. $485.00 30% $339.50

VM-2HDXL
The VM-2HDxl is a high-performance distribution amplifier for 3G HD-SDI signals. 
The unit takes one input, provides reclocking and equalization and distributes the 
signal to two identical outputs. $490.00 30% $343.00

VM-2N 1:2 Composite(U) Audio Distribution Amplifier $295.00 30% $206.50

11-70799090
The VM-3VN is a distribution amplifier for composite video signals. The unit takes 
one input, provides correct buffering and isolation and distributes the signal to 
three identical outputs. $215.00 30% $150.50

VM-50AN

The VM-50AN is a high-performance distribution amplifier for balanced and 
unbalanced stereo audio signals. It takes one balanced or unbalanced stereo 
input and distributes the signal simultaneously to ten stereo outputs (five balanced 
and five unbalanced) $285.00 30% $199.50

VM-50V 1:5 Composite Distribution Amplifier $295.00 30% $206.50

VM-51
The VM-51 is a high-performance distribution amplifier for composite or SDI video 
signals. It takes on input, provides correct buffering and isolation and distributes 
the signal to five identical outputs. $345.00 30% $241.50

VM-92 The VM-92 is a high-performance universal style video distributor. It can be 
configured in several different ways. $1,035.00 30% $724.50



VP-100
The VP-100 is a high-performance format converter for computer graphics video 
signals. It converts a computer graphics video signal on a 15-pin HD connector to 
either RGBs, RGsB, or RGBHV video signals on BNC connectors. $495.00 30% $346.50

VP-123

The VP-123 is a high-performance amplifier for computer graphic video signals 
with resolutions ranging from VGA through UXGA and higher. The unit takes one 
input, provides correct buffering and isolation, and distributes the signal to three 
identical outp $570.00 30% $399.00

VP-14 The VP-14 is a port extender for RS-2332 data signals. It send data from any port 
to the other three. $195.00 30% $136.50

VP-200DXL
The high performance VP-200Dxl XGA Differential Amplifier/ DA is a 1:2 
differential line amplifier/distributor for VGA/XGA signals that accepts one input, 
provides correct buffering and isolation, and then distributes the signal to 2 $310.00 30% $217.00

VP-200XLN
The Vp-200xln is a high-performance line and distribution amplifier for computer 
graphics video signals with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA. It provides 
controls to compensate for signal losses inherent in long cable runs. $245.00 30% $171.50

VP-210K
The high-performance VP-201K is a line amplifier for UXGA computer graphics 
signals that provides controls to compensate for signal losses inherent in long 
cable runs. $260.00 30% $182.00

VP-222K
Your VP-222K UXGA Switcher/DA is a combined 2x1 swicher and 1:2 distribution 
amplifier for computer graphics signals. The VP-222K UXGA Switcher/DA has 
two inputs and a switch to select between the two sources. $173.00 30% $121.10

VP-27

The VP-27 is a high-quality presentation switcher designed for a wide variety of 
presentation and multimedia applications. The VP-27 combines the functions of a 
4xl switcher for composite video and audio, a 4xl switcher for s-Video and audio, 
and 4xl swit $930.00 30% $651.00

VP-2K

The Kramer MultiTOOLS VP-2K is a high-performance distribution amplifier for 
computer graphics signals, with resolutions exceeding UXGA, and unbalanced 
stereo audio signals. It accepts one computer graphics input, and an unbalanced 
stereo audio input, and $450.00 30% $315.00

VP-2X2 2x2 XGA(B) Audio Matrix Switcher $745.00 30% $521.50
VP-31 3x1 Computer Graphics Video Switcher $524.00 30% $366.80
VP-32K 3x1:2 XGA(B) Audio Switcher   DA $690.00 30% $483.00

VP-41
The VP-41 is a high-performance switcher for computer graphics video signals 
with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA. It switches any one of four signals to 
a single output. $285.00 30% $199.50

VP-4XL 1:4 XGA Distribution Amplifier $464.00 30% $324.80
VP-5XL 1:5 XGA Distribution Amplifier $460.00 30% $322.00

VP-61XL

The VP-61xl is a high-performance switcher for computer graphics video signals, 
with resolutions ranging from VGA through UXGA and higher, and balanced 
stereo audio signals. The VP-61N has all the same features of the VP-61xl but 
without audio. $934.00 30% $653.80

VP-701XL VP-701XL - Scan Converter - Wired - Rack-mountable $1,190.00 30% $833.00



VP-88K
The Vp-88K is a high-performance matrix switcher for RGBHV video and 
balanced stereo audio signals. The unit can route any or all inputs to any or all 
outputs simultaneously. $3,726.00 30% $2,608.20

VP-8K
The VP-8K is a high-performance, HDTV compatible distribution amplifier for 
computer graphics signals, with resolutions exceeding UXGA. It accepts one 
computer graphics input, and outputs it to eight computer graphics signals. $725.00 30% $507.50

VP-8X8
The VP-8x8 is a high-performance matrix switcher for computer graphics video 
signals, with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA on 15-pin HD connectors. It 
can route any or all inputs to any or all outputs simultaneously. $2,479.00 30% $1,735.30

VP-8X8AK

The VP-8x8AK is a high-performance matrix switcher for computer graphics video 
signals, with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA, and unbalanced stereo 
audio signals. The unit can route any combination of inputs and outputs and 
converts the audio to bala $4,131.00 30% $2,891.70

VS-1616A The VS-1616A is a high-performance matrix switcher for balanced stereo audio 
signals. It can route any or all inputs to any or all outputs simultaneously. $2,931.00 30% $2,051.70

VS-161H The VS-161H is a high-performance switcher for HDMI signals. It equalizes the 
signal and switches one of the 16 inputs to a single HDMI output. $1,045.00 30% $731.50

VS-162V
The VS-162V is a high-performance matrix switcher for composite video signals. 
It can also be configured as an 8x8 s-Video (Y/C) switcher, a 5x5 component 
(YUV) switcher, or a 4x4 RGBS switcher. $2,106.00 30% $1,474.20

VS-211HDXL
The VS-211HDxl is a high-performance automatic switcher for 3G HD-SDI video 
signals. When configured as a standby switcher, it switches to the secondary 
input when the primary input is lost. $1,075.00 30% $752.50

VS-30FW
The VS-30FW is a high-performance bidirectional for 9-pin FireWire  800 (IEEE 
1394b) signals. It increases the number of ports available and/ or extends the 
distance of FireWire  cable runs. $175.00 30% $122.50

VS-41H The VS-41H is a high-performance switcher for HDMI signals. It equalizes the 
signal and switches one of the four inputs to a single HDMI output. $540.00 30% $378.00

VS-44HDXL

The VS-44HDXL is a high-performance matrix switcher for 3G HD-SDI and HD-
SDI dual link video signals. The unit can switch any or all inputs to any or all 
outputs. Switching is implemented during the vertical interval period according to 
the SMPTE RP-168 s $3,559.00 30% $2,491.30

VS-55A 5x1(U) Audio Switcher $295.00 30% $206.50

VS-5X5
The VS-5x5 is a true 5x5 matrix switcher for composite video signals and 
balanced stereo audio signals. The VS-5x5 let you simultaneously route any or all 
of the 5 inputs to any or all of the 5 outputs. $795.00 30% $556.50

VS-81H The VS-81H is a high-performance switcher for HDMI signals. It equalizes the 
signal and switches one of the 8 inputs to a single HDMI output. $895.00 30% $626.50

VS-81HDXL The Kramer VS-81HDxl is a true 8x1 switcher for SD/HD/3G HD-SDI signals that 
lets you switch any one of the eight inputs to two identical outputs. $3,295.00 30% $2,306.50

W1145 Ethernet & Telephone Wall Plate Insert. $27.00 30% $18.90
WA-1H 3.5mm (F) to Terminal Block Adapter $33.00 30% $23.10
WA-1XLF XLR Wall Plate Insert/ $30.00 30% $21.00



WA-45 3.5mm & RJ-45 Pass-Through Wall Plate Insert. $27.00 30% $18.90

WAV-5 WAV-5 is a computer graphics video, composite video & stereo audio passive 
wall plate. $90.00 30% $63.00

WAV-6H

The WAV-6H is a one gang wall plate insert with a pass-through female 
connector for HDMI at the front and a cable and femail HDMI connector at the 
rear. In addition, the WAV-6H has a pass through connectro for: A PC (UXGA) on 
a 15-pin HD computer graphics $98.00 30% $68.60

WD-2F The WD-2F is a female DB-9 to Female DB-9 connection module. $25.00 30% $17.50
WD-FM The WD-FM is a Female DB-9 to Male DB-9 connection module. $25.00 30% $17.50
W-H(W-HDMI)(W) HDMI Wall Plate Insert. $36.00 30% $25.20
WP-110 15-Pin HD over Twisted Pair Transmitter (Requires TP-120) $245.00 30% $171.50
WP-H1M HDMI  TO HDMI  WALL PLATE $74.00 30% $51.80

WU-AA WU-AA is a single insert wall plate with one USB connector (type-A) at the front 
and a cable with a USB connector (type-A) connector at the rear. $30.00 30% $21.00

WU-AB USB Wall Plate Insert $30.00 30% $21.00
WU-BA USB-B  TO USB-A  INSERT $30.00 30% $21.00
WX-2F(W) Computer Graphics Video Wall Plate Insert. $40.00 30% $28.00
WX-FM The WX-FM is a Female VGA to Male VGA connection module. $35.00 30% $24.50
WXA-2 Computer Graphics Video & Stereo Audio Wall Plate Insert. $75.00 30% $52.50
WXL-2F 2 FEMALE XLRS TO TERMINAL BLOCK ADAPTER $49.00 30% $34.30
BC-1X59-300M 1 Coax: RG-59 Bulk Cable 985 $359.00 30% $251.30

BC-5X-100M Kramers BC-5X is a high-resolution, 75ohms 5 mini-coaxial cable perfect for 
routing RGBHV signals in commercial or residential AV systems. $400.00 30% $280.00

BC-5X-300M 5 Conductor Hi-Res Mini-Coax (28 AWG) Bulk Cable 985 $1,190.00 30% $833.00

95-0101006
Kramers C-A35M/A35M mini audio cable is constructed from high-quality shielded 
pair style cable terminated with molded male 3.5mm stereo connectors on both 
ends. $5.00 30% $3.50

95-0101010
Kramers C-A35M/A35M mini audio cable is constructed from high-quality shielded 
pair style cable terminated with molded male 3.5mm stereo connectors on both 
ends. $5.00 30% $3.50

95-0101015
Kramers C-A35M/A35M mini audio cable is constructed from high-quality shielded 
pair style cable terminated with molded male 3.5mm stereo connectors on both 
ends. $6.00 30% $4.20

95-0101025
Kramers C-A35M/A35M mini audio cable is constructed from high-quality shielded 
pair style cable terminated with molded male 3.5mm stereo connectors on both 
ends. $8.00 30% $5.60

95-0101035
Kramers C-A35M/A35M mini audio cable is constructed from high-quality shielded 
pair style cable terminated with molded male 3.5mm stereo connectors on both 
ends. $9.00 30% $6.30

95-0101050
Kramers C-A35M/A35M mini audio cable is constructed from high-quality shielded 
pair style cable terminated with molded male 3.5mm stereo connectors on both 
ends. $13.00 30% $9.10



95-0103110 Kramers C-A35/IRE is an infrared emitter permanently mounted on a 3m (10ft) 
cable. $12.00 30% $8.40

C-A35M/2IRE-10 Kramers C-A35/2IRE is a dual infrared emitter permanently mounted on a 3m 
(10ft) cable. $21.00 30% $14.70

95-0112001

Kramers A35M/2RAM and A35F/2RAM series cables are simple adapters which 
have a stereo 3.5mm connectors at the other. They provide passive conversion 
between 3.5mm and dual RCA connectors, most often adaptng a PC sound card 
or MP3 player to the audio input $5.00 30% $3.50

95-0122003

Kramers C-A35M/2RAM is a simple adapter which has a stereo 3.5mm connector 
at one end, and two male RCA connectors at the other. It provides passive 
conversion between 3.5mm and dual RCA connectors, most often adapting a PC 
sound card or MP3 player to the $7.00 30% $4.90

95-0122006

Kramers C-A35M/2RAM is a simple adapter which has a stereo 3.5mm connector 
at one end, and two male RCA connectors at the other. It provides passive 
conversion between 3.5mm and dual RCA connectors, most often adapting a PC 
sound card or MP3 player to the $8.00 30% $5.60

95-0122010

Kramers C-A35M/2RAM is a simple adapter which has a stereo 3.5mm connector 
at one end, and two male RCA connectors at the other. It provides passive 
conversion between 3.5mm and dual RCA connectors, most often adapting a PC 
sound card or MP3 player to the $8.00 30% $5.60

95-0122015

Kramers C-A35M/2RAM is a simple adapter which has a stereo 3.5mm connector 
at one end, and two male RCA connectors at the other. It provides passive 
conversion between 3.5mm and dual RCA connectors, most often adapting a PC 
sound card or MP3 player to the $12.00 30% $8.40

95-0122025

Kramers C-A35M/2RAM is a simple adapter which has a stereo 3.5mm connector 
at one end, and two male RCA connectors at the other. It provides passive 
conversion between 3.5mm and dual RCA connectors, most often adapting a PC 
sound card or MP3 player to the $14.00 30% $9.80

95-0122035

Kramers C-A35M/2RAM is a simple adapter which has a stereo 3.5mm connector 
at one end, and two male RCA connectors at the other. It provides passive 
conversion between 3.5mm and dual RCA connectors, most often adapting a PC 
sound card or MP3 player to the $16.00 30% $11.20

95-0122050

Kramers C-A35M/2RAM is a simple adapter which has a stereo 3.5mm connector 
at one end, and two male RCA connectors at the other. It provides passive 
conversion between 3.5mm and dual RCA connectors, most often adapting a PC 
sound card or MP3 player to the $22.00 30% $15.40

C-A35M/D9F-6 3.5mm (M) to 9-Pin D-Sub (F) 6 $11.00 30% $7.70

C-GM/GF-15

Kramers C-GM/GF computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $26.00 30% $18.20



C-GM/GF-25

Kramers C-GM/GF computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $38.00 30% $26.60

C-GM/GM-1

Kramers C-GM/GM computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $7.00 30% $4.90

C-GM/GM-3

Kramers C-GM/GM computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $8.00 30% $5.60

C-GM/GM-6

Kramers C-GM/GM computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $12.00 30% $8.40

C-GM/GM-10

Kramers C-GM/GM computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $17.00 30% $11.90

C-GM/GM-15

Kramers C-GM/GM computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $25.00 30% $17.50

92-7101025

Kramers C-GM/GM computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $37.00 30% $25.90

C-GM/GM-35

Kramers C-GM/GM computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $45.00 30% $31.50

92-7101050

Kramers C-GM/GM computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $58.00 30% $40.60

C-GM/GM-125

Kramers C-GM/GM computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $155.00 30% $108.50



C-GM/GM-150

Kramers C-GM/GM computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $172.00 30% $120.40

C-MGM/MGM-2

Kramers C-MGM/MGM Micro computer graphics video cable is a high-
performance cable with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. This micro 
coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent option for connecting computer 
graphics video signals between c $12.00 30% $8.40

92-7201006

Kramers C-MGM/MGM Micro computer graphics video cable is a high-
performance cable with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. This micro 
coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent option for connecting computer 
graphics video signals between c $20.00 30% $14.00

92-7201010

Kramers C-MGM/MGM Micro computer graphics video cable is a high-
performance cable with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. This micro 
coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent option for connecting computer 
graphics video signals between c $26.00 30% $18.20

92-7201015

Kramers C-MGM/MGM Micro computer graphics video cable is a high-
performance cable with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. This micro 
coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent option for connecting computer 
graphics video signals between c $38.00 30% $26.60

92-7201025

Kramers C-MGM/MGM Micro computer graphics video cable is a high-
performance cable with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. This micro 
coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent option for connecting computer 
graphics video signals between c $58.00 30% $40.60

C-GM/3RVM-3

Kramers computer graphics video to component video breakout cables are 
constructed from 3 mini coax cables with 15-pin HD (M) connector at one end and 
3 RCA (M or F) connectors at the other. These cables send or receive computer 
graphics video or componen $13.00 30% $9.10

C-GM/5BM-25

Kramers C-GM/5BM is constructed of 5 mini coax cables with a molded 15-pin 
HD (M or F) on one end and 5BNC (M or F) on the other. It converts between the 
two most common cabling formats used for routing computer graphic video 
signals, 15-pin HD, and 5 BNC $44.00 30% $30.80

C-GM/5BM-50

Kramers C-GM/5BM is constructed of 5 mini coax cables with a molded 15-pin 
HD (M or F) on one end and 5BNC (M or F) on the other. It converts between the 
two most common cabling formats used for routing computer graphic video 
signals, 15-pin HD, and 5 BNC $70.00 30% $49.00

C-GM/5BM-75

Kramers C-GM/5BM is constructed of 5 mini coax cables with a molded 15-pin 
HD (M or F) on one end and 5BNC (M or F) on the other. It converts between the 
two most common cabling formats used for routing computer graphic video 
signals, 15-pin HD, and 5 BNC $114.00 30% $79.80



C-GM/5BF-0.5

Kramers C-GM/5BF is constructed of 5 mini coax cables with a molded 15-pin HD 
(M or F) on one end and 5 BNC (M or F) on the other. It converts between the 
two most common cabling formats used for routing computer graphic video 
signals, 15-pin HD, and 5 BN $15.00 30% $10.50

C-GM/5BF-3

Kramers C-GM/5BF is constructed of 5 mini coax cables with a molded 15-pin HD 
(M or F) on one end and 5 BNC (M or F) on the other. It converts between the 
two most common cabling formats used for routing computer graphic video 
signals, 15-pin HD, and 5 BN $19.00 30% $13.30

C-GM/5BF-6

Kramers C-GM/5BF is constructed of 5 mini coax cables with a molded 15-pin HD 
(M or F) on one end and 5 BNC (M or F) on the other. It converts between the 
two most common cabling formats used for routing computer graphic video 
signals, 15-pin HD, and 5 BN $24.00 30% $16.80

C-GM/5BF-15

Kramers C-GM/5BF is constructed of 5 mini coax cables with a molded 15-pin HD 
(M or F) on one end and 5 BNC (M or F) on the other. It converts between the 
two most common cabling formats used for routing computer graphic video 
signals, 15-pin HD, and 5 BN $33.00 30% $23.10

C-GF/5BM-1

Kramers C-GF/5BM graphics video breakout cable is constructed of 5 mini coax 
cables with a molded 15-pin HD (M or F) on one end and 5 BNC (M or F) on the 
other. It converts between the two most common cabling formats used for routing 
computer graphic vide $14.00 30% $9.80

C-GF/5BM-3

Kramers C-GF/5BM graphics video breakout cable is constructed of 5 mini coax 
cables with a molded 15-pin HD (M or F) on one end and 5 BNC (M or F) on the 
other. It converts between the two most common cabling formats used for routing 
computer graphic vide $18.00 30% $12.60

92-2202003
Kramers C-GMA/GMA is a high-performance cable with male 15-pin HD and 
3.5mm stereo audio connectors at each end. It is perfect for computer graphics 
video to display installations that require an audio signal as well. $12.00 30% $8.40

92-2202006
Kramers C-GMA/GMA is a high-performance cable with male 15-pin HD and 
3.5mm stereo audio connectors at each end. It is perfect for computer graphics 
video to display installations that require an audio signal as well. $16.00 30% $11.20

92-2202010
Kramers C-GMA/GMA is a high-performance cable with male 15-pin HD and 
3.5mm stereo audio connectors at each end. It is perfect for computer graphics 
video to display installations that require an audio signal as well. $22.00 30% $15.40

92-2202015
Kramers C-GMA/GMA is a high-performance cable with male 15-pin HD and 
3.5mm stereo audio connectors at each end. It is perfect for computer graphics 
video to display installations that require an audio signal as well. $31.00 30% $21.70

C-GMA/GMA-25
Kramers C-GMA/GMA is a high-performance cable with male 15-pin HD and 
3.5mm stereo audio connectors at each end. It is perfect for computer graphics 
video to display installations that require an audio signal as well. $43.00 30% $30.10

C-GMA/GMA-35
Kramers C-GMA/GMA is a high-performance cable with male 15-pin HD and 
3.5mm stereo audio connectors at each end. It is perfect for computer graphics 
video to display installations that require an audio signal as well. $49.00 30% $34.30



92-2202050
Kramers C-GMA/GMA is a high-performance cable with male 15-pin HD and 
3.5mm stereo audio connectors at each end. It is perfect for computer graphics 
video to display installations that require an audio signal as well. $66.00 30% $46.20

C-MGMA/MGMA-3

Kramers C-MGMA/MGMA is a micro sized, high-performance cable for computer 
graphics and audio with slim molded 15-pin HD and 3.5mm connectors at both 
ends. This micro coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent choice for 
connecting computer graphi $27.00 30% $18.90

92-7301006

Kramers C-MGMA/MGMA is a micro sized, high-performance cable for computer 
graphics and audio with slim molded 15-pin HD and 3.5mm connectors at both 
ends. This micro coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent choice for 
connecting computer graphi $33.00 30% $23.10

92-7301010

Kramers C-MGMA/MGMA is a micro sized, high-performance cable for computer 
graphics and audio with slim molded 15-pin HD and 3.5mm connectors at both 
ends. This micro coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent choice for 
connecting computer graphi $35.00 30% $24.50

C-MGMA/MGMA-15

Kramers C-MGMA/MGMA is a micro sized, high-performance cable for computer 
graphics and audio with slim molded 15-pin HD and 3.5mm connectors at both 
ends. This micro coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent choice for 
connecting computer graphi $49.00 30% $34.30

92-7301025

Kramers C-MGMA/MGMA is a micro sized, high-performance cable for computer 
graphics and audio with slim molded 15-pin HD and 3.5mm connectors at both 
ends. This micro coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent choice for 
connecting computer graphi $58.00 30% $40.60

C-MH1/MH1-6
Kramers C-MH1/MH1 Hydra multi-head cable includes a 15-pin HD(M), 3.5mm 
(M) & 3 RCA (M) cables. It is designed for applications that require multiple 
signals in a single jacket. $24.00 30% $16.80

C-MH1/MH1-10
Kramers C-MH1/MH1 Hydra multi-head cable includes a 15-pin HD(M), 3.5mm 
(M) & 3 RCA (M) cables. It is designed for applications that require multiple 
signals in a single jacket. $32.00 30% $22.40

C-MH1/MH1-15
Kramers C-MH1/MH1 Hydra multi-head cable includes a 15-pin HD(M), 3.5mm 
(M) & 3 RCA (M) cables. It is designed for applications that require multiple 
signals in a single jacket. $45.00 30% $31.50

C-MH1/MH1-25
Kramers C-MH1/MH1 Hydra multi-head cable includes a 15-pin HD(M), 3.5mm 
(M) & 3 RCA (M) cables. It is designed for applications that require multiple 
signals in a single jacket. $67.00 30% $46.90

C-SM/2BM-1 4-Pin (M) to 2 BNC (M) s-Video Breakout Cable 1 $6.00 30% $4.20
C-SM/2BM-6 4-Pin (M) to 2 BNC (M) s-Video Breakout Cable 6 $7.00 30% $4.90
C-SM/2BM-10 4-Pin (M) to 2 BNC (M) s-Video Breakout Cable 10 $8.00 30% $5.60

C-SM/SM-15
Kramers C-SM/SM is a high-performance s-Video (Y/C) cable with molded 4-pin 
mini DIN connectors at each end. Luminance and chrominance signals are 
carried on separate internal coaxes for superior quality over composite video. $8.00 30% $5.60



C-SM/SM-25
Kramers C-SM/SM is a high-performance s-Video (Y/C) cable with molded 4-pin 
mini DIN connectors at each end. Luminance and chrominance signals are 
carried on separate internal coaxes for superior quality over composite video. $10.00 30% $7.00

91-01010015
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $6.00 30% $4.20

91-0101003
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $7.00 30% $4.90

91-0101006
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $9.00 30% $6.30

C-BM/BM-10
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $14.00 30% $9.80

91-0101025
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $20.00 30% $14.00

C-BM/BM-35
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $25.00 30% $17.50

C-BM/BM-50
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $39.00 30% $27.30

C-BM/BM-75
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $50.00 30% $35.00

C-BM/BM-100
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $67.00 30% $46.90

C-BM/BM-150
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $90.00 30% $63.00

C-5BM/5BM-25
Kramers C-5BM/5BM is constructed of 5 mini coax cables in a single jacket with 
75ohms BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and 
high performance for any RGBHV video signal application. $53.00 30% $37.10

C-5BM/5BM-50
Kramers C-5BM/5BM is constructed of 5 mini coax cables in a single jacket with 
75ohms BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and 
high performance for any RGBHV video signal application. $85.00 30% $59.50

C-5BM/5BM-75
Kramers C-5BM/5BM is constructed of 5 mini coax cables in a single jacket with 
75ohms BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and 
high performance for any RGBHV video signal application. $120.00 30% $84.00



97-0616003

Kramers C-DPM/DPM cable for DIsplayPort helps set a new digital standard for 
high-resolution video. It offers a locking connector, higher bit rates, deep color 
modes, and supports optional 128-bit encryption, stereoscopic 3D, and other 
advancements  over $21.00 30% $14.70

97-0616015

Kramers C-DPM/DPM cable for DIsplayPort helps set a new digital standard for 
high-resolution video. It offers a locking connector, higher bit rates, deep color 
modes, and supports optional 128-bit encryption, stereoscopic 3D, and other 
advancements  over $32.00 30% $22.40

97-0616025

Kramers C-DPM/DPM cable for DIsplayPort helps set a new digital standard for 
high-resolution video. It offers a locking connector, higher bit rates, deep color 
modes, and supports optional 128-bit encryption, stereoscopic 3D, and other 
advancements  over $60.00 30% $42.00

97-0616035

Kramers C-DPM/DPM cable for DIsplayPort helps set a new digital standard for 
high-resolution video. It offers a locking connector, higher bit rates, deep color 
modes, and supports optional 128-bit encryption, stereoscopic 3D, and other 
advancements  over $75.00 30% $52.50

C-DMA/5BM-3

Kramers DMA/5BM series DVI male to 5 BNC male are cables designed to adapt 
between the analog pins DVI-I and typical RGBHV. DVI video cards often output 
signals in both digital and analog format and, conversely, display devices often 
accept an analog RGBH $18.00 30% $12.60

94-0605006

Kramers DMA/5BM series DVI male to 5 BNC male are cables designed to adapt 
between the analog pins DVI-I and typical RGBHV. DVI video cards often output 
signals in both digital and analog format and, conversely, display devices often 
accept an analog RGBH $21.00 30% $14.70

C-DMA/5BM-10

Kramers DMA/5BM series DVI male to 5 BNC male are cables designed to adapt 
between the analog pins DVI-I and typical RGBHV. DVI video cards often output 
signals in both digital and analog format and, conversely, display devices often 
accept an analog RGBH $25.00 30% $17.50

C-DM/DM-1.5

Kramers DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-D connectors 
at both ends. These dual link cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(24+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as flat pan $13.00 30% $9.10

94-0101003

Kramers DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-D connectors 
at both ends. These dual link cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(24+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as flat pan $17.00 30% $11.90

94-0101006

Kramers DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-D connectors 
at both ends. These dual link cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(24+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as flat pan $22.00 30% $15.40



94-0101010

Kramers DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-D connectors 
at both ends. These dual link cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(24+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as flat pan $25.00 30% $17.50

C-DM/DM-15

Kramers DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-D connectors 
at both ends. These dual link cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(24+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as flat pan $35.00 30% $24.50

C-DM/DM-25

Kramers DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-D connectors 
at both ends. These dual link cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(24+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as flat pan $60.00 30% $42.00

C-DM/DM-33

Kramers DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-D connectors 
at both ends. These dual link cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(24+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as flat pan $65.00 30% $45.50

C-DM/DM-50

Kramers DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-D connectors 
at both ends. These dual link cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(24+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as flat pan $96.00 30% $67.20

C-DM/DM-65

Kramers DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-D connectors 
at both ends. These dual link cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(24+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as flat pan $105.00 30% $73.50

94-0201010

C-FODM/FODM has four multi-mode fibers for TMDS transmission and copper 
wires for DDC/HDCP in a jacket. It transmits uncompressed 2K resolution at 
60Hz, 1080p up to 100m (328feet) and supplies +5V DC power either from video 
sources or external power adapt $285.00 30% $199.50

97-0201003
Kramers C-HM/DM is a high-performance cable with an HDMI connector at one 
end and a DVI connector at the other. It is designed to connect between digital 
video sources and displays and recorders that dont have both DVI and HDMI $22.00 30% $15.40

97-0201006
Kramers C-HM/DM is a high-performance cable with an HDMI connector at one 
end and a DVI connector at the other. It is designed to connect between digital 
video sources and displays and recorders that dont have both DVI and HDMI $26.00 30% $18.20

97-0201010
Kramers C-HM/DM is a high-performance cable with an HDMI connector at one 
end and a DVI connector at the other. It is designed to connect between digital 
video sources and displays and recorders that dont have both DVI and HDMI $35.00 30% $24.50

97-0201015
Kramers C-HM/DM is a high-performance cable with an HDMI connector at one 
end and a DVI connector at the other. It is designed to connect between digital 
video sources and displays and recorders that dont have both DVI and HDMI $38.00 30% $26.60

97-0201025
Kramers C-HM/DM is a high-performance cable with an HDMI connector at one 
end and a DVI connector at the other. It is designed to connect between digital 
video sources and displays and recorders that dont have both DVI and HDMI $49.00 30% $34.30



97-0201035
Kramers C-HM/DM is a high-performance cable with an HDMI connector at one 
end and a DVI connector at the other. It is designed to connect between digital 
video sources and displays and recorders that dont have both DVI and HDMI $59.00 30% $41.30

C-HM/DM-50
Kramers C-HM/DM is a high-performance cable with an HDMI connector at one 
end and a DVI connector at the other. It is designed to connect between digital 
video sources and displays and recorders that dont have both DVI and HDMI $70.00 30% $49.00

97-0101003
Kramers C-HM/HM cable is your default choice for high-performance, HDMI 
cable. It supports signals up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), Deep Color, x.v.Color, Lip 
Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC. $13.00 30% $9.10

97-0101006
Kramers C-HM/HM cable is your default choice for high-performance, HDMI 
cable. It supports signals up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), Deep Color, x.v.Color, Lip 
Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC. $15.00 30% $10.50

97-0101010
Kramers C-HM/HM cable is your default choice for high-performance, HDMI 
cable. It supports signals up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), Deep Color, x.v.Color, Lip 
Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC. $20.00 30% $14.00

97-0101015
Kramers C-HM/HM cable is your default choice for high-performance, HDMI 
cable. It supports signals up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), Deep Color, x.v.Color, Lip 
Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC. $25.00 30% $17.50

97-0101025
Kramers C-HM/HM cable is your default choice for high-performance, HDMI 
cable. It supports signals up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), Deep Color, x.v.Color, Lip 
Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC. $35.00 30% $24.50

97-0101035
Kramers C-HM/HM cable is your default choice for high-performance, HDMI 
cable. It supports signals up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), Deep Color, x.v.Color, Lip 
Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC. $55.00 30% $38.50

C-FOHM/FOHM-66

The Fiber Optic HDMI Male Cable is a digital high-quality graphics interface 
between and HDMI source (for example, a DVD player) and an HDMI acceptor 
(for example, and LCD TV). It consists of a transmitter (Tx) module and a receiver 
(Rx) module, connected $511.00 30% $357.70

C-FOHM/FOHM-164

The Fiber Optice HDMI Male Cable is a digital high-quality graphics interface 
between an HDMI source (for example, a DVD player) and an HDMI acceptor (for 
example, an LCD TV). It consists of a transmitter (Tx) module and a receiver (Rx) 
module, connected $732.00 30% $512.40

C-2LC/2LC-99 2LC to 2LC Fiber Optic Cable 99 ft $154.00 30% $107.80

C-4LC/4LC-328

Kramers C-4LC/4LC is constructed of four color coded multi-mode 50/125um 
simplex cables of 2.0mm (0.079in) diameter each, contained in a round overall 
orange jacket. It is intended primarily as a companion to various Kramer 
detachable transmitter/receiver $530.00 30% $371.00

C-RVM/RVM-3
Kramers C-RVM/RVM is constructed of RG-59 cable with male RCA connectors 
at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high-performance for any 
composite video or mono audio signal. $4.00 30% $2.80

C-RVM/RVM-25
Kramers C-RVM/RVM is constructed of RG-59 cable with male RCA connectors 
at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high-performance for any 
composite video or mono audio signal. $18.00 30% $12.60



C-RVM/RVM-35
Kramers C-RVM/RVM is constructed of RG-59 cable with male RCA connectors 
at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high-performance for any 
composite video or mono audio signal. $25.00 30% $17.50

95-0202003
Kramers C-2RAM/2RAM is a high quality dual RCA cable assembly designed for 
stereo audio signals. It is perfect for audio connection of DVD players, VCRs, and 
other consumer style devices that are routinely used in professional AV systems. $7.00 30% $4.90

95-0202006
Kramers C-2RAM/2RAM is a high quality dual RCA cable assembly designed for 
stereo audio signals. It is perfect for audio connection of DVD players, VCRs, and 
other consumer style devices that are routinely used in professional AV systems. $8.00 30% $5.60

C-2RAM/2RAM-15
Kramers C-2RAM/2RAM is a high quality dual RCA cable assembly designed for 
stereo audio signals. It is perfect for audio connection of DVD players, VCRs, and 
other consumer style devices that are routinely used in professional AV systems. $10.00 30% $7.00

C-2RAM/2RAM-50
Kramers C-2RAM/2RAM is a high quality dual RCA cable assembly designed for 
stereo audio signals. It is perfect for audio connection of DVD players, VCRs, and 
other consumer style devices that are routinely used in professional AV systems. $21.00 30% $14.70

C-3RVAM/3RVAM-3

Kramers C-3RVAM/3RVAM is a high-quality 3 RCA cable assembly designed for 
video and stereo audio signals. It is perfect for connection of DVD players, VCRs, 
and consumer style display devices that are routinely used in professional AV 
systems. $9.00 30% $6.30

C-3RVAM/3RVAM-6

Kramers C-3RVAM/3RVAM is a high-quality 3 RCA cable assembly designed for 
video and stereo audio signals. It is perfect for connection of DVD players, VCRs, 
and consumer style display devices that are routinely used in professional AV 
systems. $15.00 30% $10.50

C-3RVAM/3RVAM-15

Kramers C-3RVAM/3RVAM is a high-quality 3 RCA cable assembly designed for 
video and stereo audio signals. It is perfect for connection of DVD players, VCRs, 
and consumer style display devices that are routinely used in professional AV 
systems. $19.00 30% $13.30

C-3RVAM/3RVAM-25

Kramers C-3RVAM/3RVAM is a high-quality 3 RCA cable assembly designed for 
video and stereo audio signals. It is perfect for connection of DVD players, VCRs, 
and consumer style display devices that are routinely used in professional AV 
systems. $27.00 30% $18.90

C-3RVAM/3RVAM-35

Kramers C-3RVAM/3RVAM is a high-quality 3 RCA cable assembly designed for 
video and stereo audio signals. It is perfect for connection of DVD players, VCRs, 
and consumer style display devices that are routinely used in professional AV 
systems. $37.00 30% $25.90

C-3RVM/3RVM-6
Kramers C-3RVM/3RVM is constructed of 3RG-59 cables in a flat configuration 
with male RCA connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, 
and high-performance for any component video application. $40.00 30% $28.00

C-3RVM/3RVM-15
Kramers C-3RVM/3RVM is constructed of 3RG-59 cables in a flat configuration 
with male RCA connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, 
and high-performance for any component video application. $54.00 30% $37.80



C-3RVM/3RVM-50
Kramers C-3RVM/3RVM is constructed of 3RG-59 cables in a flat configuration 
with male RCA connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, 
and high-performance for any component video application. $104.00 30% $72.80

C-3RVM/3RVM-75
Kramers C-3RVM/3RVM is constructed of 3RG-59 cables in a flat configuration 
with male RCA connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, 
and high-performance for any component video application. $149.00 30% $104.30

C-R3VM/R3VM-3

Kramers C-R3VM/R3VM is constructed of 28AWG high resolution mini coax 
cables in a single jacket with male RCA connectors at each end. It offers 
outstanding quality, durability, and high-performance and is designed for home 
theater applications. $20.00 30% $14.00

C-R3VM/R3VM-15

Kramers C-R3VM/R3VM is constructed of 28AWG high resolution mini coax 
cables in a single jacket with male RCA connectors at each end. It offers 
outstanding quality, durability, and high-performance and is designed for home 
theater applications. $32.00 30% $22.40

C-R3VM/R3VM-25

Kramers C-R3VM/R3VM is constructed of 28AWG high resolution mini coax 
cables in a single jacket with male RCA connectors at each end. It offers 
outstanding quality, durability, and high-performance and is designed for home 
theater applications. $40.00 30% $28.00

C-XLQM/XLQF-1.5 XLR (M) to XLR (F) Quad Style Cable 1.5 $9.00 30% $6.30

95-1211003

Kramers C-XLQM/XLQF is a quad style professional-grade mic or line level audio 
cable. 4-core star quad cables with mutally offsetting twisting technology can 
reduce induction noise levels to 10% of that in regular two-pair balanced 
microphone cable. $10.00 30% $7.00

95-1211006

Kramers C-XLQM/XLQF is a quad style professional-grade mic or line level audio 
cable. 4-core star quad cables with mutally offsetting twisting technology can 
reduce induction noise levels to 10% of that in regular two-pair balanced 
microphone cable. $11.00 30% $7.70

C-XLQM/XLQF-10

Kramers C-XLQM/XLQF is a quad style professional-grade mic or line level audio 
cable. 4-core star quad cables with mutally offsetting twisting technology can 
reduce induction noise levels to 10% of that in regular two-pair balanced 
microphone cable. $16.00 30% $11.20

C-XLQM/XLQF-35

Kramers C-XLQM/XLQF is a quad style professional-grade mic or line level audio 
cable. 4-core star quad cables with mutally offsetting twisting technology can 
reduce induction noise levels to 10% of that in regular two-pair balanced 
microphone cable. $32.00 30% $22.40

C-XLQM/XLQF-50

Kramers C-XLQM/XLQF is a quad style professional-grade mic or line level audio 
cable. 4-core star quad cables with mutally offsetting twisting technology can 
reduce induction noise levels to 10% of that in regular two-pair balanced 
microphone cable. $45.00 30% $31.50

95-1211075

Kramers C-XLQM/XLQF is a quad style professional-grade mic or line level audio 
cable. 4-core star quad cables with mutally offsetting twisting technology can 
reduce induction noise levels to 10% of that in regular two-pair balanced 
microphone cable. $62.00 30% $43.40



C-XLQM/XLQF-100

Kramers C-XLQM/XLQF is a quad style professional-grade mic or line level audio 
cable. 4-core star quad cables with mutally offsetting twisting technology can 
reduce induction noise levels to 10% of that in regular two-pair balanced 
microphone cable. $83.00 30% $58.10

C-XLQM/XLQF-125

Kramers C-XLQM/XLQF is a quad style professional-grade mic or line level audio 
cable. 4-core star quad cables with mutally offsetting twisting technology can 
reduce induction noise levels to 10% of that in regular two-pair balanced 
microphone cable. $109.00 30% $76.30

95-9101050
Kramers C-A35M/A35M mini audio cable is constructed from high-quality shielded 
pair style cable terminated with molded male 3.5mm stereo connectors on both 
ends. $26.00 30% $18.20

CP-GMA/GMA/XL-25

Kramers CP-GMA/GMA/xl cable offers the highest possible performance and a 
configuration designed to give installers and users a new level of convenience 
and aesthetics. It is ideal for any application requiring no-compromise quality and 
performance in a p $99.00 30% $69.30

CP-GMA/GMA/XL-35

Kramers CP-GMA/GMA/xl cable offers the highest possible performance and a 
configuration designed to give installers and users a new level of convenience 
and aesthetics. It is ideal for any application requiring no-compromise quality and 
performance in a p $134.00 30% $93.80

92-9222050

Kramers CP-GMA/GMA/xl cable offers the highest possible performance and a 
configuration designed to give installers and users a new level of convenience 
and aesthetics. It is ideal for any application requiring no-compromise quality and 
performance in a p $152.00 30% $106.40

CP-GMA/GMA/XL-75

Kramers CP-GMA/GMA/xl cable offers the highest possible performance and a 
configuration designed to give installers and users a new level of convenience 
and aesthetics. It is ideal for any application requiring no-compromise quality and 
performance in a p $197.00 30% $137.90

CP-MH1/MH1/XL-50

Kramers CP-MH1/MH1/xl Hydra multi-headed cable offers the highest possible 
performance and the features most requested by installers and users. The Hydra 
MH1 configuration is ideal for any application requiring a cost-effective, one piece 
cable solution f $188.00 30% $131.60

CP-2RAM/2RAM-25 Audio cable, dual RCA (Red/Yellow), plenum rated, molded connectors, 25ft $55.00 30% $38.50
99-9598201 3.5mm Stereo (M) to Dual RCA (F) Adapter $3.00 30% $2.10
99-9191011 BNC (F/F) Gender Changer $2.00 30% $1.40
AD-BF/RM BNC (F) to RCA (M) Adapter. 30% #VALUE!
AD-BM/2BFT BNC (M) to 2 BNC (F) T Adapter $3.00 30% $2.10
99-9191301 BNC (M) 2 BNC (F) Y Adapter $5.00 30% $3.50

99-9497110
Kramers ADC-DF/HM is a short cable, approx 1 ft in length, designed to adapt a 
DVI cable to a device with an HDMI input, or to adapt from an HDMI source to a 
DVI cable. $17.00 30% $11.90

99-9494921
Kramers ADC-DM/DF+GF is a short two-headed cable, approximately 1 foot in 
length, designed to break out digital DVI and analog VGA signals from a 
compatible DVI source. $26.00 30% $18.20



99-9497101 Kramers ADC-DM/HF is a short cable, approx 1ft in length, designed to adapt an 
HDMI cable to a device with a DVI input, or to adapt a DVI source to an HDMI $15.00 30% $10.50

AD-D9F/D9F 9-pin D (F/F) Gender Changer. $5.00 30% $3.50
AD-D9M/D9M 9-pin (M/M) Gender Changer. 30% #VALUE!
99-9497010 DVI-I (F) to HDMI (M) Adapter-Priced individually, sold in packs of 10. $12.00 30% $8.40
AD-DF/DF/RA DVI-I (F) to DVI-I (F) Right-Angled Gender Changer- includes 10 individual $16.00 30% $11.20
99-9596011 DVI-I (F) to DVI-I (M) Right-Angled Adapter- includes 10 individuals adapters. $15.00 30% $10.50
99-9492001 DVI-I (M) to 15-pin HD (F) Adapter. $12.00 30% $8.40
99-9497001 DVI-D (M) to HDMI (F) Adapter. $12.00 30% $8.40
99-9292011 15-pin HD (F-F) Gender Changer. $6.00 30% $4.20
AD-GM/GM 15-pin (M) to 15-pin (M) $5.00 30% $3.50

AD-GM/GF/RA AD-GM/GF/RA is a 15-pin HD (M) to 15-pin HD (F) right-angled adapter includes 
10 individual adapters. $10.00 30% $7.00

99-9797011 HDMI (F) to HDMI (F) Gender Changer. $14.00 30% $9.80
99-9797111 HDMI (F-F) right-angled gender changer- includes 10 individual adapters. $15.00 30% $10.50
AD-HF/HM/RA HDMI (F) to HDMI (M) right-angled adapter-includes 10 individual adapters. $14.00 30% $9.80
AD-HF/HF/RA-FLAT HDMI (F-F) right-angled flat gender changer- includes 10 individual adapters. $15.00 30% $10.50
WCP Cable Pass-Through Wall Plate Insert. $22.00 30% $15.40
WCP-2 Dual Cable Pass-Through Wall Plate Insert. $22.00 30% $15.40
WCP-21 Two-Sized Cable Pass-Through Wall Plate Insert. $22.00 30% $15.40

C-DM/DM/FLAT(W)-35

Kramers flat DVI cable is designed for invisible and long distance installations. It 
goes through the wall, under the carpet, around corners and behind the 
entertainment system with ease. The flat design of the cable renders them 
unobtrusive. 30% #VALUE!

VP-8X4AK

The VP-8x4AK is a high-performance matrix switcher for computer graphics video 
signals, with resolutions up to and exceeding UXGA, and unbalanced stereo 
audio signals. The unit can route any combination of inputs and outputs and 
converts the audio to bala $3,726.00 30% $2,608.20

VM-114H4C

The VM-114H4C is a high-performance PoC switcher and distribution amplifier for 
HDMI and DGKat twisted pair signals. It reclocks and equalizes one of two 
selectable input signals (HDMI or DGKat twisted pair) and distributes it to four 
DGKat twisted pair o $1,795.00 30% $1,256.50

DL-IN1-F16 1-Input DVI Dual Link Card (F-16) $895.00 30% $626.50
DL-OUT1-F16 1-Output DVI Dual Link Card(F-16) $495.00 30% $346.50
H-IN2-F16 2-Input HDMI Card (F-16) $895.00 30% $626.50
F610-IN2-F16 2-Input DVI over 4LC Fiber Card (F-16) $895.00 30% $626.50
F610-OUT2-F16 2-Output DVI over 4LC Fiber Card (F-16) $895.00 30% $626.50

907XL

The 907xl is a high-performance power amplifier for line-level stereo audio 
signals. It accepts a balanced stereo audio signal on a terminal block connector 
and an unbalanced stereo signal on RCA connectors. It delivers 40 watts per 
channel into an 8ohms $415.00 30% $290.50



PT-5R/T
The PT-5T and PT-5R are a twisted pair transmitter and receiver for infrared 
signals. The units control up to five devices via their own remote control IR 
transmitter at distances of up to 250m (820ft) over twisted pair cable. $225.00 30% $157.50

RK-19 The RK-19 is two brackets that mount all types of Kramer 19-inch 1U machines 
underneath wooden tables or podiums. $50.00 30% $35.00

RC-74DL

The RC-74DL is a 12-button control keypad, with knob and LCD displays. It is a 
versatile device that connects to powerful control tools: over Ethernet it connects 
to Kramers Site-CTRL, a remote AV control, site management & monitoring 
system. For extended $1,075.00 30% $752.50

99-9697030 DisplayPort (M) to HDMI (F) Adapter Cable. $26.00 30% $18.20

96-02310003

Kramers C-USB3/AAE is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to Type-A female 
extension cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as, printers, 
scanners, cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal 
transfer of up to 4.8Gbps $7.00 30% $4.90

C-USB3/AAE-6

Kramers C-USB3/AAE is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to Type-A female 
extension cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as, printers, 
scanners, cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal 
transfer of up to 4.8Gbp $9.00 30% $6.30

96-02310010

Kramers C-USB3/AAE is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to Type-A female 
extension cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as, printers, 
scanners, cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal 
transfer of up to 4.8Gbp $14.00 30% $9.80

C-USB3/AAE-15

Kramers C-USB3/AAE is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to Type-A female 
extension cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as, printers, 
scanners, cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal 
transfer of up to 4.8Gbp $20.00 30% $14.00

C-USB3/AB-3

Kramers C-USB3/AB is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to Type-B male 
cable used to connect computers and peripherals, such as printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 4.8Gbps. $7.00 30% $4.90

C-USB3/AB-6

Kramers C-USB3/AB is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to Type-B male 
cable used to connect computers and peripherals, such as printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 4.8Gbps. $9.00 30% $6.30

C-USB3/AB-10

Kramers C-USB3/AB is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to Type-B male 
cable used to connect computers and peripherals, such as printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 4.8Gbps. $13.00 30% $9.10

C-USB3/AB-15

Kramers C-USB3/AB is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to Type-B male 
cable used to connect computers and peripherals, such as printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 4.8Gbps. $16.00 30% $11.20

C-DGK6/DGK6-25 RJ-45 (M) TO RJ-45 (M) DGKAT SHIELDED TW $20.00 30% $14.00



99-3440050 Four-Pair STP Terminated Data Cable - 23AWG,Length-50 $32.00 30% $22.40
99-3440075 Four-Pair F/UTP Terminated Data Cable - 23AWG,Length-75 $45.00 30% $31.50

C-GM/XL-35

Kramers C-GM/xl cable offers the highest possible performance and a new 
configuration designed to give installers and users a new level of convenience 
and aesthetics. It is ideal for any application requiring no-compromise quality and 
perforamnce in a VGA $38.00 30% $26.60

C-GM/XL-50

Kramers C-GM/xl cable offers the highest possible performance and a new 
configuration designed to give installers and users a new level of convenience 
and aesthetics. It is ideal for any application requiring no-compromise quality and 
perforamnce in a VGA $45.00 30% $31.50

97-01213003

Kramers C-HM/HM/ETH HDMI cable is a high-performance cable with molded 
HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, 
x.v.Color, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC and ARC and 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) $18.00 30% $12.60

97-01213006

Kramers C-HM/HM/ETH HDMI cable is a high-performance cable with molded 
HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, 
x.v.Color, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC and ARC and 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) $22.00 30% $15.40

97-01213010

Kramers C-HM/HM/ETH HDMI cable is a high-performance cable with molded 
HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, 
x.v.Color, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC and ARC and 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) $25.00 30% $17.50

97-01213015

Kramers C-HM/HM/ETH HDMI cable is a high-performance cable with molded 
HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, 
x.v.Color, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC and ARC and 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) $30.00 30% $21.00

97-01213025

Kramers C-HM/HM/ETH HDMI cable is a high-performance cable with molded 
HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, 
x.v.Color, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC and ARC and 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) $50.00 30% $35.00

97-01213035

Kramers C-HM/HM/ETH HDMI cable is a high-performance cable with molded 
HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, 
x.v.Color, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC and ARC and 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) $65.00 30% $45.50

97-01213050

Kramers C-HM/HM/ETH HDMI cable is a high-performance cable with molded 
HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, 
x.v.Color, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC and ARC and 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) $90.00 30% $63.00

96-0212003

Kramers C-USB/AA is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-A male cable 
used to connect computers and peripheral devices such as, printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 480Mbps. $3.00 30% $2.10



96-0212006

Kramers C-USB/AA is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-A male cable 
used to connect computers and peripheral devices such as, printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 480Mbps. $4.00 30% $2.80

96-0212010

Kramers C-USB/AA is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-A male cable 
used to connect computers and peripheral devices such as, printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 480Mbps. $5.00 30% $3.50

96-0212015

Kramers C-USB/AA is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-A male cable 
used to connect computers and peripheral devices such as, printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 480Mbps. $6.00 30% $4.20

C-USB/AAE-1

Kramers C-USB/AAE is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-A female 
cable used to extend the connection of computers and peripheral devices such as 
printers, scanners, cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for 
superior signal transfer of u 30% #VALUE!

96-0215003

Kramers C-USB/AB is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-B male cable 
used to connect computers and peripheral devices such as, printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 480Mbps. $3.00 30% $2.10

96-0215006

Kramers C-USB/AB is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-B male cable 
used to connect computers and peripheral devices such as, printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 480Mbps. $4.00 30% $2.80

96-0215010

Kramers C-USB/AB is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-B male cable 
used to connect computers and peripheral devices such as, printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 480Mbps. $5.00 30% $3.50

96-0215015

Kramers C-USB/AB is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-B male cable 
used to connect computers and peripheral devices such as, printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 480Mbps. $6.00 30% $4.20

96-02155010
Kramers C-USB/Mini5 is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to USB mini-B 5-pin 
male cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as cameras, external 
hard drives and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of up to 480 30% #VALUE!

VM-114H2C

The VM-114H2C is a high-performance PoC switcher and distribution amplifier for 
HDMI and DGKat twisted pair signals. It reclocks and equalizes one of two 
selectable input signals (HDMI or DGKat twisted pair) and distributes it to two 
DGKat twisted pair an $1,595.00 30% $1,116.50

97-01114035

Kramers C-HM/HM/PRO HDMI cable delivers high-speed, high-performance 
digital video and audio with impeccable impedance stability, low skew, high signal 
integrity, and noise immunity for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4). With pro-grade heavy-
duty construction, triple $75.00 30% $52.50



97-01114003

Kramers C-HM/HM/Pro HDMI cable delivers high-speed, high-performance digital 
video and audio with impeccable impedance stability, low skew, high signal 
integrity, and noise immunity for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4). With pro-grade heavy-
duty construction, triple $20.00 30% $14.00

97-01114006

Kramers C-HM/HM/Pro HDMI cable delivers high-speed, high-performance digital 
video and audio with impeccable impedance stability, low skew, high signal 
integrity, and noise immunity for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4). With pro-grade heavy-
duty construction, triple $24.00 30% $16.80

97-01114015

Kramers C-HM/HM/Pro HDMI cable delivers high-speed, high-performance digital 
video and audio with impeccable impedance stability, low skew, high signal 
integrity, and noise immunity for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4). With pro-grade heavy-
duty construction, triple $35.00 30% $24.50

97-01114025

Kramers C-HM/HM/Pro HDMI cable delivers high-speed, high-performance digital 
video and audio with impeccable impedance stability, low skew, high signal 
integrity, and noise immunity for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4). With pro-grade heavy-
duty construction, triple $55.00 30% $38.50

97-01114050

Kramers C-HM/HM/Pro HDMI cable delivers high-speed, high-performance digital 
video and audio with impeccable impedance stability, low skew, high signal 
integrity, and noise immunity for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4). With pro-grade heavy-
duty construction, triple $99.00 30% $69.30

DGKAT-OUT2-F16
DGKat-OUT2-F16 is a two channel HDMI and RS-232 over DGKat twisted pair 
output card for the VS-1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. 
The DGKat-OUT2-F16 outputs two HDMI and RS-232 signals from the chassis. $750.00 30% $525.00

MV-6

The MV-6 is a versatile, high-performance multiviewer for 3G HD-SDI video 
signals. The device can display up to six inputs in any combination and output the 
image in SDI, HDMI and CV formats. Both pre-programmed and customizable 
screen divisions are suppo $5,827.00 30% $4,078.90

VA-1VGAXL Computer Graphics Video EDID Capture $210.00 30% $147.00

VS-88HDCPXL
The VS-88HDCPxl is a high-performance matrix switcher for DVI and HDMI 
signals on DVI-D connectors. It reclocks and equalizes the signal and can route 
any input to any or all outputs simultaneously. $4,855.00 30% $3,398.50

VM-1H4C

The VM-1H4C is a high-quality 1:4 twisted pair distribution amplifier for HDMI 
signal to PoC Long-reach DGKat signals. The unit receives serial commands and 
IR signals transparently via the RS-232 port and the TP link. It reclocks and 
equalizes the input $1,295.00 30% $906.50

850

The 850 is a high performance, DisplayPort video test pattern generator. It can 
generate 32 preset patterns at 16 popular, predefined, computer and HD video 
resolutions and seven user-defined resolutions, including several unique patterns 
incorporating mo $720.00 30% $504.00

97-0131001

Kramers C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.ColorTM, Lip Sync, 7.1 
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CE $12.00 30% $8.40



97-0131002

Kramers C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.ColorTM, Lip Sync, 7.1 
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CE $15.00 30% $10.50

97-0131003

Kramers C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.ColorTM, Lip Sync, 7.1 
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CE $20.00 30% $14.00

97-0131006

Kramers C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.ColorTM, Lip Sync, 7.1 
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CE $25.00 30% $17.50

97-0131010

Kramers C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.ColorTM, Lip Sync, 7.1 
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CE $35.00 30% $24.50

97-0131025

Kramers C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.ColorTM, Lip Sync, 7.1 
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CE $60.00 30% $42.00

SL-12
The SL-12 is a master room controller that can operate over Ethernet (LAN) with 
control ports that include: one bidirectional RS-485, four RS-232, four IR, four 
GPI/O, and eight relay. It controls devices such as scalers, video displays, audio $695.00 30% $486.50

WA-1PN Stereo Audio Wall Plate Insert. $35.00 30% $24.50

C-MDMA/MGMA-6

Kramers C-MDMA/MGMA cable is designed to connect laptop computers to video 
conference systems that have a DVI input. It adapts the analog pins of DVI-A to a 
15-pin HD connector and includes an unbalanced audio cable with 3.5mm mini 
jacks at each end. Also $15.00 30% $10.50

C-MDMA/MGMA-15

Kramers C-MDMA/MGMA cable is designed to connect laptop computers to video 
conference systems that have a DVI input. It adapts the analog pins of DVI-A to a 
15-pin HD connector and includes an unbalanced audio cable with 3.5mm mini 
jacks at each end. Also $27.00 30% $18.90

C-MDMA/MGMA-25

Kramers C-MDMA/MGMA cable is designed to connect laptop computers to video 
conference systems that have a DVI input. It adapts the analog pins of DVI-A to a 
15-pin HD connector and includes an unbalanced audio cable with 3.5mm mini 
jacks at each end. Also $37.00 30% $25.90

C-MDMA/MGMA-35

Kramers C-MDMA/MGMA cable is designed to connect laptop computers to video 
conference systems that have a DVI input. It adapts the analog pins of DVI-A to a 
15-pin HD connector and includes an unbalanced audio cable with 3.5mm mini 
jacks at each end. Also $44.00 30% $30.80



97-0601003

Kramers C-DPM/HM is perfect for connecting a DisplayPort source directly to an 
HDMI monitor or display. The male-to-male configuration eliminates the extra 
cable connection required by adapters with a male-to-female configuration. This 
simplifies the syst $21.00 30% $14.70

97-0601006

Kramers C-DPM/HM is perfect for connecting a DisplayPort source directly to an 
HDMI monitor or display. The male-to-male configuration eliminates the extra 
cable connection required by adapters with a male-to-female configuration. This 
simplifies the syst $23.00 30% $16.10

97-0601010

Kramers C-DPM/HM is perfect for connecting a DisplayPort source directly to an 
HDMI monitor or display. The male-to-male configuration eliminates the extra 
cable connection required by adapters with a male-to-female configuration. This 
simplifies the syst $27.00 30% $18.90

97-0601015

Kramers C-DPM/HM is perfect for connecting a DisplayPort source directly to an 
HDMI monitor or display. The male-to-male configuration eliminates the extra 
cable connection required by adapters with a male-to-female configuration. This 
simplifies the syst $31.00 30% $21.70

TS-2US

TBUS power sockets are available in single and dual, country-specific modules. 
Modules are available with AC power sockets and /or USB charging sockets. 
NOTE: The Universal power socket is fully compatible with power plugs in the UK, 
India, Italy and Denm $55.00 30% $38.50

80-000099
The TBUS-1Axl is the enclosure fo a new modular system with a tilt-up lid. A 
complete TBUS system requires the enclosure, and inner frame, a power socket, 
inserts and a power cord. $205.00 30% $143.50

DVI-IN4-F32 4x4 to 32x32 Modular Multi Format Digital Matrix Switcher $1,395.00 30% $976.50
DVI-OUT4-F32 4x4 to 32x32 Modular Multi Format Digital Matrix Switcher $720.00 30% $504.00

RC-20TB
The RC-20TB is a two-button remote contact closure switcher. The wall plate 
insert can be used with the VP-81SIDN step-in switcher or any other Kramer 
product with momentary contact closure control. $62.00 30% $43.40

DGKAT-OUT4-F32
DGKat-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI and RS-232 over DGKat twisted pair 
output card for the VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. 
The DGKat-OUT4-F32 outputs four HDMI and RS-232 signals from the chassis. $1,195.00 30% $836.50

ADC-MDP/DF Mini DisplayPort (M) to DVI-D (F) Adapter Cable. $17.00 30% $11.90
99-92200003 Mini DisplayPort (M) to 15-pin HD (F) Adapter Cable. $30.00 30% $21.00

UTBUS-1XL

The UTBUS-1xl is the enclosure of a new modular system. A complete UTBUS 
system requires the enclosure, a power socket, inserts and a power cord. NOTE: 
The UTBUS enclosure, power socket, power cord & inserts are purchased 
separately. $60.00 30% $42.00

VM-114H
The VM-114H is a PoC switcher/distribution amplifier for HDMI and DGKat 
twisted pair signals. It reclocks and equalizes one of two selectable input signals 
and distributes it to four identical HDMI outputs. $530.00 30% $371.00

RC-10TB
The RC-10TB is a remote one-button contact closure switch, ideal for remote 
control in boardrooms conference rooms. It can be use with the SID-X1N step-in 
commander or any other Kramer product with contact closure control. $65.00 30% $45.50



KDS-MP1

The KDS-MP1 is a high quality LAN-based digital signage media player. The KDS-
MP1 receives content streamed from the Network, saved in its internal memory or 
from an external USB memory stick and shows it with up to 1080p HD image 
quality on a display (vi $895.00 30% $626.50

WP-571
The WP-571 is a PoC DGKat wall plate transmitter for HDMI signals. The WP-
571 converts an HDMI signal to a DGKat twisted pair signal that it transmits to a 
WP-572. $217.00 30% $151.90

WP-572
The WP-572 is a PoC DGKat twisted pair receiver for HDMI signals. The WP-571 
converts an HDMI signal to a single twisted pair signal and the WP-572 converts 
the twisted pair signal back to an HDMI signal. $234.00 30% $163.80

C-HM/HM/A-C-3
Kramers C-HM/HM/A-C is a high speed, high-performance HDMI with Ethernet to 
mini HDMI cable with molded HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) and multi-channel audio in a single cable. $12.00 30% $8.40

97-01115006
Kramers C-HM/HM/A-C is a high speed, high-performance HDMI with Ethernet to 
mini HDMI cable with molded HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) and multi-channel audio in a single cable. $16.00 30% $11.20

97-01115010
Kramers C-HM/HM/A-C is a high speed, high-performance HDMI with Ethernet to 
mini HDMI cable with molded HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) and multi-channel audio in a single cable. $24.00 30% $16.80

C-HM/HM/A-D-6

Kramers C-HM/HM/A-D  is a high speed, high-performance HDMI with Ethernet  
cable that has a molded HDMI connector at one end and micro connectror at the 
other. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) and multi-channel audio in a 
single cable. $18.00 30% $12.60

97-16010003 Mini DisplayPort (M) to HDMI (M) Cable. $20.00 30% $14.00
97-16010006 Mini DisplayPort (M) to HDMI (M) Cable. $22.00 30% $15.40

VP-28

The VP-28 is a high-quality presentation switcher designed for a wide variety of 
presentation and multimedia applications. The VP-28 combines the functions of a 
3x1 switcher for composite video and audio, a 3x1 switcher for HDMI and audio, a 
3x1 switcher $2,263.00 30% $1,584.10

TP-46N

The TP-46N is a twisted pair receiver for component video (YUV) or computer 
graphics video and unbalanced stereo audio or S/PDIF audio signals. The TP-45 
transmitter converts an audio and video signal to a twisted pair signal and the TP-
46N converts the t $491.00 30% $343.70

RTBUS-11
The RTBUS-11 is a round, furniture-mounted, connection bus that is easily 
installed in a table or podium top. The unit connects AV equipment to the rooms 
presentation system. $241.00 30% $168.70

W-2BLANK Wall Plate Insert Double Blank Slot $7.00 30% $4.90

80-000499 The T1AF inner frame comes in six different configurations that can hold single or 
double power sockets, single or double inserts, long inserts and Kramer Tools. $76.00 30% $53.20

91-000399 AC power cords for modular TBUS units in a variety of styles. $8.00 30% $5.60

70-42500090
The VP-425 is a high-performance digital scaler for computer graphics video and 
component HDTV signals. It up- or down-scales the input and embeds the stereo 
audio into the non-HDCP encrypted HDMI output. $450.00 30% $315.00



CP-DGK6/DGK6-150 Four Pair STP Data (Shielded Twisted Pair) Plenum Cable (23AWG) $233.00 30% $163.10

CP-DGK6/DGK6-15 RJ-45 (M) to RJ-45 (M) Plenum Rated DGKat Shielded Twisted Pair Cable for 
Digital Signals $56.00 30% $39.20

CP-DGK6/DGK6-25 RJ-45 (M) to RJ-45 (M) Plenum Rated DGKat Shielded Twisted Pair Cable for 
Digital Signals $70.00 30% $49.00

CP-DGK6/DGK6-125 RJ-45 (M) to RJ-45 (M) Plenum Rated DGKat Shielded Twisted Pair Cable for 
Digital Signals $200.00 30% $140.00

CP-DGK6/DGK6-200 RJ-45 (M) to RJ-45 (M) Plenum Rated DGKat Shielded Twisted Pair Cable for 
Digital Signals $299.00 30% $209.30

VM-8H-NV 1:8 HDMI Distribution Amplifier $967.00 30% $676.90

717

The 717 and 718 are a twisted pair (TP) transmitter and receiver for composite 
video and unbalanced stereo audio signals. The 717 transmitter converts 
composite video and stereo audio into a twisted pair signal and the 718 receiver 
converts the twisted pa $345.00 30% $241.50

718-10

The 717 and 718 are a twisted pair (TP) transmitter and receiver for composite 
video and unbalanced stereo audio signals. The 717 transmitter converts 
composite video and stereo audio into a twisted pair signal and the 718 receiver 
converts the twisted pa $620.00 30% $434.00

718-15

The 717 and 718 are a twisted pair (TP) transmitter and receiver for composite 
video and unbalanced stereo audio signals. The 717 transmitter converts 
composite video and stereo audio into a twisted pair signal and the 718 receiver 
converts the twisted pa $670.00 30% $469.00

PT-101DP

The PT-101DP si a repeater for DIsplayPort video signals. The unit reclocks and 
equalizes the signal enabling multiple units to be cascaded and can extend the 
length of a DisplayPort line up to 35 meters (115ft) at resolutions of UXGA/1080p 
using Kramer c $320.00 30% $224.00

VP-501N
The VP-501N is a scan converter for computer graphics and HDTV component 
video signals. It converts the input up to UXGA (1600x1200) and HDTV (1080p) 
to composite and s-Video (Y/C) signals simultaneously in either PAL or NTSC $695.00 30% $486.50

VP-506
The VP-506 is a high-quality scan converter for down-scaling DVI, computer 
graphics (VGA) and component video (YPbPr) to PAL or NTSC video. It supports 
VGA up to UXGA, as well as component resolutions up to 1080p. $655.00 30% $458.50

97-91213035
Kramers CP-HM/HM/ETH plenum rated cable is a high-performance cable with 
molded HDMI connectors at both ends. HDMI standard supports high-definition 
video plus multi-channel audio in a single cable. $155.00 30% $108.50

DSVD-R

The DS Vision Digital family is an HDBaseT distribution system for HDMI  and 
DisplayPort signals up to 1080p @60, bidirectional RS-232 and Ethernet. The 
system can distribute the input signals over a single CATx cable from one source 
to multiple display d $225.00 30% $157.50

AVDS-RP Minicom AVDS CAT5 Audio Video Display Power Remote (0VS22036) $150.00 30% $105.00



TBUS-3XL

TBUS-3xl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a tilt-up lid. A complete 
TBUS system requires the enclosure, an inner frame, a power socket, inserts and 
a power cord. NOTE: The TBUS enclosure, power socket, power cord & inserts 
are purchased separ $175.00 30% $122.50

T3F-13 The T3F inner frame comes in three different configurations that can hold a single 
power socket, single or double inserts or fixed cable pass-throughs. $70.00 30% $49.00

80-000999

TBUS power sockets are available in single and dual, country-specific modules. 
Modules are available with AC power sockets and /or USB charging sockets. 
NOTE: The Universal power socket is fully compatible with power plugs in the UK, 
India, Italy and Denm $40.00 30% $28.00

VDS-R 0VS23004A: Minicom VDS CAT5 Video Display Remote $105.00 30% $73.50

FC-340 The FC-340 SDI Scaler/Embedder/Scan Converter is ideal as a broadcast-quality 
video scaler and audio embedder/de-embedder for digital signals up to 3G HD- $1,795.00 30% $1,256.50

91-000031

Kramers TBUS-201xl provides an extremely simple, affordable and elegant single-
push pop-up multi-connection boardroom solution. By pressing down gently on 
the lid, the unit opens and closes pneumatically. TBUS-201xl is fast and easy to 
install and flexibl $235.00 30% $164.50

TP-125XL

The TP-125xl is an extended range twisted pair transmitter for computer graphics 
video, unbalanced stereo audio and bidirectional RS-232 control command 
signals. It converts the input signals to a twisted pair signal and transmits them 
over CAT 5 cable to $460.00 30% $322.00

TP-126XL

The TP-126xl is an extended range twisted pair receiver for computer graphics 
video, unbalanced stereo audio and bidirectional RS-232 control command 
signals. The unit receives a twisted pair signal from the TP-125xl that it converts 
to computer graphics $462.00 30% $323.40

VP-770

The VP-770 is a high-performance presentation switcher and scaler for composite 
video, componet video, DisplayPort, computer graphics video, and HDMI signals. 
It scales the video, embeds the audio and outputs the signal to HDMI, computer 
graphics and DGKa $2,600.00 30% $1,820.00

VS-84HN The VS-84HN is a high quality 8x4 matrix switcher for HDMI signals. It reclocks 
and equalizes the signal and can route any input to any or all outputs $3,295.00 30% $2,306.50

TP-576

The TP-576 is a twisted pair line driver for HDMI, bidirectional RS-232 and 
infrared signals. The TP-576 receives an HDMI signal either from a local HDMI 
source or from a transmitter ( for example, the Kramer TP-573) via the LINE IN 
RJ-45 connector. The T $795.00 30% $556.50

KDS-EN1

The KDS-EN1 HD Video Encoder/ Streamer is ideal as a broadcast quality video 
scaler and audio embedder/ de-embedder for digital signals up to 3G HD-SDI, 
composite and component video signals, HDMI and balanced audio signals, 
which are output as an IP stre $4,725.00 30% $3,307.50

616R/T

616T and 616R are detachable dual-link DVI over MM fiber ultra-reach transmitter 
and receiver pair. They transmit uncompressed resolutions of up to 1080p@60 
over dual-link DVI to a range of up to 500 meters (1640feet). They use duplex 
multimode fiber opti $2,195.00 30% $1,536.50



T-RC-76 TBUS Mounting Bracket to install RC-8IR, RC-76R & RC-78R controllers in TBUS 
inner frames with a dual-power socket opening. $42.00 30% $29.40

T-RC-78 TBUS Mounting Bracket to install RC-8IR, RC-76R & RC-78R controllers in TBUS 
inner frames with a dual-power socket opening. $42.00 30% $29.40

T-RC-8IR TBUS Mounting Bracket to install RC-8IR, RC-76R & RC-78R controllers in TBUS 
inner frames with a dual-power socket opening. $42.00 30% $29.40

50-80021090

TP-580T is a high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT transmitter for 4K60Hz 
(4:2:0) HDMI, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. TP-580T converts all input 
signals into the transmitted HDBaseT signal. It extends video signals to up to 40m 
(130ft) over CAT $285.00 30% $199.50

WP-580R Active Wall Plate   HDMI over HDBaseT Twisted Pair Receiver $290.00 30% $203.00

50-80022190

TP-580Rxr is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT receiver for 
4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. It extends 
video signals to up to 100m (330ft) over CAT copper cables at up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0) 24bpp video resoltuion and p $425.00 30% $297.50

50-80021190 TP-580Txr is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT transmitter for 
4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. $425.00 30% $297.50

RC-54DL
The RC-54DL is a 3 gang US, auxiliary room controller thtat acts as an all-in-one 
extended remote control panel for remotely controlling room controllers (for 
example, the Kramer RC-74DL) in classrooms, boardrooms or auditoriums. $525.00 30% $367.50

VP-793

The VP-793 is a high-performance scaler for HDMI, DVI and computer graphics 
signals developed specifically for driving large screen displays and multiple 
screen applications from video or graphics sources. It up-or down-scales the 
incoming signal, process $5,395.00 30% $3,776.50

VP-794
VP-794 is a very flexible image scaler developed specifically for driving large 
screen displays such as Projectors and LED videowalls in multiple screen 
applications from video or graphics sources. $9,391.00 30% $6,573.70

VP-792

The VP-792 is a high-performance scaled for HDMI, DVI, analog VGA and 
component signals. It up-or down-scales the incoming signal, processes the 
image with HQV, flexible warping, geopmetry correction and edge blending and 
outputs the signal to a DVI/HDMI $3,667.00 30% $2,566.90

97-91213050
Kramers CP-HM/HM/ETH plenum rated cable is a high-performance cable with 
molded HDMI connectors at both ends. HDMI standard supports high-definition 
video plus multi-channel audio in a single cable. $215.00 30% $150.50

97-91213025
Kramers CP-HM/HM/ETH plenum rated cable is a high-performance cable with 
molded HDMI connectors at both ends. HDMI standard supports high-definition 
video plus multi-channel audio in a single cable. $125.00 30% $87.50

97-91213015
Kramers CP-HM/HM/ETH plenum rated cable is a high-performance cable with 
molded HDMI connectors at both ends. HDMI standard supports high-definition 
video plus multi-channel audio in a single cable. $75.00 30% $52.50

T4F-23 The T4F inner frame comes in two different configurations that can hold a single 
power socket, single or double inserts and standard fixed connectors. $81.00 30% $56.70



T4F-2S The T4F inner frame comes in two different configurations that can hold a single 
power socket, single or double inserts and standard fixed connectors. $76.00 30% $53.20

TBUS-6XL
The TBUS-6xl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a tilt-up lid. A 
complete TBUS sytem requires th enclosure, an inner frame, a power socket, 
inserts and a power cord. $241.00 30% $168.70

T6F-03M 3 Insert Slots (Includes 3 Blank Inserts)1 Slot for a Kramer MegaTOOL (80- $60.00 30% $42.00

602R/T
The 602T and 602R are a small and lightweight fiber optic transmitter and 
receiver pair for DVI signals. The 602T converts electrical signals to optical 
signals and the 602R decodes the optical signals back to electrical signals. $850.00 30% $595.00

VP-771

The VP-771 is a high-quality presentation switcher and scaler for a variety of 
signals. It accepts one of nine inputs: componet video, DisplayPort (DP), 3G HD-
SDI, two computer graphics, two composite video and two HDMI signals. It scales 
the video, embed $3,565.00 30% $2,495.50

99-9695030 DisplayPort (M) to 15-pin HD (F) Adapter Cable. $25.00 30% $17.50
99-9692030 DisplayPort (M) to 15-pin HD (F) Adapter Cable. $35.00 30% $24.50

C-A35M/2RAM-12

Kramers C-A35M/2RAM is a simple adapter which has a stereo 3.5mm connector 
at one end, and two male RCA connectors at the other. It provides passive 
conversion between 3.5mm and dual RCA connectors, most often adapting a PC 
sound card or MP3 player to the $8.00 30% $5.60

CC-BNC-179 BNC Compression Connector for RG-6 Coax Cable $5.00 30% $3.50
CC-BNC-R59 Right Angle BNC Compression Connector for RG-59 Coax Cable $7.00 30% $4.90
CC-BNC-R6 Right Angle BNC Compression Connector for RG-6 Coax Cable $7.00 30% $4.90
CC-F6 F Compression Connector for RG-6 Coax Cable/must order in quantities of 10 30% #VALUE!
CC-RCA-R179 Right Angle RCA Compression Connector for 26-26 AWG Coax Cable $6.00 30% $4.20
CC-RCA-R59 RCA Compression Connector for RG-59 Coax Cable $5.00 30% $3.50
CC-RCA-R6 Right Angle RCA Compression Connector for RG-6 Coax Cable $5.00 30% $3.50
C-DGK6/DGK6-15 RJ-45 (M) to RJ-45(M) Four Pair U/FTP Data Cable   23 AWG $16.00 30% $11.20
C-GM/3RVF-1 15-pin HD (M) to 3 RCA (F) Breakout Cable $7.00 30% $4.90

C-GM/XL-100

Kramers C-GM/xl cable offers the highest possible performance and a new 
configuration designed to give installers and users a new level of convenience 
and aesthetics. It is ideal for any application requiring no-compromise quality and 
performance in a VGA 30% #VALUE!

C-GM/XL-150

Kramers C-GM/xl cable offers the highest possible performance and a new 
configuration designed to give installers and users a new level of convenience 
and aesthetics. It is ideal for any application requiring no-compromise quality and 
performance in a VGA $132.00 30% $92.40

C-HM/DM-0.5
Kramers C-HM/DM is a high-performance cable with an HDMI connector at one 
end and a DVI connector at the other. It is designed to connect between digital 
video sources and displays and recorders that dont have both DVI and HDMI $13.00 30% $9.10

C-MHMA/MHMA-10

Kramers C-MHMA/MHMA is a flexible high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet and 
3.5mm stereo audio. It is a high-performance cable with molded HDMI connectors 
at both ends that supports signals up to 1920x1200 @60Hz and HDMI Ethernet 
Channel, 12-bit Deep Color, $30.00 30% $21.00



C-MHMA/MHMA-15

Kramers C-MHMA/MHMA is a flexible high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet and 
3.5mm stereo audio. It is a high-performance cable with molded HDMI connectors 
at both ends that supports signals up to 1920x1200 @60Hz and HDMI Ethernet 
Channel, 12-bit Deep Color, $38.00 30% $26.60

97-0141025

Kramers C-MHMA/MHMA is a flexible high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet and 
3.5mm stereo audio. It is a high-performance cable with molded HDMI connectors 
at both ends that supports signals up to 1920x1200 @60Hz and HDMI Ethernet 
Channel, 12-bit Deep Color, $50.00 30% $35.00

C-MHMA/MHMA-3

Kramers C-MHMA/MHMA is a flexible high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet and 
3.5mm stereo audio. It is a high-performance cable with molded HDMI connectors 
at both ends that supports signals up to 1920x1200 @60Hz and HDMI Ethernet 
Channel, 12-bit Deep Color, $14.00 30% $9.80

C-MHMA/MHMA-6

Kramers C-MHMA/MHMA is a flexible high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet and 
3.5mm stereo audio. It is a high-performance cable with molded HDMI connectors 
at both ends that supports signals up to 1920x1200 @60Hz and HDMI Ethernet 
Channel, 12-bit Deep Color, $21.00 30% $14.70

TBUS-4XL

The TBUS-4xl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a tilt-up lid. A 
complete TBUS system requires the enclosure, an inner frame, a power socket, 
inserts and a power cord. NOTE: The TBUS enclosure, power socket, power cord 
& inserts are purchased s $270.00 30% $189.00

T-2INSERT A bracket for installing two inserts in a power socket opening. $45.00 30% $31.50

T10F-22M

The T10F inner framer comes in two different configurations: one with one dual 
and one single power sockets, two blank inserts and one cable pass-through 
(T10F-33), and one with two single power sockets, one blank insert, one cable 
pass-through and a slot $76.00 30% $53.20

FC-21ETH

The FC-21ETH is an Ethernet control gateway, capable of plug and play 
deployment over customer Ethernet LAN for remote control or customer 
controlled devices via bidirectional RS-232 or RS-485 serial control connections. 
Multiple control clients can be IP $265.00 30% $185.50

FC-22ETH

The FC-22ETH is an Ethernet control gateway, capable of plug and play 
deployment over cutomer Ethernet LAN for remote control customer controlled 
devices via bidirectional RS-232 or RS-485 serial control connections. Multiple 
control clients can be IP-con $395.00 30% $276.50

60-80223099
PT-1C is a 4K HDR EDID processor. It allows you to lock EDID signals and to 
support or not support HDCP, multi-channel audio or deep color signals that may 
or may not be compatible with the display. $180.00 30% $126.00

VA-101P12 5 Output 12V DC Power Supply $495.00 30% $346.50
VA-101P5 5 Output 5V DC Power Supply $495.00 30% $346.50

VA-102P12

The VA-102P12 is a 10-output power supply that powers 12V DC powered 
devices. The VA-101P12 can supply a maximum of 1A of current to each of ten 
devices for a total of 10A. The power supply is especially useful in high-population 
installations for saving $725.00 30% $507.50



VA-102P5

The VA-102P5 is a 10-output power supply that powers 5v DC powered devices. 
The VA-102P5 can supply a maximum of 1.8A of current to each of ten devices 
for a total of 18A. The power supply is especially useful in high-population 
installations for saving s $713.00 30% $499.10

VA-102P512

The VA-102P512 is a 10-output powre supply used for powering 5V DC and 12V 
DC powered devices. The VA-102P512 can supply 5V DC to five devices (at 1.8A 
max./device for a total of 9A) and 12V DC to five devices (at 1A max./device for a 
total of 5A). The po $713.00 30% $499.10

SID-X1N
The SID-X1N is a DGKat twisted pair transmitter and step-in commander for 
computer graphics video, HDMI, DVI, DisplayPort and unbalanced stereo audio 
signals. $795.00 30% $556.50

PT-110XL The PT-110xl is an extended range UXGA line transmitter that receives a UXGA 
signal and transmits it over a CAT 5/6 to the PT-120xl or TP-120 receiver. $295.00 30% $206.50

T6F-23
The T6F inner frame come in three different configurations: two power sockets 
and four pairs of pre-built interfaces, two power sockets and three blank inserts, 
and three inserts and one MegaTool slot. $76.00 30% $53.20

VM-2DH The VM-2DH is a converter for DisplaPort signals. The unit inputs a DisplayPort 
signal that it converts to HDMI and DVI outputs. $645.00 30% $451.50

C-FODPM/FODPM-164DisplayPort (M) to DisplayPort (M) Hybrid Multi-Mode Fiber Cable   164 ft. $939.00 30% $657.30

TP-121XL
The TP-121xl is a high-performance twisted pair transmitter for computer graphics 
video and unbalanced stereo audio signals. It converts the input signals to a 
twisted pair signal and transmits them over CAT 5 cable to a compatible receiver. $355.00 30% $248.50

TP-122XL
The TP-122xl is a high-performance twisted pair receiver for computer graphics 
video and unbalanced stereo audio signals. It converts the twisted pair input 
signal to WUXGA video, unbalanced stereo and S/PDIF audio signals. $325.00 30% $227.50

670RN
The 670T converts the HDMI signal to an optical signal, and the 670RN converts 
the optical signal back into an HDMI signal. Together, the 670T and 670RN form 
an HDMI transmitter/receiver over multimode fiber system. $1,495.00 30% $1,046.50

RC-43T

The RC-43T is a remote control keypad with six touch-sensitive, backlit buttons. It 
is designed to be used in conjunction with room controllers, such as the SL-1.  
Using the Kramer K-Config software, each button on the RC-43T can be 
programmed on the room $203.00 30% $142.10

VA-1USB-R USB Twisted Pair Receiver $395.00 30% $276.50

VA-1USB-T

The VA-1USB-T and VA-1USB-R are a high-performance, TP (Twisted Pair) 
transmitter and receiver for communicating USB, bidirectional RS-232 data and 
unidirectional IR signals over extended distances using CAT 5/6 cable. The VA-
1USB-T encodes USB signals an $395.00 30% $276.50

VP-470
The VP-470 is a high-performance digital scaler for 3G HD-SDI signals. It up-or 
down- scales the incoming SDI signal to resolutions up to 1080p and routes it to 
two identical SDI outputs. $995.00 30% $696.50

W-2UC Dual USB Charger insert. $135.00 30% $94.50



SPK-C814

The SPK-C800-PRO is an innovative, patent pending Kramer Complete K-
overage ESD ceiling speaker. It is the only speaker in the industry with built-in 
stereo separation. Constructed with a central driver and four pivoting tweeters in 
a sealed enclosure, th $125.00 30% $87.50

SPK-816

SPK-C800-EDU is an innovative, patent pending Kramer Complete K-overage 
ESD ceiling speaker. It is the only speaker in the industry with built-in stereo 
separation. Constructed with a central driver and four pivoting tweeters in a 
sealed enclosure, the Kr $395.00 30% $276.50

914
The Kramer 914 is a high performance power amplifier that accepts a balanced 
stereo audio input on a 5-pin terminal block and converts the signal into a 
differential stereo audio output for speakers on a 4-pin terminal block. $715.00 30% $500.50

50-80231090

PT-580T is a compact high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT transmitter for 
4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI signal over twisted pair. PT-580T converts the input signal 
into the transmitted HDBaseT Signal. It extends vdieo signals to up to 40m(130ft) 
over CAT copper cab $265.00 30% $185.50

WP-577VH Active Wall Plate - HDMI & XGA with Bidirectional RS-232 and Stereo DGKat 
Twisted Pair Transmitter $810.00 30% $567.00

TBUS-202XL

Kramers TBUS-202xl provides an extremely simple, affordable and elegant single-
push dual pop-up multi-connection boardroom solution. By pressing down gently 
on the lid, the unit opens and closes pneumatically. TBUS-202xl is fast and easy 
to install and fl $323.00 30% $226.10

C-HM/HM/FLAT-KRTL-HDMI(M) to HDMI(M) Flat Cable with Ethernet- 3.3 inch-Retrail Packaging $16.00 30% $11.20
C-HM/HM/FLAT-KRTL-HDMI(M) to HDMI(M) Flat Cable with Ethernet- 6.6INCH-Retrail Packaging $24.00 30% $16.80
C-HM/HM/FLAT-KRTL-HDMI(M) to HDMI(M) Flat Cable with Ethernet- 10INCH-Retrail Packaging $29.00 30% $20.30
C-HM/HM/FLAT-KRTL-HDMI(M) to HDMI(M) Flat Cable with Ethernet- 16.4INCH-Retrail Packaging $34.00 30% $23.80
C-HM/HM/FLAT-KRTL-HDMI(M) to HDMI(M) Flat Cable with Ethernet-23INCH-Retrail Packaging $52.00 30% $36.40

PT-120XL
The PT-120xl is an extended range twisted pair receiver for computer graphics 
video signals. It converts a twisted pair signal from a WP-110 transmitter (or other 
compatible Kramer transmitter) to a computer graphics signal. $265.00 30% $185.50

GALIL 4-C(W)

The Galil 4-C Closed-back Compact Ceiling Speaker features a multi-tap power 
transformer for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power 
settings that are suitable for an array installation. The Galil 4-CO open-back 
version is also avail $225.00 30% $157.50

GALIL 4-O(W)
The Galil 4-O On-wall Compact Speaker features a multi-tap power transformer 
for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings that 
are suitable for an array installation. Available in white or black. $99.00 30% $69.30

GALIL 5-O(W)

The Galil 5-O includes a pair of high performance on-wall speakers that can be 
mounted on the wall either vertically or horizontally. The mounting brackets, made 
of painted steel, can be attached to each speaker, letting you rotate each speaker 
to the lef $195.00 30% $136.50

GALIL 6-C(W)
The Galil 6-C (formerly SPK C612) Closed-back Ceiling Speaker features a multi-
tap power transformer for selecting 8ohms(bypassing the transformer) or 
70V/100V power settings that are suitable for an array installation. $250.00 30% $175.00



GALIL 6-CO(W)

The Galil 6-CO is a pair of two-way open-back 8ohms speakers designed for 
mounting in the ceiling. The speakers feature a multi-tap power transformer for 
selecting direct 8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings 
suitable for array inst $150.00 30% $105.00

GALIL 6-O(W)
The Galil 6-O on-wall speaker features a multi-tap power transformer for selecting 
8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings, which are 
suitable for an array installation. Available in white or black. $295.00 30% $206.50

GALIL 6-O(B)
The Galil 6-O on-wall speaker features a multi-tap power transformer for selecting 
8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings, which are 
suitable for an array installation. Available in white or black. $295.00 30% $206.50

GALIL 8-C(W)
The Galil 8-C Closed-back Ceiling Speaker features a mult-tap power transformer 
for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings that 
are suitable for an array installation. $395.00 30% $276.50

YARDEN 4-C (W)

The Yarden 4-C Closed-back Ceiling Speaker consists of a pair of high 
performance closed back speakers. Mount your Yarden 4-C speakers to the 
ceiling in one of two ways; either directly onto the ceiling or, for added protection, 
secure the speakers safely $350.00 30% $245.00

60-000064

The Yarden 4-O includes a pair of high performance on-wall speakers that can be 
mounted on the wall either vertically or horizontally. The mounting brackets, made 
of painted steel, can be attached to each speaker, letting you rotate each speaker 
from side $150.00 30% $105.00

60-000065

The Yarden 5-O includes a pair of high-peformance indoor on-wall speakers that 
can be mounted on the wall either veritcally or horizontally. The mounting 
brackets, made of painted steel, can be attached to each speaker, letting you 
rotate each speaker fro $300.00 30% $210.00

YARDEN 6-C (W)
The Yarden 6-C consits of a pair of high performance closed back speaker. They 
feature a multi-tap power transformer for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the 
transformer) or 70V/100V power settings that are suitale for an array installation. $450.00 30% $315.00

YARDEN 6-CH (W)
The Yarden 6-CH consists of a pair of high performance closed back speakers 
with Kevlar   high power drivers that create a horn effect, provide a high sound 
pressure level (SPL) and can achieve increased power efficiency and high quality $570.00 30% $399.00

YARDEN 6-ID(W)

The Yarden 6-ID is a high-performance in-wall speaker that features: A 
Mono/Stereo selector switch, A Music/Speech selector switch to toggle between 
Music mode (full range) to Speech mode ( cuts low frequencies and clears up 
speech frequencies to enhance $285.00 30% $199.50

60-000063

The Yarden 6-O High Performance On-wall Speaker features a Kevlar  woofer, 
2nd level cross-over design and multi-tap power transformer for selecting 8(ohms) 
(bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings that are suitable for an 
array installation $415.00 30% $290.50

YARDEN 6-OD (W)
The Yarden 6-OD is a high performance on-wall speaker that can be mounted on 
the wall vertically or horizontally. The mounting bracket is made of painted steel 
that can be attached to the speaker, letting you rotate it to the left or right. $242.00 30% $169.40



YARDEN 8-C (W)

The Yarden 8-C consists of a pair of high performance closed back speakers. 
Mount your Yarden 8-C speakers to the ceiliing in one of two ways: either directly 
onto the ceiling or for added protection, secure the speakers safely, using our 
ceiling mounting $550.00 30% $385.00

YARDEN 8-CH (W)

The Yarden 8-CH consists of a pair of high performance closed back speakers 
with Kevlar  high power drivers that create a horn effect, provide a high sound 
pressure level (SPL) and can achieve increased power efficiency and high quality 
sound. Mount your $795.00 30% $556.50

60-000030

The Yarden 8-T High-Performance Ceiling Tile Stereo Speaker features a Kevlar   
woofer, four pivoting titanium tweeters, complete K-overage ESD (Equal Sound 
Dispersion) design for almost 180 degrees of sound dispersion. It features speech 
mode to improve $415.00 30% $290.50

60-000052

The Tavor 8-T High Performance Powered Ceiling Tile Speaker features a 40 
watt built-in class D power amplifier, three inputs, Kevlar  woofer, four pivoting 
titanium tweeters, complete K-overage ESD (Equal Sound Dispersion) design for 
almost 180 degrees o $595.00 30% $416.50

60-00009010
The Tavor 5-O is a pair of 5.25-inch powered two-way speakers designed for 
indoor wall mounting. The active speaker accepts a line-level stereo input and 
amplifies it using a built-in amplifier and outputs a speaker signal to the passive $245.00 30% $171.50

SPK-C813 (W) Full Tile 2inx2in Ceiling Speaker - Mono Optimized for Music - White $135.00 30% $94.50

BC-CAT6A-305M Kramers BC-CAT6a is a 4-pair U/FTP (unshielded around foiled twisted pair) 
cable designed for IT,LAN and Ethernet installations. 30% #VALUE!

C-HDK6/HDK6-15 RJ-45 to RJ-45 Four-Pair U/FTP Cable (23AWG) Cable optimized for HDBaseT 
Signals -15 $14.00 30% $9.80

99-3450025 RJ-45 to RJ-45 Four-Pair U/FTP Cable (23AWG) Cable optimized for HDBaseT 
Signals - 25in $19.00 30% $13.30

C-HDK6/HDK6-75 RJ-45 to RJ-45 Four-Pair U/FTP Cable (23AWG) Cable optimized for HDBaseT 
Signals - 75 $42.00 30% $29.40

C-HDK6/HDK6-125 RJ-45 to RJ-45 Four-Pair U/FTP Cable (23AWG) Cable optimized for HDBaseT 
Signals - 125in $65.00 30% $45.50

96-9211025

Due to its design, USB cable has a normal maximum length of about 5 meters 
(16.4 feet), but you can get longer distances by using the CA-UAM/UAF active 
USB extension cable from Kramer  This is a bus-powered extension cable that 
can be used to increase the $55.00 30% $38.50

96-9211035

Due to its design, USB cable has a normal maximum length of about 5 meters 
(16.4 feet), but you can get longer distances by using the CA-UAM/UAF active 
USB extension cable from Kramer  This is a bus-powered extension cable that 
can be used to increase the $70.00 30% $49.00

96-9211065

Due to its design, USB cable has a normal maximum length of about 5 meters 
(16.4 feet), but you can get longer distances by using the CA-UAM/UAF active 
USB extension cable from Kramer  This is a bus-powered extension cable that 
can be used to increase the $123.00 30% $86.10



GALIL 4-O(B)
The Galil 4-O On-wall Compact Speaker features a multi-tap power transformer 
for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings that 
are suitable for an array installation. Available in white or black. $99.00 30% $69.30

VP-461

The VP-461 is a high-quality presentation switcher and scaler with PIP for 
computer graphics, HDMI and DisplayPort signals. It scales the video, embeds 
the audio and outputs the signal to the HDMI output, as well as to the computer 
graphics video output t $1,450.00 30% $1,015.00

VS-62H
VS-62H is a high-quality 6x2 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI signals. 
It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route any input to either or both 
outputs simultaneously. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and $995.00 30% $696.50

CP-HM/DM-25

Kramers HDMI/DVI series are high-performance plenum cables with HDMI 
connectors at one end and a DVI connector at the other. They are designed to 
connecto between digital video sources and displays and recorders that dont 
have both DVI and HDMI connectors $119.00 30% $83.30

CP-HM/DM-35

Kramers HDMI/DVI series are high-performance plenum cables with HDMI 
connectors at one end and a DVI connector at the other. They are designed to 
connecto between digital video sources and displays and recorders that dont 
have both DVI and HDMI connectors $178.00 30% $124.60

CP-HM/DM-50

Kramers HDMI/DVI series are high-performance plenum cables with HDMI 
connectors at one end and a DVI connector at the other. They are designed to 
connecto between digital video sources and displays and recorders that dont 
have both DVI and HDMI connectors $238.00 30% $166.60

CP-HM/DM-65

Kramers HDMI/DVI series are high-performance plenum cables with HDMI 
connectors at one end and a DVI connector at the other. They are designed to 
connecto between digital video sources and displays and recorders that dont 
have both DVI and HDMI connectors $308.00 30% $215.60

WPX-3 Passive Wall Plate - 15 - pin HD $61.00 30% $42.70
K-ABLE-VGA Retractable VGA (15-pin HD) Cable Reel, 3ft (1m). $241.00 30% $168.70
K-ABLE-USB Retractable USB-A Cable Reel, 3ft (1m) $241.00 30% $168.70
5PS20029 DSV3K-PWR 5V $26.00 30% $18.20
5PSN0012 DSVD-PWR 12V $20.00 30% $14.00
5PS10046 AVDS-PWR 12V $30.00 30% $21.00

RC-IR3 The RC-IR3 is an infrared wireless remote control unit for all Kramer IR 
controllable switchers. The remote can switch up to 96x96 inputs and outputs. $145.00 30% $101.50

614R/T

The 614T and 614R are a small and lightweight, detachable optical transmitter 
and receiver pair. They transmit uncompressed DVI resolutions of up to 
1920x1200 at 60Hz using one multimode fiber optic cable with SC connectors. 
The 614T converts the DVI sign $950.00 30% $665.00

VDS-LS VDS VIDEO DISPLAY LINE SPLITR $220.00 30% $154.00

WP-580RXR

The WP-580Txr and WP-580Rxr are a high-performance, extra range, HDBaseT 
technology Twisted Pair transmitter and receiver for HDMI signals. The WP-
580Txr converts the HDMI signal to a twisted pair signal. The WP-580Rxr 
converts the twisted pair signal bac $360.00 30% $252.00



WP-580TXR

The WP-580Txr and WP-580Rxr are a high-performance, extra range, HDBaseT 
technology Twisted Pair transmitter and receiver for HDMI signals. The WP-
580Txr converts the HDMI signal to a twisted pair signal. The WP-580Rxr 
converts the twisted pair signal bac $306.00 30% $214.20

KDS-EN2T

The Kramer KDS-EN2T and KDS-EN2R are an IP transmitter (host) and receiver 
(client) system for HDMI and bidirectional RS-232 signals. The KDS-EN2T 
encodes the input signals to an IP stream and the KDS-EN2R decodes it back to 
HDMI  and RS-232 signals. The $965.00 30% $675.50

840HXL
The 840Hxl is a high performance HDMI video test pattern generator. It generates 
32 preset patterns at 16 popular computer, HD and seven user-defined 
resolutions. It includes several unique patterns that incorporate motion. $690.00 30% $483.00

70-00424090 The Kramer Vp-424 HDMI to HDMI Scaler is a high-performance digital scaler for 
HDMI signals/ It up- or down-scales HDMI signals to an HDMI output signal. $425.00 30% $297.50

80-000040

The T10F inner framer comes in two different configurations: one with one dual 
and one single power sockets, two blank inserts and one cable pass-through 
(T10F-33), and one with two single power sockets, one blank insert, one cable 
pass-through and a slot $76.00 30% $53.20

T6F-09
The T6F inner frame come in three different configurations: two power sockets 
and four pairs of pre-built interfaces, two power sockets and three blank inserts, 
and three inserts and one MegaTool slot. $70.00 30% $49.00

T1AF-16 The T1AF inner frame comes in six different configurations that can hold single or 
double power sockets, single or double inserts, long inserts and Kramer Tools. $76.00 30% $53.20

T1AF-14L The T1AF inner frame comes in six different configurations that can hold single or 
double power sockets, single or double inserts, long inserts and Kramer Tools. $71.00 30% $49.70

T3F-1S The T3F inner frame comes in three different configurations that can hold a single 
power socket, single or double inserts or fixed cable pass-throughs. $76.00 30% $53.20

T3F-1C The T3F inner frame comes in three different configurations that can hold a single 
power socket, single or double inserts or fixed cable pass-throughs. $70.00 30% $49.00

T5F-1S The T5F inner framer comes in two different configurations that can hold a single 
power socket, single or double inserts and standard fixed connectors. $71.00 30% $49.70

T5F-13 The T5F inner framer comes in two different configurations that can hold a single 
power socket, single or double inserts and standard fixed connectors. $70.00 30% $49.00

T6F-2S
The T6F inner frame come in three different configurations: two power sockets 
and four pairs of pre-built interfaces, two power sockets and three blank inserts, 
and three inserts and one MegaTool slot. $76.00 30% $53.20

T5F-US/SET The T5F inner framer comes in two different configurations that can hold a single 
power socket, single or double inserts and standard fixed connectors. $54.00 30% $37.80

T3F-US/SET The T3F inner frame comes in three different configurations that can hold a single 
power socket, single or double inserts or fixed cable pass-throughs. $54.00 30% $37.80

T-TBLANK A cover plate for TBUS inner Frames that holds Kramer TOOLS. $20.00 30% $14.00
T1AF-1T3 TBUS-1AFXL INNER FRAME $76.00 30% $53.20
T1AF-14T TBUS-1AFXL INNER FRAME $76.00 30% $53.20
WB45 WALL PLATE INSERT $40.00 30% $28.00



WP-121
The Kramer WP-121 wall plate is a line transmitter that accepts a UXGA video 
and an unbalanced stereo audio signal, encodes them to a twisted pair (TP) 
signal and transmits the TP signal to a compatible TP receiver. $395.00 30% $276.50

WA-2N WALL PLATE INSERT $30.00 30% $21.00
WV-2N WALL PLATE PASSIVE $25.00 30% $17.50

VP-417 Video to Computer Graphics, DVI & HDTV ProScale Digital Scaler (up to 
WUXGA/1080p) $575.00 30% $402.50

906

The Kramer 906 is a high-performance audio amplifier for line-level stereo audio 
signals. It accepts either a stereo audio signal on RCA connectors or a balanced 
stereo audio signal on a terminal block connector. It delivers a speaker output of 
6.6W RMS p $745.00 30% $521.50

SI-1VGA

The Kramer SI-VGA is a VGA and unbalanced stereo audio remote control panel 
that can, for example, fit into the Kramer TBUS-10 Table Connection Box or the K-
POD301 Podium Table Bus. The SI-1VGA is used for remotely taking control of a 
compatible switcher, $78.00 30% $54.60

908

The Kramer 908 is a high-performance audio amplifier for line-level stereo audio 
signals. It accepts either a stereo audio signal on RCA connectors or a balanced 
stereo audio signal on a terminal block connector. It delivers a speaker output of 
2x40 watts $625.00 30% $437.50

613R/T
Kramers 613R/T is a receiver/transmitter pair for digital video signals up to 3G HD-
SDI. The 613T converts the digital signal into an optical signal that it transmits 
over single-mode fiber optic cable and the 613R decodes the optical signals back $1,615.00 30% $1,130.50

C-DM/DM/XL-3

Kramers C-DM/DM/XL, single link DVI cable, is designed to support advanced 
equipment that requires high performance cable connections. These cables are 
designed to carry digital-only signals (18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections 
between a source $22.00 30% $15.40

C-DM/DM/XL-6

Kramers C-DM/DM/XL, single link DVI cable, is designed to support advanced 
equipment that requires high performance cable connections. These cables are 
designed to carry digital-only signals (18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections 
between a source $26.00 30% $18.20

C-DM/DM/XL-10

Kramers C-DM/DM/XL, single link DVI cable, is designed to support advanced 
equipment that requires high performance cable connections. These cables are 
designed to carry digital-only signals (18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections 
between a source $37.00 30% $25.90

C-DM/DM/XL-15

Kramers C-DM/DM/XL, single link DVI cable, is designed to support advanced 
equipment that requires high performance cable connections. These cables are 
designed to carry digital-only signals (18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections 
between a source $45.00 30% $31.50

C-DM/DM/XL-25

Kramers C-DM/DM/XL, single link DVI cable, is designed to support advanced 
equipment that requires high performance cable connections. These cables are 
designed to carry digital-only signals (18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections 
between a source $65.00 30% $45.50



C-DM/DM/XL-35

Kramers C-DM/DM/XL, single link DVI cable, is designed to support advanced 
equipment that requires high performance cable connections. These cables are 
designed to carry digital-only signals (18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections 
between a source $130.00 30% $91.00

C-DM/DM/XL-50

Kramers C-DM/DM/XL, single link DVI cable, is designed to support advanced 
equipment that requires high performance cable connections. These cables are 
designed to carry digital-only signals (18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections 
between a source $170.00 30% $119.00

C-DM/DM/XL-65 DVI SINGLE LINK CABLE $195.00 30% $136.50
C-4LC/4LC-150 4LC FIBER CABLE 150 $313.00 30% $219.10
C-FODM/FODM-82 DVI-D (M/M) FIBER/COPPER CABLE 82 $532.00 30% $372.40

CP-4LC/4LC-99

Kramers 4LC fiber optic cables are constructed of four color coded multi-mode 
50/125um simplex cables of 2.0mm (0.079in) diameter each, contained in a round 
overall orange jacket. They are intended primarily as companion to various 
Kramer detachable trans $358.00 30% $250.60

CP-4LC/4LC-150 4LC FIBER OPTIC CABLE 150 $579.00 30% $405.30

CP-DM/DM-25

Kramers plenum rated DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-
D connectors at both ends. These cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as a fla $119.00 30% $83.30

CP-DM/DM-35

Kramers plenum rated DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-
D connectors at both ends. These cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as a fla $150.00 30% $105.00

CP-DM/DM-50

Kramers plenum rated DVI cables are high-performance cables with molded DVI-
D connectors at both ends. These cables are designed to carry digital-only signals 
(18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections between a source and display 
device such as a fla $220.00 30% $154.00

CP-DM/DM-65

Kramers C-DM/DM/XL, single link DVI cable, is designed to support advanced 
equipment that requires high performance cable connections. These cables are 
designed to carry digital-only signals (18+1 pin) used for direct digital connections 
between a source $286.00 30% $200.20

96-02121003

Kramers C-USB/AAE is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-A female 
cable used to extend the connection of computers and peripheral devices such as 
printers, scanners, cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for 
superior signal transfer of u $4.00 30% $2.80

C-USB/AAE-6

Kramers C-USB/AAE is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-A female 
cable used to extend the connection of computers and peripheral devices such as 
printers, scanners, cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for 
superior signal transfer of u $4.00 30% $2.80



C-USB/AAE-10

Kramers C-USB/AAE is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-A female 
cable used to extend the connection of computers and peripheral devices such as 
printers, scanners, cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for 
superior signal transfer of u $5.00 30% $3.50

96-02121015

Kramers C-USB/AAE is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to type-A female 
cable used to extend the connection of computers and peripheral devices such as 
printers, scanners, cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for 
superior signal transfer of u $7.00 30% $4.90

96-02156006

Kramers C-USB/MicroB cable is a high-speed USB 2.0 Type-A male to USB 
micro-B male cable used to connect computers and peripherals, such as 
smartphones, external hard drives and other digital devices for superior signal 
transfer of up to 480Mbps. $4.00 30% $2.80

C-USB/MICROAB-10

Kramers C-USB/MicroB cable is a high-speed USB 2.0 Type-A male to USB 
micro-B male cable used to connect computers and peripherals, such as 
smartphones, external hard drives and other digital devices for superior signal 
transfer of up to 480Mbps. $4.00 30% $2.80

C-USB3/MICROAB-6
Kramers C-USB3/MicroB is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to MicroB male 
cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as, external hard drives 
and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of up to 4.8Gbps. $8.00 30% $5.60

97-01114065

Kramers C-HM/HM/PRO HDMI cable delivers high-speed, high-performance 
digital video and audio with impeccable impedance stability, low skew, high signal 
integrity, and noise immunity for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4). With pro-grade heavy-
duty construction, triple $130.00 30% $91.00

C-MDM/MDM-3

Kramers C-MDM/MDM flexible DVI cables are high-performance cables with 
molded DVI-D connectors at both ends. These single link cables, designed to 
carry digital-onl signals (18+1 pin), support signals up to 1920x1200 @60Hz and 
1080p with 12-bit deep color $25.00 30% $17.50

C-MDM/MDM-6

Kramers C-MDM/MDM flexible DVI cables are high-performance cables with 
molded DVI-D connectors at both ends. These single link cables, designed to 
carry digital-onl signals (18+1 pin), support signals up to 1920x1200 @60Hz and 
1080p with 12-bit deep color $30.00 30% $21.00

C-MDM/MDM-10

Kramers C-MDM/MDM flexible DVI cables are high-performance cables with 
molded DVI-D connectors at both ends. These single link cables, designed to 
carry digital-onl signals (18+1 pin), support signals up to 1920x1200 @60Hz and 
1080p with 12-bit deep color $35.00 30% $24.50

97-0640015

Kramers C-MDM/MDM flexible DVI cables are high-performance cables with 
molded DVI-D connectors at both ends. These single link cables, designed to 
carry digital-onl signals (18+1 pin), support signals up to 1920x1200 @60Hz and 
1080p with 12-bit deep color $40.00 30% $28.00

C-MDM/MDM-25

Kramers C-MDM/MDM flexible DVI cables are high-performance cables with 
molded DVI-D connectors at both ends. These single link cables, designed to 
carry digital-onl signals (18+1 pin), support signals up to 1920x1200 @60Hz and 
1080p with 12-bit deep color $48.00 30% $33.60



C-MDPM/MDPM-1
Kramers C-MDPM/MDPM is a flexible DisplayPort cable. It is a high-performance 
cable with molded connectors at both ends that supports resolutions up to 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4). $14.00 30% $9.80

97-1717002
Kramers C-MDPM/MDPM is a flexible DisplayPort cable. It is a high-performance 
cable with molded connectors at both ends that supports resolutions up to 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4). $17.00 30% $11.90

C-MDPM/MDPM-3
Kramers C-MDPM/MDPM is a flexible DisplayPort cable. It is a high-performance 
cable with molded connectors at both ends that supports resolutions up to 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4). $20.00 30% $14.00

97-1717006
Kramers C-MDPM/MDPM is a flexible DisplayPort cable. It is a high-performance 
cable with molded connectors at both ends that supports resolutions up to 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4). $22.00 30% $15.40

C-MDPM/MDPM-10
Kramers C-MDPM/MDPM is a flexible DisplayPort cable. It is a high-performance 
cable with molded connectors at both ends that supports resolutions up to 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4). $26.00 30% $18.20

C-MDPM/MDPM-15
Kramers C-MDPM/MDPM is a flexible DisplayPort cable. It is a high-performance 
cable with molded connectors at both ends that supports resolutions up to 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4). $32.00 30% $22.40

C-MDPM/MDPM-25
Kramers C-MDPM/MDPM is a flexible DisplayPort cable. It is a high-performance 
cable with molded connectors at both ends that supports resolutions up to 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4). $39.00 30% $27.30

C-MDPMA/MDPMA-1 FLEXIBLE DISPLAYPORT/A CABLE $16.00 30% $11.20
C-MDPMA/MDPMA-2 FLEXIBLE DISPLAYPORT/A CABLE $17.00 30% $11.90
C-MDPMA/MDPMA-3 FLEXIBLE DISPLAYPORT/A CABLE $18.00 30% $12.60
C-MDPMA/MDPMA-6 FLEXIBLE DISPLAYPORT/A CABLE $21.00 30% $14.70
C-MDPMA/MDPMA-15 FLEXIBLE DISPLAYPORT/A CABLE $29.00 30% $20.30
C-MDPMA/MDPMA-25 FLEXIBLE DISPLAYPORT/A CABLE $39.00 30% $27.30

97-91213040
Kramers CP-HM/HM/ETH plenum rated cable is a high-performance cable with 
molded HDMI connectors at both ends. HDMI standard supports high-definition 
video plus multi-channel audio in a single cable. $180.00 30% $126.00

97-91213045
Kramers CP-HM/HM/ETH plenum rated cable is a high-performance cable with 
molded HDMI connectors at both ends. HDMI standard supports high-definition 
video plus multi-channel audio in a single cable. $200.00 30% $140.00

BC-DGKAT524-100M

A 4-pair CAT 5e F/UTP (foil around unshielded twisted pair) bulk cable (24AWG), 
designed as the ideal companion to Kramers twisted pair digital transmitter-
receiver sets to provide optimum range and performance. Four non-shielded 
(F/UTP) twisted pairs of $135.00 30% $94.50

BC-5ESLD-1000BK BULK CAT 5E-SOLID 1000 BLACK 30% #VALUE!
BC-5ESLD-1000GN BULK CAT 5E-SOLID 1000 GREEN 30% #VALUE!
BC-5ESLD-1000BL BULK CAT 5E-SOLID 1000 BLUE 30% #VALUE!
BC-5ESLD-1000RD BULK CAT 5E-SOLID 1000 RED 30% #VALUE!
BC-5ESLD-1000YL BULK CAT 5E-SOLID 1000 YELLOW $186.00 30% $130.20
BC-5ESLD-1000WH BULK CAT 5E-SOLID 1000 WHITE 30% #VALUE!



BC-5EST-1000BK BULK CAT5E-STRANDED 1000 BLK $215.00 30% $150.50
BC-5EST-1000GN BULK CAT5E-STRANDED 1000 GRN $215.00 30% $150.50
BC-5EST-1000BL BULK CAT5E-STRANDED 1000 BLUE $215.00 30% $150.50
BC-5EST-1000RD CAT 5e Cable- Stranded Center. $215.00 30% $150.50
BC-5EST-1000YL BULK CAT5E-STRANDED 1000 YEL $215.00 30% $150.50
BC-5EST-1000WH BULK CAT5E-STRANDED 1000 WHT $215.00 30% $150.50
BC-6SLD-1000BK BULK CAT6-SOLID 1000 BLACK $265.00 30% $185.50
BC-6SLD-1000GN BULK CAT6-SOLID 1000 GREEN $265.00 30% $185.50
BC-6SLD-1000BL BULK CAT6-SOLID 1000 BLUE $265.00 30% $185.50
BC-6SLD-1000RD BULK CAT6-SOLID 1000 RED $265.00 30% $185.50
BC-6SLD-1000YL BULK CAT6-SOLID 1000 YELLOW $265.00 30% $185.50
BC-6SLD-1000WH BULK CAT6-SOLID 1000 WHITE $265.00 30% $185.50
BC-6ST-1000BK BULK CAT6 STRANDED 1000 BLACK 30% #VALUE!
BC-6ST-1000GN BULK CAT6 STRANDED 1000 GREEN 30% #VALUE!
BC-6ST-1000BL BULK CAT6 STRANDED 1000 BLUE 30% #VALUE!
BC-6ST-1000RD BULK CAT6 STRANDED 1000 RED 30% #VALUE!
BC-6ST-1000YL BULK CAT6 STRANDED 1000 YEL $242.00 30% $169.40
BC-6ST-1000WH BULK CAT6 STRANDED 1000 WHITE $227.00 30% $158.90

BC-2T-300M
Kramers BC-2T is a high-quality, dual shielded pair cable designed for routing 
balanced stereo mic or line level audio signals in commercial or residential AV 
systems. $489.00 30% $342.30

BC-2S-300M Kramers BC-2S is a high-quality twisted pair cable designed for connecting 
speakers and amplifiers in commercial or residential AV systems. $395.00 30% $276.50

99-3440006 Four-Pair STP Terminated Data Cable - 23AWG,Length-6 $11.00 30% $7.70
CON-HD15/H 15-PIN HD METAL HOOD $3.00 30% $2.10
CON-HD15/G GROMMET SET 9/8/7/6/5MM CABLES $1.00 30% $0.70

TL-B/CRIMP

Kramers precision Crimping Tool is used for terminating bulk coax cable with 
Kramers crimp connectors. The multi-format die attaches the three most common 
connector/cable sets used in professional AV including RG-6, RG-59, and 
26/28AWG high-resolution min $64.00 30% $44.80

TL-LCT The Linear Compression Tool is designed for the professional installer and 
features the most rugged design in the industry. The solid-steel tool is virtually $250.00 30% $175.00

CRC-BLACK BLACK COLOR RINGS $11.00 30% $7.70
CRC-RED WHITE COLOR RINGS 30% #VALUE!
CRC-YELLOW BLUE COLOR RINGS 30% #VALUE!
CRC-GREEN RED COLOR RINGS 30% #VALUE!
CRC-BLUE GREEN COLOR RINGS 30% #VALUE!
CRC-WHITE YELLOW COLOR RINGS $11.00 30% $7.70

TL-LCT/HD The Linear Compression Tool is designed for the professional installer and 
features the most rugged desing in the industry. The solid-steel tool is virtually $319.00 30% $223.30

CON-HD15/BM 15-PIN HD (M) CONNECTOR BODY $1.00 30% $0.70
CON-HD15/BF 15-PIN HD F CONNECTOR BODY $1.00 30% $0.70
CCR-BNC-6 CRIMP M) BNC CONNECTOR: RG-6 $3.00 30% $2.10



CCR-BNC-59 CRIMP M BNC CONNECTOR - RG-59 $3.00 30% $2.10
CCR-BNCM-179 CRIMP M BNC CONNECTOR 26-28 $3.00 30% $2.10
CCR-BNCF-179 CRIMP F BNC CONNECTOR 26-28 $3.00 30% $2.10

BCP-2/16-1000

Kramers BCP-XTP, a plenum rated unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cable, is the 
ideal companion to Kramer twisted pair transmitter-receiver sets. BCP-XTP 
resembles typical CAT 5e, but with internal components optimized for 
transmission of video/audio signals $431.00 30% $301.70

CC-BNC-22 BNC (M) COMPRESSION 22 CABLE $4.00 30% $2.80

BCP-2/16-250

Kramers BCP-XTP, a plenum rated unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cable, is the 
ideal companion to Kramer twisted pair transmitter-receiver sets. BCP-XTP 
resembles typical CAT 5e, but with internal components optimized for 
transmission of video/audio signals $79.00 30% $55.30

BCP-2/16-500

Kramers BCP-XTP, a plenum rated unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cable, is the 
ideal companion to Kramer twisted pair transmitter-receiver sets. BCP-XTP 
resembles typical CAT 5e, but with internal components optimized for 
transmission of video/audio signals $215.00 30% $150.50

CC-BNC-59 BNC COMPR CONNECTOR RG59 $5.00 30% $3.50
CC-BNC-25 BNC (M) 25 AWG SOLID CORE CBL $6.00 30% $4.20
CB-GRAY CABLE BOOT FOR RJ-45 - GRAY $1.00 30% $0.70
CB-GREEN CABLE BOOT FOR RJ-45 - GREEN $1.00 30% $0.70
CB-BLACK CABLE BOOT FOR RJ-45 - BLACK $1.00 30% $0.70
CB-PURPLE CABLE BOOT FOR RJ-45 - PURPLE $1.00 30% $0.70

BCP-4/22-1000

Kramers BCP-XTP, a plenum rated unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cable, is the 
ideal companion to Kramer twisted pair transmitter-receiver sets. BCP-XTP 
resembles typical CAT 5e, but with internal components optimized for 
transmission of video/audio signals $225.00 30% $157.50

CC-F59 F TYPE COMPRESSION FOR RG-59 $2.00 30% $1.40
BCP-4F/50M-1000 PLENUM OPTICAL BULK CABLE $1,988.00 30% $1,391.60
BCP-4F/50M-500 PLENUM OPTICAL BULK CABLE $1,016.00 30% $711.20
CC-RCA-6 RCA COMPR CONNECTOR RG-6 $6.00 30% $4.20
CC-RCA-179 RCA COMPR CONNECTOR 26/28 AWG $6.00 30% $4.20

VS-44HDCP

The VS-44HDCP is a high quality 4x4 DVI matrix switcher. It reclocks and 
equalizes the signals and can route any input to any or all outputs simultaneously. 
It accepts up to four DVI/HDMI (over DVI-D connector) inputs and routes the 
selected DVI input sig $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50

VS-88HDXL

The VS-88HDxl is a high-performance matrix switcher for 3G HD-SDI and HD-
SDI dual link video signals. The unit can switch any or all inputs to any or all 
outputs. Switching is implemented during the vertical interval period according to 
the SMPTE RP-168 s $5,395.00 30% $3,776.50

VP-8X8TP

The VP-8x8TP is a high performance 8x8 computer graphics video and audio 
matrix switcher for high resolution video and stereo audio signals. The VP-8x8TP 
is HDTV compatible and lets you route any combination of inputs and outputs 
over TP (Twisted Pair) ca $2,995.00 30% $2,096.50



SP-4D

The SP-4D 4-Channel HD-SDI Synchronizer is a synchronizer for serial digital 
signals up to HD-SDI. The unit synchronize up to four channels from the 
dedicated digital genlock input or any other specified chanel. The multi-standard 
synchronizer Sp-4D can c $8,550.00 30% $5,985.00

VP-460

The Kramer VP-460 is a high quality Video Scaler. It accepts one of three inputs: 
a computer graphics signal on a 15-pin HD connector, a composite video signal 
on an RCA connector and an SDI signal on a BNC connector. It scales the video, 
embeds the audio $1,650.00 30% $1,155.00

6808HDXL The 6808HDxl is a high-performance audio de-embedder for 3G HD-SDI video 
signals. The unit can de-embed two selectable AES audio streams. $1,150.00 30% $805.00

6241HDXL
The 6241HDxl is a high-performance switcher for 3G HD-SDI video signals. It 
takes any one of four 3G HD-SDI inputs, provides reclocking and equalization, 
and outputs the signal to one 3G HD-SDI output. $1,025.00 30% $717.50

C-USB3/MICROAB-10
Kramers C-USB3/MicroB is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to MicroB male 
cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as, external hard drives 
and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of up to 4.8Gbps. $11.00 30% $7.70

C-USB3/MICROAB-15
Kramers C-USB3/MicroB is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to MicroB male 
cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as, external hard drives 
and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of up to 4.8Gbps. $15.00 30% $10.50

C-HM/HM/FLAT/ETH-3
Kramers C-HM/HM/FlAT/ETH flat high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet is 
designed for invisible and long distance installations. It routes through the wall, 
under the carpet, around corners and behind the entertainment system with ease. $18.00 30% $12.60

C-FODPM/FODPM-328

The Kramer C-FODPM/FODPM Optical DisplayPort Extension Cable is a hybrid 
cable with four multi-mode fiber cables for the DP interface including embedded 
copper wires to support the auxiliary channel, Hot Plug Detect and a power 
management advanced solutio $1,480.00 30% $1,036.00

C-DM/DM/FLAT(W)-3

Kramers flat DVI cable is designed for invisible and long distance installations. It 
goes through the wall, under the carpet, around corners and behind the 
entertainment system with ease. The flat design of the cable renders them 
unobtrusive. $15.00 30% $10.50

C-DM/DM/FLAT(W)-6

Kramers flat DVI cable is designed for invisible and long distance installations. It 
goes through the wall, under the carpet, around corners and behind the 
entertainment system with ease. The flat design of the cable renders them 
unobtrusive. $16.00 30% $11.20

C-DM/DM/FLAT(W)-10

Kramers flat DVI cable is designed for invisible and long distance installations. It 
goes through the wall, under the carpet, around corners and behind the 
entertainment system with ease. The flat design of the cable renders them 
unobtrusive. $24.00 30% $16.80

C-DM/DM/FLAT(W)-15

Kramers flat DVI cable is designed for invisible and long distance installations. It 
goes through the wall, under the carpet, around corners and behind the 
entertainment system with ease. The flat design of the cable renders them 
unobtrusive. $29.00 30% $20.30



C-DM/DM/FLAT(W)-25

Kramers flat DVI cable is designed for invisible and long distance installations. It 
goes through the wall, under the carpet, around corners and behind the 
entertainment system with ease. The flat design of the cable renders them 
unobtrusive. $56.00 30% $39.20

C-DM/DM/FLAT(W)-50

Kramers flat DVI cable is designed for invisible and long distance installations. It 
goes through the wall, under the carpet, around corners and behind the 
entertainment system with ease. The flat design of the cable renders them 
unobtrusive. $79.00 30% $55.30

CP-3RVAM/3RVAM-25
Kramers CP-3RVAM/3RVAM is constructed of mini coax terminated with three 
molded male RCA connectors at each end. It offers outstanding durability and 
high-performance for any video/audio signal application where a plenum rating is $31.00 30% $21.70

CP-3RVAM/3RVAM-35
Kramers CP-3RVAM/3RVAM is constructed of mini coax terminated with three 
molded male RCA connectors at each end. It offers outstanding durability and 
high-performance for any video/audio signal application where a plenum rating is $42.00 30% $29.40

CP-3RVAM/3RVAM-75
Kramers CP-3RVAM/3RVAM is constructed of mini coax terminated with three 
molded male RCA connectors at each end. It offers outstanding durability and 
high-performance for any video/audio signal application where a plenum rating is $75.00 30% $52.50

97-01014010
Kramers C-HM/HM/FlAT/ETH flat high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet is 
designed for invisible and long distance installations. It routes through the wall, 
under the carpet, around corners and behind the entertainment system with ease. $25.00 30% $17.50

C-HM/HM/FLAT/ETH-1
Kramers C-HM/HM/FlAT/ETH flat high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet is 
designed for invisible and long distance installations. It routes through the wall, 
under the carpet, around corners and behind the entertainment system with ease. $30.00 30% $21.00

C-HM/HM/FLAT/ETH-2
Kramers C-HM/HM/FlAT/ETH flat high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet is 
designed for invisible and long distance installations. It routes through the wall, 
under the carpet, around corners and behind the entertainment system with ease. $55.00 30% $38.50

97-01014035
Kramers C-HM/HM/FlAT/ETH flat high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet is 
designed for invisible and long distance installations. It routes through the wall, 
under the carpet, around corners and behind the entertainment system with ease. $75.00 30% $52.50

97-01014050
Kramers C-HM/HM/FlAT/ETH flat high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet is 
designed for invisible and long distance installations. It routes through the wall, 
under the carpet, around corners and behind the entertainment system with ease. $115.00 30% $80.50

97-01014075
Kramers C-HM/HM/FlAT/ETH flat high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet is 
designed for invisible and long distance installations. It routes through the wall, 
under the carpet, around corners and behind the entertainment system with ease. $155.00 30% $108.50

BCP-5X-SOLID-1000 5 COAX PLENUM BULK CABLE 1000 $2,121.00 30% $1,484.70

BC-1T-300M
Kramers BC-1T is a high-quality shielded pair cable designed for routing balanced 
mono or unbalanced stereo mic or line level audio signals in commercial or 
residential AV systems. $301.00 30% $210.70

PTH-1 LONG WING Column Mount, which is ideal for mounting Kramer TOOLS and Kramer Pico 
TOOL around a projector column (of 1 to 2 in diameter). $45.00 30% $31.50



FC-132ETH

The FC-132ETH is an advanced Ethernet control gateway and serial 
communication matrix, capable of plug and play deployment over a customer 
Ethernet LAN. Serving as an advanced serial communication matrix, the FC-
132ETH has 32 RS-232 and one RS-232/RS-485 $1,939.00 30% $1,357.30

BCP-DGKAT623-1000 BCP-DGKat623 - Plenum Rated Four-Pair $1,182.00 30% $827.40

C-HM/HM/FLAT/ETH-5
Kramers C-HM/HM/FlaT/ETH flat high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet is 
designed for invisible and long distance installations. It routes through the wall, 
under the carpet, around corners and behind the entertainment system with ease. $115.00 30% $80.50

C-HM/HM/FLAT/ETH-7
Kramers C-HM/HM/FlaT/ETH flat high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet is 
designed for invisible and long distance installations. It routes through the wall, 
under the carpet, around corners and behind the entertainment system with ease. $155.00 30% $108.50

CP-3RVAM/3RVAM-50
Kramers CP-3RVAM/3RVAM is constructed of mini coax terminated with three 
molded male RCA connectors at each end. It offers outstanding durability and 
high-performance for any video/audio signal application where a plenum rating is $53.00 30% $37.10

TS-201US TBUS-201xl single power sockets are available in country-specific modules. $40.00 30% $28.00

RB-6 The Kramer RB-6 is a high-performance, high-voltage power supply that supplies 
power to up to six external units. $1,320.00 30% $924.00

HSV100I Secure AV & video Isolator $410.00 30% $287.00

K202B

The K202B/D secure KVM is designed to meet the requirements of organizations 
that are challenged by the need to provide secret or top-secret network access 
together with unclassified or internet access. The K20x series KVM uses uni-
directional optical dat $469.00 30% $328.30

K204

Designed to provide the highest possile isolation between four connected 
computers. A perfect fit for high-security, multi-network organizations such as 
government agencies, military and financial institutions, and any other 
organization that handles sens $675.00 30% $472.50

K308

HSL Secure KM Switch enables users to simultaneously operate four or eight 
computers, each with its own displays, using a single set of keyboard and mouse. 
The user can easily switch between computers and displays by simply moving the 
cursor from one disp $1,071.00 30% $749.70

K404F
HSL KVM Combiner provides a comfortable means of interaction with multiple 
computers at different security levels improving usability and situational 
awareness. The four isolated sources are integrated into single or dual large $2,750.00 30% $1,925.00

K424F
HSL KVM Combiner provides a comfortable means of interaction with multiple 
computers at different security levels improving usability and situational 
awareness. The four isolated sources are integrated into single or dual large $2,526.00 30% $1,768.20

HKS100I Secure AV, keyboard,  video & mouse Isolator $268.00 30% $187.60

920 The 920 is a high-performance 70V/100V power amplifier for balanced, 
unbalanced stereo and microphone inputs. $882.00 30% $617.40

905XL The 905xl is a high-performance remote-controllable power amplifier. $1,255.00 30% $878.50



TP-578H

The TP-578H is a DGKat twisted pair receiver for HDMI, IR and control signals. 
The unit receives a DGKat twisted pair signal from a compatible Kramer DGKat 
transmitter (such as a TP-577VH) and decodes it into HDMI, balanced and 
unbalanced stereo, S/PDIF d $535.00 30% $374.50

VIA CONNECT PRO

VIA Connect PRO is a wireless collaboration and presentation solution that 
makes sharing and presenting in meetings easier. With any laptop or mobile 
device, users can view, edit and comment on documents in real time, share files 
and chat with individuals $1,095.00 30% $766.50

97-0132006
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $25.00 30% $17.50

C-A35M/A35M-65
Kramers C-A35M/A35M mini audio cable is constructed from high-quality shielded 
pair style cable terminated with molded male 3.5mm stereo connectors on both 
ends. $15.00 30% $10.50

C-A35M/A35M-75
Kramers C-A35M/A35M mini audio cable is constructed from high-quality shielded 
pair style cable terminated with molded male 3.5mm stereo connectors on both 
ends. $16.00 30% $11.20

95-0101100
Kramers C-A35M/A35M mini audio cable is constructed from high-quality shielded 
pair style cable terminated with molded male 3.5mm stereo connectors on both 
ends. $20.00 30% $14.00

FC-340S The FC-340S SDI Scaler/Embedder/Scan Converter is ideal as a broadcast 
quality video scaler and audio embedder/de-embedder for digital signals up to 3G $1,935.00 30% $1,354.50

BLP-F16 Blank cover plate for empty module slots in the VS-1616DN and VS-1616D matrix 
switchers. $15.00 30% $10.50

DVI-IN2-F16 2 Input DVI  Card (F-16) $750.00 30% $525.00

DVI-OUT2-F16
DVI-OUT-F16 is a two-channel DVI output card for the VS-1616 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The DVI-OUT2-F16 outputs two DVI 
signals from the chassis. $395.00 30% $276.50

HAA-IN2-F16 2-Input HDMI with Analog Audio Card  for VS-1616D Frame $1,095.00 30% $766.50
HDBT-IN2-F16 2-Input HDMI over HDBaseT Card $1,250.00 30% $875.00

HDBT-OUT2-F16

HDBT-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI, bidirectional RS-232, Ethernet, & IR 
over HDBaseT twisted pair transmitter card for the VS-1616 Series Modular Multi-
Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDBT-OUT2-F16 outputs two extended 
reach HDBaseT signals with bi $1,338.00 30% $936.60

HDCP-IN2-F16
HDCP-IN2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) input card for the VS-
1616 series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-IN2-F16 
inputs two HDMI/HDCP signals into the chassis. $895.00 30% $626.50

HDCP-OUT2-F16
HDCP-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) output card for the VS-
1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-OUT2-F16 
outputs two HDMI/HDCP signals from the chassis. $495.00 30% $346.50

VGA-IN2-F16
VGA-IN2-F16 is a two-channel VGA input card for the VS-1616 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The VGA-IN2-F16 inputs two VGA signals 
into the chassis. $990.00 30% $693.00



VGA-OUT2-F16
VGA-OUT2-F16 is a two channel VGA output card for the VS-1616 Series 
Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The VGA-OUT2-F16 outputs two 
VGA signals from the chassis. $550.00 30% $385.00

BLP-F32 BLP-F32 is a blank cover plate for empty module slots in VS-3232 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. $15.00 30% $10.50

F670-IN4-F32 4-Input HDMI over OM3 Fiber Card (F-32) $4,860.00 30% $3,402.00
F670-OUT4-F32 4-Output HDMI over OM3 Fiber Card (F-32) $4,860.00 30% $3,402.00

DGKAT-IN4-F32
DGKat-IN4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI and RS-232 over DGKat twisted pair 
input card for the VS-3232DN Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switcher. The 
DGKat-IN4-F32 inputs four HDMI and RS-232 signlas to the chassis. $1,495.00 30% $1,046.50

H-IN4-F32 H-IN4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI input card for the VS-3232D Modular Multi-
Format Digital Matrix Switcher. The H-IN4-F32 inputs four HDMI signals to the $1,740.00 30% $1,218.00

H-OUT4-F32
H-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI output card for the VS-3232 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The H-OUT4-F32 outputs four HDMI 
signals from the chassis. $990.00 30% $693.00

HDCP-IN4-F32
HDCP-IN4-F32 is a four channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) input card for the VS-
3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-IN4-F32 
inputs four HDMI/HDCP signals into the chassis. $1,740.00 30% $1,218.00

HDCP-OUT4-F32
HDCP-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) output card for the 
VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-OUT4-
F32 outputs four HDMI/HDCP signals from the chassis. $990.00 30% $693.00

PS-1DN The PS-1DN is a second (redundant) power supply for the VS-3232DN and the 
VS-6464DN Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. $1,620.00 30% $1,134.00

VS-6464DN

The Kramer VS-6464DN is a high performance matrix switcher chassis that 
supports up to 64x64 ports (it can also be configured for other sizes (up to a 
maximum of 64x64) for various signals (depending on the type of cards installed). 
It features a very hig $17,995.00 30% ########

DVI-IN8-F64
DVI-IN8-F64 is an eight-channel DVI input card for the VS-6464 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The DVI-IN8-F64 inputs eight DVI signals 
inot the chassis. $2,995.00 30% $2,096.50

DVI-OUT8-F64
DVI-OUT8-F64 is an eight-channel DVI output card for the VS-6464 Series 
Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The DVI-OUT8-F64 outputs eight 
DVI signals from the chassis. $1,555.00 30% $1,088.50

F610-IN8-F64
F610-IN8-f64 is an eight-channel DVI over 4LC fiber input card for the VS-6464 
Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The F610-IN8-F64 inputs 
eight DVI over 4LC fiber signals into the chassis. $3,395.00 30% $2,376.50

F610-OUT8-F64 8-Output DVI over 4LC Fiber Card (F-64) $3,395.00 30% $2,376.50

HDCP-IN8-F64
HDCP-IN8-F64 is an eight-channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) input card for the VS-
6464 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-IN8-F64 
inputs eight HDMI/HDCP signals into the chassis. $3,495.00 30% $2,446.50

HDCP-OUT8-F64
HDCP-OUT8-F64 is an eight-channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) output card for the 
VS-6464 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-OUT8-
F64 outputs eight HDMI/HDCP signals from the chassis. $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50



BLP-F64 BLP-F64 is a blank cover plate for empty module slots in VS-6464 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. $45.00 30% $31.50

VP-774A

The VP-774AMP is a high-performance presentation switcher and scaler. It 
accepts one of nine inputs: one DisplayPort (DP), one composite video, two 
computer graphics, one 3G HD-SDI and four HDMI signals. It scales the video, 
embeds the audio, and simultan $3,595.00 30% $2,516.50

VP-444

The VP-444 is a high-performance presentation scaler/switcher for HDMI and 
computer graphics signals. The unit scales the video, embeds the audio, and 
outputs the signal to two HDMI (with embedded audio) outputs (with S/PDIF and 
balanced stereo audio) sim $1,650.00 30% $1,155.00

SL-1N

The SL-1N is a master room controller that can operate over Ethernet (LAN) with 
control ports that include two bidirectional RS-232, two IR and three relay. It 
controls devices such as scalers, video displays, audio amplifier, DVD players, 
sensors, screen $295.00 30% $206.50

60-000056
The Galil 8-CO is a pair of two-way, open back, 8(ohms) speakers designed for 
mounting in the ceiling. The speakers feature a multi-tap power transformer for 
selecting 8(ohms) or 70V/100V power settings suitable for array installation. $265.00 30% $185.50

CP-AOCH-33

The CP-AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI cable designed for long distance AV 
installations that demand the highest signal integrity. It supports 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 100m (328ft) and is thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than copper or e $275.00 30% $192.50

CP-AOCH-50

The CP-AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI cable designed for long distance AV 
installations that demand the highest signal integrity. It supports 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 100m (328ft) and is thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than copper or e $315.00 30% $220.50

CP-AOCH-66

The CP-AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI cable designed for long distance AV 
installations that demand the highest signal integrity. It supports 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 100m (328ft) and is thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than copper or e $370.00 30% $259.00

CP-AOCH-98

The CP-AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI cable designed for long distance AV 
installations that demand the highest signal integrity. It supports 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 100m (328ft) and is thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than copper or e $415.00 30% $290.50

CP-AOCH-164

The CP-AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI cable designed for long distance AV 
installations that demand the highest signal integrity. It supports 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 100m (328ft) and is thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than copper or e $535.00 30% $374.50

CP-AOCH-197

The CP-AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI cable designed for long distance AV 
installations that demand the highest signal integrity. It supports 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 100m (328ft) and is thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than copper or e $615.00 30% $430.50



CP-AOCH-230

The CP-AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI cable designed for long distance AV 
installations that demand the highest signal integrity. It supports 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 100m (328ft) and is thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than copper or e $705.00 30% $493.50

CP-AOCH-262

The CP-AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI cable designed for long distance AV 
installations that demand the highest signal integrity. It supports 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 100m (328ft) and is thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than copper or e $780.00 30% $546.00

CP-AOCH-295

The CP-AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI cable designed for long distance AV 
installations that demand the highest signal integrity. It supports 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 100m (328ft) and is thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than copper or e $880.00 30% $616.00

CP-AOCH-328

The CP-AOCH is an Active Optical HDMI cable designed for long distance AV 
installations that demand the highest signal integrity. It supports 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
and 4K@30Hz (4:4:4) up to 100m (328ft) and is thinner, lighter and more flexible 
than copper or e $955.00 30% $668.50

VSM-4X4HFS

The VSM-4x4HFS is a seamless matrix switcher that can also be used as a 2x2 
video wall driver or dual and quad multi-viewers. The unit allos switching between 
inputs with a clean video cut (frame-to-frame switching with no glitches). The 
VSM-4x4HFS suppor $2,795.00 30% $1,956.50

VP-773A

The VP-773A is a high-performance presentation switcher and scaler. It accepts 
one of eight inputs: one DisplayPort (DP), one composite video, two computer 
graphics and four HDMI signals. It scales the video, embeds the audio, and 
simultaneously outputs t $2,911.00 30% $2,037.70

BC-2S12-1000 Kramers BC-2S is a high-quality twisted pair cable designed for connecting 
speakers and amplifiers in commercial or residential AV systems. $650.00 30% $455.00

BC-2S12-500 Kramers BC-2S is a high-quality twisted pair cable designed for connecting 
speakers and amplifiers in commercial or residential AV systems. $335.00 30% $234.50

BC-2S14-1000 1000ft 14 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $495.00 30% $346.50
BC-2S18-1000 1000ft 18 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $195.00 30% $136.50
BC-2S18-500 500ft 18 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $125.00 30% $87.50
BCP-2S12-1000 Plenum-Rated 1000ft 12 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $848.00 30% $593.60
BCP-2S12-500 Plenum-Rated 500ft 12 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $620.00 30% $434.00
BCP-2S14-1000 Plenum-Rated 1000ft 14 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $535.00 30% $374.50
BCP-2S14-250 Plenum-Rated 250ft 14 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $129.00 30% $90.30
BCP-2S14-500 Plenum-Rated 500ft 14 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $335.00 30% $234.50
BCP-2S18-1000 Plenum-Rated 1000ft 18 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $200.00 30% $140.00
BCP-2S18-250 Plenum-Rated 250ft 18 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $52.00 30% $36.40
BCP-2S18-500 Plenum-Rated 500ft 18 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $129.00 30% $90.30
C-HM/HM-KRTL-1M HDMI (M) to HDMI (M) Cable with Ethernet - 3 - Retail Packaging $17.00 30% $11.90
C-HM/HM-KRTL-2M HDMI (M) to HDMI (M) Cable with Ethernet - 6 - Retail Packaging $22.00 30% $15.40
CLS-GM/GM-15 15-Pin HD (M) to 15-Pin (M) Cable - Low Smoke & Halogen free -15 $20.00 30% $14.00
CLS-GM/GM-25 15-Pin HD (M) to 15-Pin (M) Cable - Low Smoke & Halogen free -25 $31.00 30% $21.70



CLS-GM/GM-35 15-Pin HD (M) to 15-Pin (M) Cable - Low Smoke & Halogen free -35 $36.00 30% $25.20
CLS-GM/GM-50 15-Pin HD (M) to 15-Pin (M) Cable - Low Smoke & Halogen free -50 $51.00 30% $35.70

DOLEV 5
Kramers Dolev 5 is a five-inch, two-way, bi-amplified studio grade speaker that 
provides superior clairty for high-end applications or any other task that requires 
precise, accurate and detailed sound. $250.00 30% $175.00

DOLEV 6
Kramers Dolev 6 is a six-inch, two-way, bi-amplified studio-grade speaker that 
provides superior clarity for high-end applications or any other task that requires 
precise, accurate and detailed sound. $295.00 30% $206.50

DOLEV 8
Kramers Dolev 8 is an eight-inch, two-way, bi-amplified studio-grade speaker that 
provides superior clarity for high-end applications or any other task that requires 
precise, accurate and detailed sound. $350.00 30% $245.00

VM-1021N
The VM-1021N is a high-performance distribution amplifier for composite or SD-
SDI video signals. It provides controls to compensate for signal losses inherent in 
long cable runs. $1,118.00 30% $782.60

GALIL 4-CO(W)
The Galil 4-CO is a pair of two-way, open-back, 8(ohms) speakers designed for 
mounting in the ceiling. The speakers feature a multi-tap power transformer for 
selecting 8(ohms) or 70V/100V power settings sutiable for array installation. $125.00 30% $87.50

SKIC-4 The SKIC is an optional kit for mounting two Galil 4/6/8-CO speakers in 
suspended (drop) ceiling tiles. $49.00 30% $34.30

SKIC-6 The SKIC is an optional kit for mounting two Galil 4/6/8-CO speakers in 
suspended (drop) ceiling tiles. $55.00 30% $38.50

SKIC-8 The SKIC is an optional kit for mounting two Galil 4/6/8-CO speakers in 
suspended (drop) ceiling tiles. $55.00 30% $38.50

C-TOSLINK/KRTL-0.8MTOSLINK Optical Digital Cable-Retail Pack-2.6 $54.00 30% $37.80
C-TOSLINK/KRTL-1.2MTOSLINK Optical Digital Cable-Retail Pack-4 $55.00 30% $38.50
C-TOSLINK/KRTL-2M/ TOSLINK Optical Digital Cable-Retail Pack-6.6 $55.00 30% $38.50

VS-88DT
The VS-88DT matrix switcher routes up to eight HDMI and IR inputs to any or all 
of eight HDMI or HDBaseT and IR outputs for connection to compatible HDBaseT 
receivers such as the TP-580RXR. $8,341.00 30% $5,838.70

CONNECT-DEMO DEMO ONLY - Wireless Presentation/Collaboration Hub $995.00 30% $696.50

KDS-EN3

The Kramer KDS-EN3 is an H.264 encoder for HDMI signals up to 1080p60. The 
KDS-EN3 provides unicast (one-to-one) or multicast (one-to-many) streaming to 
the KDS-DEC3 decoder or computers running VLC  software. KDS-EN3 can also 
record content to a network $1,295.00 30% $906.50

WP-5VH2

The WP-5VH2 accepts and HDMI and PC graphcs video input, an Ethernet 
signal, serial data, and an unbalanced stereo audio input ( which is embedded 
into the output signal), and transmits the signal via HDBaseT (Twisted Pair) cable 
to a compatible receiver $1,325.00 30% $927.50

FC-24ETH

The FC-24ETH is an Ethernet control gateway, capable of plug and play 
deployment over a customer Ethernet LAN for remote control of customer 
controlled devices via bidirectional RS-232 or RS-485 serial control connections. 
Multiple control clients can be $455.00 30% $318.50

OPS-1 HDBaseT Receiver Compatible with all devices supporting the Standard OPS Slot $315.00 30% $220.50



PS-1202 PS-1202 is a desktop power supply with standard size DC output plug that 
provides 12V DC, 2A to any compatible device. $55.00 30% $38.50

PS-504 PS-504 is a desktop power supply (AC power cord included) with standard size 
DC output plug that provides 5V DC, 4A to any compatible device. $55.00 30% $38.50

KDS-DEC3
Kramer KDS-DEC3 is an H.264 decoder for encoded signals up to 1080p60. It is 
designed to work with the KDS-EN3 H.264 encoder to provide a high-quality and 
fully-featured end-to-end video and audio over IP solution. $1,195.00 30% $836.50

PTH-1 SECOND WINGIdeal for mounting Kramer TOOLS and Kramer Pico TOOLS around a projector 
column (of 1 to 2 in diameter). $45.00 30% $31.50

K304E

HSL Secure KM Switch enables users to simultaneously operate four or eight 
computers, each with its own displays, using a single set of keyboard and mouse. 
The user can easily switch between computers and displays by simply moving the 
cursor from one disp $565.00 30% $395.50

K404D Secure KVM Combiner: 4-Port, DisplayPort Video $2,419.00 30% $1,693.30

K502

The KVM Switch is designed for use in secure defense and intelligence 
environments across wide security gaps. This 3rd Generation Secure KVM Switch 
offers optical data diode per channel. Optical data diodes are used to prevent 
data transfer between connec $675.00 30% $472.50

K524E

The KVM Switch is designed for use in secure defense and intelligence 
environments across wide security gaps. This 3rd Generation Secure KVM Switch 
offers optical data diode per channel. Optical data diodes are used to prevent 
data transfer between connec $1,159.00 30% $811.30

HVS100I

HSLs relies on its innovative 3rd generation Secure KVM products to develop a 
unique security isolator device. This new product isolates: USB Keyboard, DVI-I 
Video, USB Mouse and analog Audio output (KVMA). This product offers the 
highest possible separat $238.00 30% $166.60

K244E

HSLs K244E Secure KVM Switch provides the highest possible isolation between 
four connected dual-head computer. This Third-Generation Secure KVM was 
designed to meet the requirements of organizations challenged by the need to 
provide secret or top-secret $1,129.00 30% $790.30

K248E
The K208E, K248E, and K2016E KVM switches are especially designed to 
provide a secure solution for users in high-density environments involving isolated 
networks with different security levels. It is a perfect fit for government, military, $2,349.00 30% $1,644.30

K2016E
KVM switches are especially designed to provide a secure solution for users in 
high-density environments involving isolated networks with different security 
levels. It is a perfect fit for government, military, financial and any other $3,089.00 30% $2,162.30

PSE-1

The PSE-1 provides power remotely over Ethernet to any device capable of 
acting as a PoE acceptor (for example, a wallplate, where it may be difficult to 
connect an external power supply). This allows a single HDBT LAN cable to 
provide both data and elect $275.00 30% $192.50



PSE-2

The PSE-2 is a PoE (Power-over-Ethernet) injector. The PSE-2 provides power 
remotely over Ethernet to any device capable of acting as a PoE acceptor, (for 
example, a wallplate where it may be difficult to connect an external power 
supply). This allows a s $445.00 30% $311.50

VM-8HN

The VM-8HN is a 1:8 distribution amplifier, with two loop ports, for 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0) HDMI 2.0 signals complying with HDCP 1:4 content protection standard. 
The unit takes one HDMI input, equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes 
it to eight identic $1,134.00 30% $793.80

WP-2UC Dual USB Charger,supplied with DECORA  design frame. $165.00 30% $115.50

RC-63DLN

The RC-63DLN is a 6-button control keypad with knob and LCD displays. 
Connected over KNET to master room controller and auxiliary keypads for remote 
keypad control, it can serve either as a standalone room controller or part fo a 
multi-unit KNET system. t $515.00 30% $360.50

TR-91
The TR-91 100W Audio Transformer is a 100W transformer for speaker signals. 
The unit takes one 4(ohms)/8(ohms) channel from the speaker output of a power 
amplifier, transforms it to 70V/100V and distributes it to an array of loudspeakers. $450.00 30% $315.00

TR-92

The TR-92 2x100W Audio Transformer is a 2x100W transformer for speaker 
signals. The unit takes two 4(ohms)/8(ohms) channels from a speaker output of a 
power amplifier, transforms them to 70V/100V and distributes them to an array of 
loudspeakers. $595.00 30% $416.50

TR-93 1 Audio Channel Transformer - Converts 4/8 ohms to 70/100V - Max Input 200W $595.00 30% $416.50

VM-80VN
The VM-80VN is a high-performance distribution amplifier for composite or SDI 
signals. It can also be configured as a 1:4 DA for s-Video (Y/C) signals and has 
controls to compensate for signal losses inherent in long cable runs. $570.00 30% $399.00

VS-42HDCP

The VS-42HDCP is a high-quality, HDCP compliant 4x2 HDMI (on DVI 
connectors) matrix switcher. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route 
any of the four DVI/HDMI (over DVI-D connector) inputs to any of the two 
DVI/HDMI outputs simultaneously. $1,117.00 30% $781.90

TBUS-1AXL-B

The TBUS-1Axl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a tilt-up lid. A 
complete TBUS system requires the enclosure, an inner frame, a power socket, 
inserts and a power cord. NOTE: The TBUS enclosure, power socket, power cord 
& inserts are purchased $155.00 30% $108.50

TBUS-1AXL-BC

The TBUS-1Axl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a tilt-up lid. A 
complete TBUS system requires the enclosure, an inner frame, a power socket, 
inserts and a power cord. NOTE: The TBUS enclosure, power socket, power cord 
& inserts are purchased $155.00 30% $108.50

VP-732

VP-732 is a 10-input presentation switcher/dual scaler with four HDMI, two 
DisplayPort and four user-definable (universal) analog video inputs. It up-and 
down-scales to selectable graphics or HDTV output resolutions to preview and 
program outputs (up to 4 $3,969.00 30% $2,778.30

VS-44FO 1x1 to 4x4 3G HD-SDI Matrix Switcher with a range up to 40KM. Requires 
purchase of at least 1 Optional SFP Module. See below. $3,559.00 30% $2,491.30



VS-88FO The VS-88FO is a high-performance matrix switcher for fiber optic signals. It can 
switch any or all inputs to any or all outputs simultaneously. $4,495.00 30% $3,146.50

SFP-IN/OUT-2KM 1x1 SFP Fiber Optic Module non-SMA 2km 3G HD-SDI Tx/Rx $345.00 30% $241.50
SFP-IN/OUT-40KM 1x1 SFP Fiber Optic Module non-SMA 40km 3G HD-SDI Tx/Rx $740.00 30% $518.00

97-0413033

Kramers CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple 
and practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving 
a much smaller head th $325.00 30% $227.50

97-0413050

Kramers CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple 
and practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving 
a much smaller head th $370.00 30% $259.00

97-0413098

Kramers CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple 
and practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving 
a much smaller head th $485.00 30% $339.50

CP-AOCH/XL-131

Kramers CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple 
and practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving 
a much smaller head th $565.00 30% $395.50

97-0410164

Kramers CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple 
and practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving 
a much smaller head th $535.00 30% $374.50

41-90043490

FC-69  is a high-performance 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 4Kx2K HDMI audio embedder 
and de-embedder. The unit can embed analog audio to the HDMI output or de-
embed audio from the HDMI input or from the HDMI output Audio Return Channel 
to S/PDIF and unbalanced stereo $605.00 30% $423.50

VP-439

The VP-439 is a high-performance digital scaler for computer graphics video, 
composite and HDMI signals, including audio. It up/down scales the selected 
HDMI, CV or computer graphics video/YPbPr input and outputs it to HDMI on a 
DVI-I connector. $965.00 30% $675.50

WP-20

WP 20 is a high-performance, 4K, multi-format, wall-plate switcher and 
transmitter over extended-reach HDBaseT. Offering intelligent Maestro 
automation, with priority and last-connected switching options, it automatically 
switches and operates the room ac $995.00 30% $696.50

F670-IN2-F16 2-Input HDMI over OM3 Fiber Card (F-16) $2,695.00 30% $1,886.50
20-70003999 4-Input HDMI over HDBaseT Card (F-32) $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50
20-70004099 4-Output HDMI over HDBaseT Card (F-32) $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50

80-80066199

The RTBUS-12 is an elegant furniture-mounted, round connection bus, designed 
to be used with the Kramer SID-X1 Step-in Commander. The RTBUS-12 features 
a pnematic mechanism for pneumatic lifting and smooth closing of its lid. It is 
easily installed into a $241.00 30% $168.70



DIP-30BP Black Front Panel for DIP-30 $12.00 30% $8.40

10-80359090

VM-4HDT is a high-quality, long-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT extender 
distributor that takes one HDMI input, with IR and RS-232 control signals, 
converts them to HDBaseT extension line signal and distributes it to four 
HDBaseT outputs that connect to com $1,125.00 30% $787.50

KW-14

The KW-14T and KW-14R are a high-definition, wireless, HDMI 
transmitter/receiver pair for indoor use. Up to four KW-14R receivers can receive 
from one KW-14T transmitter and up to three KW-14T transmitters can be paired 
with one KW-14R receiver. The KW-14 $1,325.00 30% $927.50

KW-14R

The KW-14T and KW-14R are a high-definition, wireless, HDMI 
transmitter/receiver pair for indoor use. Up to four KW-14R receivers can receive 
from one KW-14T transmitter and up to three KW-14T transmitters can be paired 
with one KW-14R receiver. The KW-14 $620.00 30% $434.00

PA-150 Power Amplifier (50W into 70V/100V) $450.00 30% $315.00

FC-26

The FC-26 is a PoE-powered control gateway, capable of plug and play 
deployment over a customer Ethernet LAN for remote control of customer 
controlled devices via bidirectional RS-232 and IR control connections. Multiple 
control clients can be IP-connecte $515.00 30% $360.50

30-00007499
K-Touch is a comprehensive Cloud-based platform that lets dealers easily design 
advanced room-control and automation systems that can be operated from most 
IOS or Android touch panels. $551.00 30% $385.70

30-00007599
K-Touch is a comprehensive Cloud-based platform that lets dealers easily design 
advanced room-control and automation systems that can be operated from most 
IOS or Android touch panels. $995.00 30% $696.50

30-00007699
K-Touch is a comprehensive Cloud-based platform that lets dealers easily design 
advanced room-control and automation systems that can be operated from most 
IOS or Android touch panels. $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50

30-00007799 Additional 1 UI panel R3 license for room upgrade $100.00 30% $70.00
30-00007899 Additional 5 cntl devices R3 license for project upgrade $300.00 30% $210.00
30-00008090 K-TOUCH 2 Standard Licenses, 2 Online Training & 1 FC-26. $819.00 30% $573.30

K-ABLE/XL-LAN

The K-Able/XL Box is a furniture-mounted cable extender and retractor that is 
easily installed underneath a table-top or in a podium. The K-Able/XL Box is 
available with the following cable types: VGA, Audio, VGA and audio, HDMI, USB-
A, LAN, DIsplayPort. $195.00 30% $136.50

K-ABLE/XL-VGA

The K-Able/XL Box is a furniture-mounted cable extender and retractor that is 
easily installed underneath a table-top or in a podium. The K-Able/XL Box is 
available with the following cable types: VGA, Audio, VGA and audio, HDMI, USB-
A, LAN, DIsplayPort. $195.00 30% $136.50

K-ABLE/XL-DP

The K-Able/XL Box is a furniture-mounted cable extender and retractor that is 
easily installed underneath a table-top or in a podium. The K-Able/XL Box is 
available with the following cable types: VGA, Audio, VGA and audio, HDMI, USB-
A, LAN, DIsplayPort. $195.00 30% $136.50

K-ABLE/XL-A CABLE RETRACTOR  3.5MM AUDIO $195.00 30% $136.50



K-ABLE/XL-USB

The K-Able/XL Box is a furniture-mounted cable extender and retractor that is 
easily installed underneath a table-top or in a podium. The K-Able/XL Box is 
available with the following cable types: VGA, Audio, VGA and audio, HDMI, USB-
A, LAN, DIsplayPort. $195.00 30% $136.50

VM-28H-NV The VM-28H is a distribution amplifier for HDMI signals. It reclocks and equalizes 
one of 2 selectable input signals and distributes it to 8 identical outputs. $1,183.00 30% $828.10

95-2104003
C-A35M/IRRN is a professional IR receiver cable designed for devices that have 
a 3.5mm external IR receiver port. C-A35M/IRRN enables sending 38kHk IR 
signals to the device for controlling the device or for routing the IR signal over an $14.00 30% $9.80

C-A35M/IRRN-50
C-A35M/IRRN is a professional IR receiver cable designed for devices that have 
a 3.5mm external IR receiver port. C-A35M/IRRN enables sending 38kHk IR 
signals to the device for controlling the device or for routing the IR signal over an $22.00 30% $15.40

VP-796
The VP-796A is a universal 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) presentation scaler-switcher for 
HDMI, DisplayPort, HDBaseT, VGA, composite and DVI-U video signals and 
analog audio. Its HQUltraFast Techonology switches in typically a quarter of a $3,953.00 30% $2,767.10

70-00558010

The VP-558 is a high-performance 11x4 ProScale presentation scaler/matrix 
switcher that can output four independent scaled images. Each output includes an 
HDMI and HDBaseT connector. The product supports analog, digital and 
embedded audio. VP-558 features $7,500.00 30% $5,250.00

70-00054090

The Kramer VP-427A is  receiver/scaler for HDBaseT twisted pair, HDMI, 
bidirectional RS-232 and IR signals. It up-or down-scales the picture to match the 
resolution of the HDMI monitor. It includes a simultaneous analog audio output of 
the embedded HDMI a $825.00 30% $577.50

FC-28

The FC-28 is a PoE-powered control gateway, capable of plug and play 
deployment over customer Ethernet LAN for remote control of customer 
controlled devices via bidirectional RS-232, IR, GPI/O and relay control 
connections. Multiple control clients can be $625.00 30% $437.50

RK-19N RK-19N mounting brackets can mount most 1 U Kramer models under a table or 
podium. $60.00 30% $42.00

C-SC/SC/OM4-33 Kramers C-SC/SC/OM4 is a laser-optimized OM4 fiber optic multi-mode 
50/124um cable in a 3.0mm (0.118in) diameter PVC jacket terminated with SC $32.00 30% $22.40

C-SC/SC/OM4-66 Kramers C-SC/SC/OM4 is a laser-optimized OM4 fiber optic multi-mode 
50/124um cable in a 3.0mm (0.118in) diameter PVC jacket terminated with SC 30% #VALUE!

C-SC/SC/OM4-98 Kramers C-SC/SC/OM4 is a laser-optimized OM4 fiber optic multi-mode 
50/124um cable in a 3.0mm (0.118in) diameter PVC jacket terminated with SC 30% #VALUE!

C-SC/SC/OM4-164 Kramers C-SC/SC/OM4 is a laser-optimized OM4 fiber optic multi-mode 
50/124um cable in a 3.0mm (0.118in) diameter PVC jacket terminated with SC $135.00 30% $94.50

C-SC/SC/OM4-246 Kramers C-SC/SC/OM4 is a laser-optimized OM4 fiber optic multi-mode 
50/124um cable in a 3.0mm (0.118in) diameter PVC jacket terminated with SC $190.00 30% $133.00

C-SC/SC/OM4-328 Kramers C-SC/SC/OM4 is a laser-optimized OM4 fiber optic multi-mode 
50/124um cable in a 3.0mm (0.118in) diameter PVC jacket terminated with SC $250.00 30% $175.00

C-SC/SC/OM4-558 Kramers C-SC/SC/OM4 is a laser-optimized OM4 fiber optic multi-mode 
50/124um cable in a 3.0mm (0.118in) diameter PVC jacket terminated with SC $430.00 30% $301.00



C-SC/SC/OM4-656 Kramers C-SC/SC/OM4 is a laser-optimized OM4 fiber optic multi-mode 
50/124um cable in a 3.0mm (0.118in) diameter PVC jacket terminated with SC $480.00 30% $336.00

W-H(B) Wall Plate Insert   HDMI, color black. $33.00 30% $23.10

TBUS-203XL

The TBUS-203xl is a furniture-mounted pop-up connection bus that is easily 
installed into a table or podium top. The TBUS-203xl interface enables you to 
connect any equipment to systems installed in a room via five single inserts or 
two dual inserts and o $415.00 30% $290.50

20-80353090

VS-211H2 is a high-performance auto switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI video 
signals. Offering priority and last-connected auto switching scheme options, it 
automatically switches input signals to output connection, according to the 
selected switching sche $355.00 30% $248.50

C-KVM/2-6 HSL KVM Cable short (1.8 m), DVI-D to DVI-D Dual-Link, USB, Black $12.00 30% $8.40
TBUS-4XL-KIT1 Table Mount Modular Multi-Connection Solution - Tilt-Up Lid $221.00 30% $154.70
902 POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY FOR 902 30% #VALUE!

C-UA/LTN/BK-3

Kramers C-UA/LTN cable is a Mfi certified USB 2.0 cable to connect and charge 
your iPhone  , iPod  with a Lightining connector. The cable can be used to 
connect to your computers USB port for syncing and charging or to a USB power 
adapter for reliable cha $17.00 30% $11.90

RC-11TB

RC-11TB single slot wall plate insert 1-Button Contact Closure Switch which is 
ideal for using as a means of remote control in boardrooms and conference 
rooms. It can be used with the SID-X1 step-in commander or any other Kramer 
product with contact closu $108.00 30% $75.60

WU-2AA The WU-2AA is a single wall plate insert with  two USB 2.0 Type A ports and two 
cables with USB Type A connectors  at the rear. $55.00 30% $38.50

99-9490001

Kramers ADC-HM/HF/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI adapter cable with 
Ethernet. The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter are ideal for 
tight spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. The short cable relieves the stress 
of repeated plug in $22.00 30% $15.40

WP-20-BLNK

WP 20 is a high-performance, 4K, multi-format, wall-plate switcher and 
transmitter over extended-reach HDBaseT. Offering intelligent Maestro 
automation, with priority and last-connected switching options, it automatically 
switches and operates the room ac $20.00 30% $14.00

VIA CAMPUS

VIA Campus offers industry leading collaboration and engagment tools that 
enhance interactive learning in Education and Corporate Training environments 
as well as supporting general wireless connectivity and collaboration for virtually 
any environment. Fr $2,913.00 30% $2,039.10

CON-FIELD

The CON-FIELD is a high-bandwidth, shielded RJ-45 connector used for 
terminating Kramer LAN cables. This connector requires no crimping tool to 
install, and provides fast and reliable termination of shielded twisted-pair cables in 
the field. The connector $17.00 30% $11.90



1616HD-3G

1616HD-3G is a 16x16 matrix switcher for SDI signals of up to 3G SDI. It is easy 
to operate and control through the network using the intuitive web pages and 
through RS-232 using a serial controller. Small and lightweight, it is capable of 
handling the mo $2,980.00 30% $2,086.00

VM-212DT

The VM-212DT is 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI & extended-reach HDBaseT DA for 
HDMI and HDBaseT signals. It reclocks and equalizes the signal and distributes it 
to two identical HDBaseT outputs and a looping HDMI output. It supports 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0 $1,814.00 30% $1,269.80

VM-214DT

VM-214DT is a high-quality, extended-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT 
distributor that takes either an HDMI or an extended-reach HDBaseT input 
(selectable), equalizes and reclock the signal and distributes it to four identical 
extended-reach HDBaseT outputs $2,495.00 30% $1,746.50

CACY/US TBUS AC Power Cord Dual Outputs   USA 6ft 110V AC $8.00 30% $5.60
K TOUCH STARTER K toyuch online certification training kit 30% #VALUE!
S-PW44020-00 P/S AC/DC 88-132/176-264VAC 15VDC LPS-100-15 30% #VALUE!

C-HM/HM/PICO/BK-1
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $12.00 30% $8.40

KT-10

The KT-10 is a portable 10 IPS multi-touch Touch Panel with 1280x800 
resolution. This Android-based Touch Panel can be tabletop-and on-wall-mounted 
and is VESA compliant. The device supports Power over Ethernet (PoE) and 
comes with an Ethernet cable $2,395.00 30% $1,676.50

YARDDEN 6-C
The Yarden 6-C consits of a pair of high performance closed back speaker. They 
feature a multi-tap power transformer for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the 
transformer) or 70V/100V power settings that are suitale for an array installation. $375.00 30% $262.50

4848CVR 48x48 Composite Video Matrix Switcher 4RU with redundant power supply. 30% #VALUE!
3232CVR 32x32 Composite Video Matrix Switcher 4RU with redundant power supply. 30% #VALUE!

WP-571(W)
The WP-571 is a PoC DGKat wall plate transmitter for HDMI signals. The WP-
571 converts an HDMI signal to a DGKat twisted pair signal that it transmits to a 
WP-572. $234.00 30% $163.80

ADC/HM/HF/PICO

Kramers ADC-HM/HF/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI adapter cable with 
Ethernet. The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter are ideal for 
tight spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. The short cable relieves the stress 
of repeated plug in $20.00 30% $14.00

80-00021790 The VIA Pad is an optional touch pad accessory for the VIA product line that 
enables users to easily present their laptop screen on a main display. $150.00 30% $105.00

C-HM/HM/PICO/BK-2
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $15.00 30% $10.50

ASPEN 1616HD-3G

The Sierra Video Aspen HD-3G Series routing switchers are compact units 
offering digital video boards that work with SDI video SMPTE 259M-C, HD 
SMPTE 292M, and 3G SMPTE 424M. These unique routing switchers can also 
route DVB-ASI signals. Some routers in t 30% #VALUE!



50-80317090

TP-590Txr is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT 2.0 transmitter for 
4K40Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, USB, Ethernet, RS-232, IR and stereo audio signals over 
twisted pair. The TP-590Txr converts all input signals into the transmitted 
HDBaseT 2.0 signal. It ext $895.00 30% $626.50

50-80319190

TP-590Rxr is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT 2.0 receiver for 
4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, USB, Ethernet, RS-232, IR and stereo audio signals over 
twisted pair. It extends video signals to up to 100m (330ft) over CAT copper 
cables at up to 4K@60Hz (4:2 $895.00 30% $626.50

7272HD-3G

Aspen 7272HD-3G is a 72x72 matrix switcher for SDI signals of up to 3G SDI. 
The 7272HD-3G is easy to operate and control through the network using the 
intuitive web pages and through RS-232 using a serial controller. Small and 
lightweight, it is capable o $14,055.00 30% $9,838.50

RCP-7272 The RCP-7272 remote control panel for 7272HD-3G. It can be connected directly 
to the switcher or via a network connection. $1,680.00 30% $1,176.00

CAMPUS-SW-WRNTY 2 Year Extended Software//Firmware Warranty for VIA Campus $595.00 30% $416.50

RK-CAMPUS 19-inch rack adapter for mounting a VIA Campus and power supply in a 2U rack 
space. $145.00 30% $101.50

HAD-IN2-F16 2 input HDMI with Digital Audio $895.00 30% $626.50

KWC-LTN
KWC-LTN is a receiver for a lightning connector. It is a wireless power receiver 
that utilizes electromagnetic induction to charge mobile devices wirelessly  and is 
compatible with the Qi standard for wireless chargers. $42.00 30% $29.40

VIA-TCB True Collaboration in a Box $1,195.00 30% $836.50
VS-82HDXL 8x2 3G HDSDI Matrix Switcher $4,995.00 30% $3,496.50
VP-797A HQUltra 11 Input 4K60 420 HDBaseT and Legacy Presentation Switcher $6,691.00 30% $4,683.70
80-80228290 Dual USB Charger insert. $133.00 30% $93.10

80-000399 The T1AF inner frame comes in six different configurations that can hold single or 
double power sockets, single or double inserts, long inserts and Kramer Tools. $76.00 30% $53.20

80-001999

TBUS power sockets are available in single and dual, country-specific modules. 
Modules are available with AC power sockets and /or USB charging sockets. 
NOTE: The Universal power socket is fully compatible with power plugs in the UK, 
India, Italy and Denm $55.00 30% $38.50

91-000099 AC power cords for modular TBUS units in a variety of styles. $6.00 30% $4.20
85-0410499 Cable Retractor - HDMI $195.00 30% $136.50
85-0410299 Cable Retractor - VGA & Audio $195.00 30% $136.50
85-0410399 Cable Retractor - Ethernet (RJ-45) $195.00 30% $136.50
SID-X2NBP Black front replacement panel for SID-XN family to match TBUS. $10.00 30% $7.00

99-3460050

Kramers C-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all the latest 
technology signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP 
CAT6a cable runs Krramers DGKat technology, 4K HDBaseT technology or LAN 
applications and ensures opt $30.00 30% $21.00

C-HM/HM/PICO/WH-6
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $25.00 30% $17.50



90-70745190 The VM-2Hxl is a distribution amplifier for HDMI signals. The unit reclocks and 
equalizes the signal and distributes it to two identical outputs. $315.00 30% $220.50

85-0023299 HDMI Passive Wall Plate $80.00 30% $56.00

KWC-1(B)

KWC-1 (Kramer Wireless Charging) is a built-in table mounted charging spot that 
enables you to charge your mobile device by simply placing it on the charging 
spot. If your mobile device does not feature wireless charging, you can connect it 
to a charging $210.00 30% $147.00

96-02156003

Kramers C-USB/MicroB cable is a high-speed USB 2.0 Type-A male to USB 
micro-B male cable used to connect computers and peripherals, such as 
smartphones, external hard drives and other digital devices for superior signal 
transfer of up to 480Mbps. $3.00 30% $2.10

CP-GM/GM/XL-75

Kramers new CP-GM/GM/xl cable offers the highest possible perfomance and a 
configuration designed to give installers and users a new level of convenience 
and aesthetics. It is ideal for any application requiring no-compromise quality and 
performance in a $70.00 30% $49.00

RS40N-3 HighSecLabs Secure 4 Port Multi-Domain Smart Card Reader $413.00 30% $289.10

TP-588D

TP-588D is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT 1.0 receiver for 
4K60Hz (4:2:0) DVI or HDMI, Ethernet, RS-232, IR and stereo audio signals over 
twisted pair. It extends video signals to up to 100m (330ft) over CAT copper 
cables at up to 4K@60Hz (4:2 $895.00 30% $626.50

KDS-MP2

The KDS-MP2 is a high-quality LAN-based digital signage media player. The unit 
receives content from the Media Manager software installed on the PC, either via 
LAN or from an external USB memory stick, load it into its internal memory and 
then displays it $965.00 30% $675.50

860

860 HDMI 18G (6G per graphic channel) 4K HDR Signal Generator & Analyzer is 
an advanced and handy tool for generating, testing and verifying the signal path 
within your (up to) 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI/HDCP 2.2 ecosystem. With 88 built-in 
resolutions, 55 test $2,245.00 30% $1,571.50

VP-778

VP-778 is a presentation matrix switcher/scaler that can be configured as a single 
4K output (4K@30Hz UHD (3840x2160) or dual HD scaler with full PiP 
capabilities. It can scale to two independent HDMI outputs, each with a parallel 
HDBaseT output. VP-778 i $5,751.00 30% $4,025.70

80-000222 Black Front Panel for DIP-20 $15.00 30% $10.50
20-70005598 2 channels Audio Analog & Digital input Card for Frame 16 $1,065.00 30% $745.50

20-70005698
AAD-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel analog and digital output card for the VS-1616 
Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The AAD-OUT2-F16 
outputs two analog and digital signals from the chassis. $595.00 30% $416.50

28-70001410 2x2 to 16x16 Modular Multi Format Digital Matrix Switcher $5,130.00 30% $3,591.00

80-000119 Computer Graphics Video, HDMI & Stereo Audio Passive Wall Plate. WXA-H-D 
model supplied with DECORA  design frame. $52.00 30% $36.40

40-80348090
FC-404Net is a four-input/four-output Dante interface with line or microphone 
level inputs and line level outputs. It connects analog inputs to a digital Dante 
network or outputs four channels from a Dante network. $745.00 30% $521.50



99-0461100

Kramers BC-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all Pro AV and 
IT signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP CAT6A cable 
runs Kramer DGKat technology, 4K HDBaseT technology or LAN applications and 
ensures optimal sign 30% #VALUE!

90-70832090
The PT-571 is a DGKat twisted pair transmitter for HDMI signals. The PT-571 
converts an HDMI signal to a single twisted pair signal and the PT-572+ converts 
the twisted pair signal back to an HDMI signal. $250.00 30% $175.00

90-70986090
PT-572+ is a DGKat twisted pair receiver for HDMI signals. The PT-571 converts 
an HDMI signal to a single twisted pair signal and the PT-572+ converts the 
twisted pair signal back to an HDMI signal. $250.00 30% $175.00

90-7188090 CAT 5 Line Driver/DA receives a CAT 5 input and distributes it to two identical 
outputs. $270.00 30% $189.00

50-70958190

The VM-1H4C is a high-quality 1:4 twisted pair distribution amplifier for HDMI 
signal to PoC Long-reach DGKat signals. The unit receives serial commands and 
IR signals transparently via the RS-232 port and the TP link. It reclocks and 
equalizes the input $1,295.00 30% $906.50

29-20001210 SVG 1RU Frame w/ Redundant Power Holds up to 5 Input Cards and 1 Output 
Card or 4 Input Cards and 2 Output Cards 110V $1,070.00 30% $749.00

29-20001599 HDMI Input Module with embedded audio, four HDMI inputs per module $2,250.00 30% $1,575.00
29-20001799 HD-SDI and HDMI Output Module for SVG multi-viewer with one HDMI input $4,395.00 30% $3,076.50
85-000152 Frame for Wall Plate Inserts - 1 Gang $30.00 30% $21.00
DK82DU-3 Secure 8-Port DVI-I Video Dual-Head KVM Switch w/fUSB,PP 3.0 $2,188.00 30% $1,531.60

20-00044010

VS-44DT is a 4x4 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI/HDBaseT matrix switcher that 
transmits video, audio, Ethernet, RS-232 and IR signals over extended distances. 
The unit accepts up to four HDMI and four IR inputs as well as Ethernet and RS-
232 network and control. The $3,695.00 30% $2,586.50

SW-000001

All the advanced wireless presentation and collaboration tools offered by VIA 
Campus can now be used on your own PC to enhance collaborative meetings in 
Corporate environments and interactive learning in Education and training 
environments. VIAware can sh $1,495.00 30% $1,046.50

11-70797090
The VM-3AN is a high-performance distribution amplifier for balanced stereo 
audio signals. The unit takes one stereo inpput and distributes the signal to three 
identical outputs. $195.00 30% $136.50

20-0001490

SX42DU-3 is a secure 2x4 4K30 UHD DVI-I mini matrix KVM switch. It enables 
viewing and controlling four computers with different security classifications 
simultaneously while securely sharing peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, 
audio, and USB devices. I $1,080.00 30% $756.00

11-70752010 The VM-216H is a distribution amplifier for HDMI signals. It reclocks and 
equalizes one of 2 selectable input signals and distributes it to 8 or 16 identical $1,395.00 30% $976.50

30-80397010

The SL-280 is a master/space controller (Kramer Control brain) that can operate 
over Ethernet with control interfaces that include: eight bidirectional RS-232, eight 
IR, eight GPI/O, and eight relays. It controls devices such as scalers, video 
displays, a $1,645.00 30% $1,151.50



30-001790

KT-107 is a 7-inch IPS multi-touch, powerful touch panel with 1280x800 
resolution. Elegantly designed for decorative room integration, this portable touch 
panel can be deployed either tabletop or on-wall, mounted inside standard in-wall 
junction boxes. KT $1,495.00 30% $1,046.50

21-0360090 5x1 Composite Video Switcher $545.00 30% $381.50

60-000390
The KDS-DEC6 decoder provides streaming over an IP network that carries 
4K@60Hz (4:2:0) video, audio, IR, RS-232, USB over IP with HDCP 2.2 in 
unicast (one-to-one) or multicast (many-to-many) configurations. $900.00 30% $630.00

60-000290
The KDS-EN6 encoder provides streaming over an IP network that carries 
4K@60Hz (4:2:0) video, audio, IR, RS-232, USB over IP with HDCP 2.2 in 
unicast (one-to-one) or multicast (many-to-many) configurations. $900.00 30% $630.00

04-904076-03 16x16 RGBHV Matrix Switcher $2,243.00 30% $1,570.10

04-918001-13

The Lassen XL Series offers flexibility and adaptability to any application where 
saving space and costs are important. 3232V-XL is a 32x32 analog composite 
video matrix switcher, available in a compact 3RU frame. It offers control via the 
front panel or $3,658.00 30% $2,560.60

60-70957090
The PIP-4 is a high-performance picture-in-picture inserter for composite video 
signals. The PIP output can display up to four inages simulataneously, each of 
which can be sized and positioned individually. $2,235.00 30% $1,564.50

60-200100 19in Rack Adapter for 1 Large & 1 Standard Size Tools $146.00 30% $102.20

87-000690

VIA Connect PRO is a wireless collaboration and presentation solution that 
makes sharing and presenting in meetings easier. With any laptop or mobile 
device,users can view,edit and comment on documents in real time,share files 
and chat with individuals or $995.00 30% $696.50

96-0230006

Kramers C-USB3/AA is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to Type-A male 
cable used to connect computers and peripherals, such as printers, scanners, 
cameras, keyboards, mice and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of 
up to 4.8Gbps. $9.00 30% $6.30

98-0301010

Kramers C-3RVAM/3RVAM is a high-quality 3 RCA cable assembly designed for 
video and stereo audio signals. It is perfect for connection of DVD players, VCRs, 
and consumer style display devices that are routinely used in professional AV 
systems. $17.00 30% $11.90

20-801220190
VS-42UHD is a high-quality, 4x2 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 
signals. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route any input to either or 
both outputs simultaneously. $850.00 30% $595.00

60-000061

The Yarden 6-CH consists of a pair of high performance closed back speakers 
with Kevlar   high power drivers that create a horn effect, provide a high sound 
pressure level (SPL) and can achieve increased power efficiency and high quality 
sound. Mount your $495.00 30% $346.50

92-2212025 15-pin HD, 3.5mm Audio & RJ-45 M-M Cable- 25 $61.00 30% $42.70



20-08800030

VS-88UHDA is a high-quality 8x8 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 
signals and embedded/de-embedded analog audio. It reclocks and equalizes the 
signals and can route any one of eight HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources 
(selectable) to any or all outputs si $5,585.00 30% $3,909.50

20-70003898

HDBT-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI, bidirectional RS-232, Ethernet, & IR 
over HDBaseT twisted pair transmitter card for the VS-1616 Series Modular Multi-
Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDBT-OUT2-F16 outputs two extended 
reach HDBaseT signals with bi $1,335.00 30% $934.50

20-70003798 2 channels HDBT Input Card for Frame 16 $1,350.00 30% $945.00

99-0461305

Kramers BC-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all Pro AV and 
IT signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP CAT6A cable 
runs Kramers DGKat  technology, 4K HDBaseT technology or LAN applications 
and ensures optimal si $375.00 30% $262.50

50-800282095

The WP-580T is a high-performance, HDBaseT twisted pair wall plate transmitter 
for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI signals. The WP-580T inputs the signals and converts 
them into an HDBaseT twisted pair signal that it transmits to WP-580R receiver. 
The WP-580T(D) mod $313.00 30% $219.10

97-01114010

Kramers C-HM/HM/PRO HDMI cable delivers high-speed, high-performance 
digital video and audio with impeccable impedance stability, low skew, high signal 
integrity, and noise immunity for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4). With pro-grade heavy-
duty construction, triple $28.00 30% $19.60

30-001890

KT-107S is a highly secured 7-inch IPS multi-touch, powerful touch panel with 
1280x800 resolution. Elegantly designed for decorative room integration, this 
portable touch panel can be deployed either tabletop or on-wall, mounted inside 
standard in-wall ju $1,795.00 30% $1,256.50

85-000022 Dual Cable Pass-Through Wall Plate Insert. $22.00 30% $15.40
85-0002199 Two-Sized Cable Pass-Through Wall Plate Insert. $22.00 30% $15.40

20-70007398
HH-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI output card for the VS-1616 Series 
Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HH-OUT2-F16 outputs two 
HDMI signals from the chassis. $545.00 30% $381.50

RR-C-HM-3 Electronics Rapid Run (Old style) HDMI flying lead 3 $20.00 30% $14.00
RR-C-HM-6 Electronics Rapid Run (Old style) HDMI Flying lead 6 $30.00 30% $21.00
99-92241000 Plenum Line Level Audio Cable 2/22AWG 1000ft $259.00 30% $181.30

22-00005990

DK22D-3 is a secure dual head 2-port, 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables 
users to share peripherals-keyboard, video, mouse and audio- between two 
different security-level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and protecting 
against data leakage $765.00 30% $535.50

22-00003020

DK42D-3 is a secure dual head 4-port, 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables 
users to share peripherals-keyboards, video, mouse and audio- between four 
different security- level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and 
protecting against data leaka $1,058.00 30% $740.60



20-90054190

The VS-211UHD is an automatic switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI and analog 
audio signals. The VS-211UHD automatically switches one of two HDMI inputs to 
a predefined or last connected input whenever the currently active video signal is 
interrupted or when $515.00 30% $360.50

22-000020

SK21D-3 is a secure 2-port, small-form-factor DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users 
to share peripherals- keyboard, mouse and monitor-between two different security- 
level networks/computers. SK21D-3 provides the highest possible isolation 
between two connec $583.00 30% $408.10

22-00003390
DK22D-N is a dual head 2-port, 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users to 
share peripherals-keyboards, video mouse and audio-between two different 
networks/computers. $532.00 30% $372.40

22-00006090

DK22H-3 is a secure dual head 2-port, 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM switch. It enables 
users to share peripherals - keyboard, video, mouse and audio - between two 
different security-level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and protecting 
against data leakag $730.00 30% $511.00

22-00003490
DK22H-N is a dual head 2-port, 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM switch. It enables users to 
share peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse and audio- between two different 
networks/computers. $556.00 30% $389.20

22-00006190 2-Port DisplayPort to HDMI Video Dual-Head KVM Switch, PP3.0 $803.00 30% $562.10

22-00006290

DK22PD-3 is a secure dual head 2-port, 4K30 UHD DVI-I and DisplayPort KVM 
switch. It enables users to share peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse and audio- 
between two different security- level networks/ computers while isolating all hosts 
and protecting a $765.00 30% $535.50

22-00003690
DK22PD-N is a dual head 2-port, 4K30 UHD DVI-I and DIsplayPort KVM switch. 
It enables users to share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse and audio - 
between two different networks/computers. $743.00 30% $520.10

22-00003590
DK22P-N is a dual head 2-port, 4K30 UHD DisplayPort KVM switch. It enables 
users to share peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse and audio- between two 
different networks/computers. $702.00 30% $491.40

22-000021

DK42DU-3 is a secure dual head 4-port, 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables 
users to share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB- between 
four different security-level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and 
protecting agains data $1,120.00 30% $784.00

22-00004390

DK42DU-N is a dual head 4-port, 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users 
to share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB- between four 
networks/computers. It also enables assigning a USB port to a specific computer 
while switching other p $780.00 30% $546.00

22-00003620

DK42H-3 is a secure dual head 4-port, 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM switch. It enables 
users to share peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse and audio- between four 
different security- level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and 
protecting against data leakag $920.00 30% $644.00



22-00003720

DK42HU-3 is a secure dual head 4-port, 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM switch. It enables 
users to share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB- between 
four different security-level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and 
protecting against data $985.00 30% $689.50

22-00004490

DK42HU-N is a dual head 4-port, 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM switch. It enables users 
to share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB- between four 
networks/computers. It also enables assigning a USB port to a specific computer 
while switching other pe $829.00 30% $580.30

22-00003320

DK42P-3 is a secure dual head 4-port, 4K30 UHD DisplayPort KVM switch. It 
enables users to share peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse and audio- between 
four different security- level networks/ computers while isolating all hosts and 
protecting against dat $1,258.00 30% $880.60

22-00003420

DK42PU-3 is a secure dual head 4-port, 4K30 UHD DisplayPort KVM switch. It 
enables users to share peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse, audio, and USB- 
between four different security-level networks/computers while isolating all hosts 
and protecting agains $1,320.00 30% $924.00

22-00002230 Secure 8-Port DVI-I Video Dual-Head KVM Switch w/fUSB,PP 3.0 $2,188.00 30% $1,531.60

22-00005230

DK82DU-N is a dual head 8-port, 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users 
to share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB between eight 
different networks/ computers. It also enables assigning a USB port to a specific 
computer while switch $1,369.00 30% $958.30

22-00005330

DK82DU-N is a dual head 8-port, 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users 
to share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB between eight 
different networks/ computers. It also enables assigning a USB port to a specific 
computer while switch $1,455.00 30% $1,018.50

22-00005430

DK82PU-N is a dual head 8-port, 4K30 UHD DisplayPort KVM switch. It enables 
users to share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB port to a 
specific computer while switching other peripherals, such as when a USB smart 
card reader must remain $1,598.00 30% $1,118.60

40-00001990

FC-70R is a protocol translator from RS-232 to USB signals to enable remote 
control of secure and non-secure HighSecLabs products are controlled using 
keyboard shortcuts. FC-70R translates RS-232 control commands into keyboard 
shortcuts. $395.00 30% $276.50

22-00001199 HSL USB eLock Configurable Filter, 2P, PP 3.0 $178.00 30% $124.60
22-00000299 USB eLock HID Filter $130.00 30% $91.00

40-00001590
This product offers the highest possible separation between the source computer 
and the peripheral device. The HKS100I uses uni-directional optical data-diodes 
to prevent any potential leakage between the source and the peripheral $268.00 30% $187.60

20-00008090

The K202B and K202D allow users to share peripherals-keyboard, mouse and 
monitor- between two different security-level networks/computers. They target to 
reduce desktop clutter and increase productivity and are built by design to provide 
highest possible $469.00 30% $328.30



20-00008190

Designed to provide the highest possile isolation between four connected 
computers. A perfect fit for high-security, multi-network organizations such as 
government agencies, military and financial institutions, and any other 
organization that handles sens $675.00 30% $472.50

20-00010190

HSL Secure KM Switch enables users to simultaneously operate four or eight 
computers, each with its own displays, using a single set of keyboard and mouse. 
The user can easily switch between computers and displays by simply moving the 
cursor from one disp $297.00 30% $207.90

20-00008290

HSL Secure KM Switch enables users to simultaneously operate four or eight 
computers, each with its own displays, using a single set of keyboard and mouse. 
The user can easily switch between computers and displays by simply moving the 
cursor from one disp $459.00 30% $321.30

20-00008310

HSL Secure KM Switch enables users to simultaneously operate four or eight 
computers, each with its own displays, using a single set of keyboard and mouse. 
The user can easily switch between computers and displays by simply moving the 
cursor from one disp $1,071.00 30% $749.70

20-00014710

HSL Secure KM Switch enables users to simultaneously operate four or eight 
computers, each with its own displays, using a single set of keyboard and mouse. 
The user can easily switch between computers and displays by simply moving the 
cursor from one disp $1,179.00 30% $825.30

20-00008590
HSL KVM Combiner provides a comfortable means of interaction with multiple 
computers at different security levels improving usability and situational 
awareness. The four isolated sources are integrated into single or dual large $2,526.00 30% $1,768.20

20-0000859019 Secure 6-port Dual-display Scaling KVM Combiner $3,256.00 30% $2,279.20
20-0001590 2-Port Display Port KVM Switch, USB keyboard and mouse, Display Port video $675.00 30% $472.50
20-0001790 4P SH DP video KVM Switch with DPP $770.00 30% $539.00

20-0001890 4-Port Dual-headDisplay Port KVM Switch, USB PS/2 keyboard and mouse, 2 x 
Display Port video, Audio out, USB user authentication port $1,159.00 30% $811.30

22-00000199 RK-4U-HKS-10 enables mounting up to 10 HighSecLabs HxS100I isolators in a 
19 4U rack space. $240.00 30% $168.00

60-10000199 Rack Mount Kit 1U for K208 & K308 $68.00 30% $47.60

22-00002499 RK-KVM-1U-PP3 includes 2 brackets for rack mounting one 19 1U KVM 4-port 
PP3 HighSecLabs product. $35.00 30% $24.50

22-00002399 Rack Mount kit for K202SI $31.00 30% $21.70
22-00002599 Rack Mount kit for KVM 2U PP3 products $31.00 30% $21.70

22-000011

SC21H-3 is a secure 2-port 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM combiner. It enables users to 
share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio and USB- between two 
different security-level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and protecting 
against data leakage and $610.00 30% $427.00

22-00003290

SC21H-N is a 2-port 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM combiner. It enables users to share 
peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse, audio and USB- between two different 
networks/computers. Advanced multiviewer and scaling capabilities enable 
increased productivity in environm $543.00 30% $380.10



20-0000859017 Secure 4P Dual-display Scaling KVM CombinerPP 3.0 complaint $3,100.00 30% $2,170.00

22-00002690
SK21D-N is a 2-port, small-form-factor DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users to 
share peripherals- keyboard, mouse and monitor- between two different 
networks/computers. $292.00 30% $204.40

22-00001590

SK21H-3 is a secure 2-port, small-form-factor 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM switch. It 
enables users to share peripherals- keyboards, mouse and monitor-between two 
different security-level networks/computers. It provides the highest possible 
isolation between two con $565.00 30% $395.50

22-00001490

SK21P-3 is a secure 2-port, small-form-factor DisplayPort KVM switch. It allows 
users to share peripherals- keyboard,  mouse, and monitor- between two different 
security-level networks/computers. It provides the highest possible isolation 
between two conn $638.00 30% $446.60

22-00002720

SK41DU-3 is a secure 4-port 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users to 
share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio  and USB- between four 
different security-level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and protecting 
against data leakage a $843.00 30% $590.10

22-00003790

SK41DU-N is a 4-port 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users to share 
peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio and USB- between four different 
networks/computers. It also enables assigning a USB port to a specific computer 
while switching other per $532.00 30% $372.40

22-00000490

SK41H-3 is a secure 4-port 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM switch. It enables users to 
share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio and USB- between four 
different security- level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and 
protecting against data leakage and $700.00 30% $490.00

22-00006430

SK41HU-3 is a secure 4-port 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM switch. It enables users to 
share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB- between four 
different security- level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and 
protecting against data leakage a $765.00 30% $535.50

22-00003890 4-Port 4K HDMI Video KVM Switch w/sUSB $599.00 30% $419.30

20-00017220

SK41P-3 is a secure 4-port 4K30 UHD DisplayPort KVM switch. It allows users to 
share peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse, audio, and USB- between four 
different security- level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and 
protecting against data leaka $873.00 30% $611.10

20-00017320

SK41PU-3 is a secure 4-port 4K30 UHD DisplayPort to HDMI KVM switch. It 
enables users to share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB- 
between four different security- level networks/computers while isoltaing all hosts 
and protecting against $935.00 30% $654.50

22-00003990

SK41PU-N is a 4-port 4K30 UHD DisplayPort KVM Switch. It enables users to 
share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB- between four 
different networks/computers. It also enables assigning a USB port to a specific 
computer while switching ot $643.00 30% $450.10



22-00004120

SK81DU-3 is a secure 8-port, 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users to 
share peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB- between eight 
different security-level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and protecting 
against data leakage $1,678.00 30% $1,174.60

22-00004730

SK81DU-N is an 8-port, UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users to share 
peripherals- keyboards, video, mouse, audio, and USB between eight different 
networks/computers. It also enables assigning a USB port to a specific computer 
while switching other perip $1,096.00 30% $767.20

22-00005690

SM20N-3 is a secure 2-port KM switch. It enables users to share peripherals- 
keyboard, mouse, audio, and USB- between two different security-level 
networks/computers while isolating all hosts and protecting agains data leakage 
and malicious attacks throug $493.00 30% $345.10

22-00002990 SM20N-N is a 2-port KM switch. It enables users to share peripherals-keyboard, 
mouse, audio, and USB- between two different networks/computers. $243.00 30% $170.10

22-00000390

SM40NU-3 is a secure 4-port KM switch. It enables users to share peripherals- 
keyboard, mouse, audio, and USB- between four different security-level 
networks/computers while isolating all hosts and protecting agains data leakage 
and malicious attacks thro $683.00 30% $478.10

20-00016420

SM40NU-3 is a secure 4-port KM switch. It enables users to share peripherals- 
keyboard, mouse, audio, and USB- between four different security-level 
networks/computers while isolating all hosts and protecting agains data leakage 
and malicious attacks thro $753.00 30% $527.10

22-00004090

SM40NU-N is a 4-port KM switch. It enables users to share peripherals- 
keyboard, mouse, audio and USB-between four different networks/computers. It 
also enables assigning a USB port to a specific computer while switching other 
peripherals, such as when a $443.00 30% $310.10

22-000019

SM80N-3 is a secure 8-port KM switch. It enables users to share peripherals- 
keyboard, mouse, audio, and USB- between four different security-level 
networks/computers while isolating all hosts and protecting against data leakage 
and malicious attacks thro $1,313.00 30% $919.10

22-00006630

SM80NU-3 is a secure 8-port KM switch. It enables users to share peripherals- 
keyboard, mouse, audio, and USB- between four different security-level 
networks/computers while isolating all hosts and protecting against data leakage 
and malicious attacks thr $1,313.00 30% $919.10

22-00005030

SM80NU-N is an 8-port KM switch. It enables users to share peripherals- 
keyboard, mouse, audio, and USB- between four different networks/computers. It 
also enables assigning a USB port to a specific computer while switching other 
peripherals, such as when $821.00 30% $574.70

22-00005890

SX22H-3 is a secure 2x2 4K30 UHD HDMI mini-matrix KVM switch. It enables 
viewing and controlling two computers with different security classifications 
simultaneously while securely sharing peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse, and 
audio devices. SX22H-3 pr $616.00 30% $431.20



22-00003190
SX22H-N is a 2x2 4K30 UHD HDMI mini-matrix KVM switch. It enables viewing 
and controlling two computers simultaneously while sharing peripherals-
keyboards, video, mouse, and audio devices. $340.00 30% $238.00

22-00004130

SX42DU-N is a 2x4 4K30 UHD DVI-I mini matrix KVM switch. It enables viewing 
and controlling four computers simultaneously while sharing peripherals- 
keyboard, video, mouse, audio, and USB devices. It also enables assigning a 
USB port to a specific compute $994.00 30% $695.80

22-00000620

SX42HU-3 is a secure 2x4 4K30 UDH HDMI mini matrix KVM switch. It enables 
viewing and controlling four computers with different security classifications 
simultaneously while securely sharing peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse, 
audio, and USB devices. It $1,080.00 30% $756.00

22-00004230

SX42HU-N is a 2x4 4K30 UHD HDMI mini matrix KVM switch. It enables viewing 
and controlling four computers simultaneously while sharing peripherals- 
keyboard, video, mouse, audio, and USB devices. It also enables assigning a 
USB port to a specific computer $1,029.00 30% $720.30

22-00005530 HSL Secure 8-Port to 2P DVI Video KVM Mini-Matrix w/sUSB $1,774.00 30% $1,241.80

22-00005130

SX82DU-N is a 2x8 4K30 UHD DVI-I mini matrix KVM switch. It enables viewing 
and controlling four computers simultaneously while sharing peripherals- 
keyboard, video, mouse, audio, and USB devices. It also enables assigning a 
USB port to a specific compute $1,369.00 30% $958.30

22-000010 UE10N-3-50 - USB eLock Plug - 50 pcs. pack $1,485.00 30% $1,039.50
20-0001410 Secure 16-Port, DVI-I KVM Switch $3,089.00 30% $2,162.30

20-0001090

designed to provide the highest possible isolation between four connected 
computers. Perfect fit for high-security, multi-network organizations such as 
government agencies, military and financial institutions, and any other 
organization that handles sensi $643.00 30% $450.10

20-0001290

HSLs K244E Secure KVM Switch provides the highest possible isolation between 
four connected dual-head computer. This Third-Generation Secure KVM was 
designed to meet the requirements of organizations challenged by the need to 
provide secret or top-secret $1,129.00 30% $790.30

20-0001310
Designed for rack-mounting in data centers and server rooms. Tailor-made for 
users in high-density environments. Designed to provide a secure solution for 
users in high-density environments involving isolated networks with different $2,349.00 30% $1,644.30

20-0001690

HSLs K5xx Series DisplayPort Secure KVM is the industrys first Secure KVM 
switch with DisplayPort. This product offers the highest possible separation 
between four connected computers. The K5xx Secure KVM designed to meet the 
requirements of organizations $788.00 30% $551.60

20-00014420

SC42DHU-3 is a secure 4-port 4K30 UHD DVI-I HDMI KVM combiner. It enables 
users to share peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse, audio, and USB- between 
two different security- level networks/computers while isolating all hosts and 
protecting against data le $3,648.00 30% $2,553.60



13-80455030

PA-120Z is a high-performance, selectable Hi-Z (70V/100V) or Lo-Z 
(4ohms/8ohms) power amplifier featuring balanced and unbalanced inputs and 
additional line-level output. This versatile amplifier features built-in DSP, auto-
standby and maximum durability. $795.00 30% $556.50

97-0132110
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $28.00 30% $19.60

40-00001490

Offers safe centralized control, which prevents unintended data transfer between 
computers and peripherals running at different security levels. Isolators ensure 
that video, audio, and USB data coming from a non-secure source, such as guest 
laptop, flows $238.00 30% $166.60

20-0001990

Enables users to simultaneously operate four or eight computers, each with its 
own displays using a single set of keyboard and mouse. The user can easily 
switch between computers and displays by simply moving the cursor from one 
display to another. $565.00 30% $395.50

22-00002790
SK21H-N is a 2-port, small-form-factor HDMI KVM switch. It enables users to 
share peripherals- keyboard, mouse and monitor- between two different 
networks/computers. $313.00 30% $219.10

22-00002890
SK21P-N is a 2-port, small-form-factor DisplayPort KVM switch. It allows users to 
share peripherals- keyboard, mouse and monitor- between two different 
networks/computers. $354.00 30% $247.80

22-00006330

SK41D-3 is a secure 4-port 4K30 UHD DVI-I KVM switch. It enables users to 
share peripherals- keyboard, video mouse, audio and USB- between four different 
security- level networks/ computers while isolating all hosts and protecting against 
data leakage and $778.00 30% $544.60

22-00004830

SK81HU-N is an 8-port, 4K30 UHD HDMI KVM switch. It enables users to share 
peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse, audio, and USB between eight different 
networks/computers. It also enables assigning a USB port to a specific computer 
while switching other pe $1,169.00 30% $818.30

22-000009 UE10N-3-10 - USB eLock Plug - 10 pcs. pack $297.00 30% $207.90

20-80356090

DIP-20 is a high-performance multi-format switcher transmitter of 4K video 
signals over extended-reach HDBaseT. Offering intelligent Maestro application, 
with priority and last-connected switching options, it automatically switches and 
operates room accor $1,145.00 30% $801.50

21-0412010 The VS-41H is a high-performance switcher for HDMI signals. It equalizes the 
signal and switches one of the four inputs to a single HDMI output. $595.00 30% $416.50

97-0416033

The CP-AOCH/60 is an innovative active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) 
signal resolution up to 100 meters (328ft). This hybrid-fiber cable features micro-
HDMI ends with detachable HDMI connectors, making it easy to run through a 
conduit or other ti $325.00 30% $227.50



70-80218110

The VP-553xl is high-performance 6x2 presentation switcher/scaler for HDMI, 
HDBaseT and analog signals, and a 4x1 USB switcher. The unit has dual, 
independent, scaled outputs, the first on both HDMI and HDBaseT connectors, 
and the second on an HDMI connec $2,725.00 30% $1,907.50

10-804080190
VM-2H2 is a 1:2 distribution amplifier for up to 4K HDR, HDMI signals that comply 
with HDCP 2.2 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI input, 
equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes it to two identical outputs. $385.00 30% $269.50

30-80484090

SL-240C is a compact master/space controller (Kramer Control brain) with PoE. It 
can operate over Ethernet with control interfaces that include: four bidirectional 
RS-232, four IR, four GPI/O and four relays. It controls devices suce as scalers, 
video dis $1,045.00 30% $731.50

60-0000305 19-inch rack adapter for mounting up to 3 VIA Connect PRO units and their power 
supplies in a 2U rack space. $165.00 30% $115.50

80-000117 Computer Graphics Video, HDMI & Stereo Audio Passive Wall Plate. WXA-H-D 
model supplied with DECORA  design frame. $79.00 30% $55.30

10-8046301090

VM-4DT is a high-quality, long-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT extender 
distributor that takes one long-reach HDBaseT input, equalizes and reclocks the 
signal and distributes it to four identical HDBaseT outputs. VM-4DT distributes 
native HDBaseT signals wi $1,295.00 30% $906.50

13-80455130

PA-240Z is a high-performance, selectable Hi-Z (70V/100V) or Lo-Z 
(4ohms/8ohms) power amplifier featuring balanced and unbalanced inputs and 
additional line-level output. This versatile amplifier features built-in DSP, auto-
standby and maximum durability. $995.00 30% $696.50

97-0132710
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $28.00 30% $19.60

60-00008910
The Tavor 5-O is a pair of 5.25-inch powered two-way speakers designed for 
indoor wall mounting. The active speaker accepts a line-level stereo input and 
amplifies it using a built-in amplifier and outputs a speaker signal to the passive $245.00 30% $171.50

97-0416050

The CP-AOCH/60 is an innovative active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) 
signal resolution up to 100 meters (328ft). This hybrid-fiber cable features micro-
HDMI ends with detachable HDMI connectors, making it easy to run through a 
conduit or other ti $370.00 30% $259.00

97-0416066

The CP-AOCH/60 is an innovative active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) 
signal resolution up to 100 meters (328ft). This hybrid-fiber cable features micro-
HDMI ends with detachable HDMI connectors, making it easy to run through a 
conduit or other ti $430.00 30% $301.00

87-00000799
VIA site Management (VSM) is a software application that allows and 
administrator to manage, monitor and make changes to all connected VIA GO, 
VIA Collage, VIA Connect PRO or VIA Campus gateways. $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50

87-00001899 VIA Site Management License -1 Year Extended Warranty - up to Unlimited VIA 
gateways $750.00 30% $525.00



87-00006899 VIA Site Management License -2 Year Extended Warranty - up to Unlimited VIA 
gateways $1,495.00 30% $1,046.50

99-94610500 Plenum CATA 23AWG U/FTP for 4K UHD, LAN HdBaseT & Kramer DGKat 
applications-500ft. $495.00 30% $346.50

99-94611000 Plenum CATA 23AWG U/FTP for 4K UHD, LAN HdBaseT & Kramer DGKat 
applications-1000ft. $995.00 30% $696.50

10-80441090

The VM-4UX is a compact and high performance 1:4 4K distributor for standard 
broadcast-grade SDI signals of up to 12G transmitted data rate. It auto-adapts to 
the data rate of one SDI input signal, equalizes and re-clocks the signal to 
improve transmitted $775.00 30% $542.50

97-1403328

CRS-AOCH/XL is an active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60HZ (4:2:0) and 
4K@30Hz (4:4:4) resolutions over distances up to 100m (328ft). Built with a TPU-
rated (thermoplastic polyurethane) jacket that has excellent abrasion resistance, 
tensile strength and high $1,325.00 30% $927.50

97-0403001

AD-AOCH/XL/TR is an HDMI adapter set used with the Kramer pluggable 
AOCH/XL cables (CLS-AOCH/XL, CP-AOCH/XL). AD-AOCH/XL/TR can be a 
spare set of adapters in case of loss or damage to the original set included with 
the cable. CABLE INSTALLATION NOTE: Cabl $46.00 30% $32.20

91-011299

The UTBUS-2xl is a furniture-mounted modular connection bus that is easily 
installed underneath a wooden table or podium top. It has six slots for wall plate 
inserts and dual power socket openings. NOTE: The UTBUS enclosure, power 
socket, power cord & ins $85.00 30% $59.50

80-000054 Dual insert US power socket module for inner frame and UTBUS. $40.00 30% $28.00

10-8048901190

VM-2HDT is a high-quality, long-reach 1:2 HDBaseT extender distributor that 
takes one HDMI input, with IR and RS-232 control signals, converts it to an 
HDBaseT extension line signal and distributes it to 2 HDBaseT outputs that 
connect to compatible HDBase $1,045.00 30% $731.50

20-90051790

VS-411UHD is an automatic switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI and analog 
audio signals. VS-411UHD automatically switches one of four HDMI inputs to a 
predefined or last connected input whenever the currently active video signal is 
interrupted or whenever a $750.00 30% $525.00

20-8035801290

DIP-31 is a high-performance multi-format switcher of 4K video signals. Offering 
intelligent Maestro automation, with priority and last-connected switching options, 
it automatically switches and operates the room according to the selected 
switching scheme $845.00 30% $591.50

SW-000009

VIA Digital Signage is software that enables you to use any VIA device to display 
dynamic content and information on the main display when there is no meeting in 
progress. Use a predefined template or create your own display configuration with 
up to three 30% #VALUE!

60-000119 The VIA Pocket stand elegantly stores your VIA Step-in touch Pads. $90.00 30% $63.00

87-000099 NFC tags are optional accessories for Kramer VIA devices that replace the login 
process when connecting an Android user to a VIA unit. $15.00 30% $10.50



87-000199 NFC tags are optional accessories for Kramer VIA devices that replace the login 
process when connecting an Android user to a VIA unit. $15.00 30% $10.50

10-80408090
VM-4H2 is a 1:4 distribution amplifier for up to 4K HDR, HDMI signals that comply 
with HDCP 2.2 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI input, 
equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes it to four identical outputs. $525.00 30% $367.50

VP-428H2

VP-428H2 is an HDBaseT 4K transmitter/scaler with HDMI, DP and VGA inputs. 
VP-428H2 supports HDBaseT tunneling of Ethernet, bidirectional RS-232 and IR 
signals, as well as PoE to provide power to the HDBaseT receiver. It receives the 
selected AV signal, u $1,400.00 30% $980.00

482KL

The 482xl is a high-performance audio transcoder for balanced and unbalanced 
stereo audio signals. It simultaneously converts balanced stereo signals to 
unbalanced stereo audio and unbalanced stereo audio signals to balanced stereo 
audio. $225.00 30% $157.50

VS-84UHD

VS-84UHD is a high-quality 8x4 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 
signals and embedded audio. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route 
any one of eight HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources (selectable) to any or all outputs 
simultaneously. VS-84U $3,885.00 30% $2,719.50

FC-6P

The FC-6P is an RS-232/IR multi-function control gateway with Power over 
Ethernet, capable of plug and play deployment over a customer Ethernet LAN for 
remote bidrectional RS-232 and IR emitter control of customer devices. Multiple 
control clients can be $397.00 30% $277.90

80-000234

TBUS-1N is a modular furniture-mounted connection bus enclosure that easily 
installs into a table or podium top. Once assembled, TBUS-1N enables you to 
connect any equipment to the rooms presentation system via cable access or 
passive interfaces. When the $230.00 30% $161.00

97-0416098

The CP-AOCH/60 is an innovative active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) 
signal resolution up to 100 meters (328ft). This hybrid-fiber cable features micro-
HDMI ends with detachable HDMI connectors, making it easy to run through a 
conduit or other ti $495.00 30% $346.50

99-97211106

C-USBC/HM is a high-quality USB type-C (M) to HDMI (M) 6ft cable, that enables 
HDMI equipped monitors, TVs and projectors to be connected to any USB-C port 
that supports DP Alt Mode (DisplayPort Alternate Mode). This cable support up to 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) re $43.00 30% $30.10

10-80102030
VM-10H2 is a 1:10 distribution amplifier for up to 4K HDR, HDMI signals that 
comply with HDCP 2.2 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI 
input, equalizes and reclocks the signal, and distributes it to ten identical outputs. $1,345.00 30% $941.50

87-000790

VIA Connect PLUS provides simultaneous wired and wireless presentation and 
collaboration for a variety of spaces with no need for any additional hardware. 
This cost-effective solution includes all the benefits of VIA Connect PRO together 
with an HDMI inpu $1,250.00 30% $875.00



95-1211025

Kramers C-XLQM/XLQF is a quad style professional-grade mic or line level audio 
cable. 4-core star quad cables with mutally offsetting twisting technology can 
reduce induction noise levels to 10% of that in regular two-pair balanced 
microphone cable. $22.00 30% $15.40

04-916003-R155 32x32 RGBHV Matrix Switcher $22,523.00 30% ########

20-04400030

VS-44UHDA is a high-quality 4x4 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 
signals and embedded/de-embedded analog audio. It reclocks and equalizes the 
signals and can route any one of four HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources 
(selectable) to any or all outputs sim $3,100.00 30% $2,170.00

85-3002099 Dual Ethernet Wall Plate Insert. $43.00 30% $30.10

99-9191029

AD-RING is a stainless steel ring of HDMI adapters that attaches to your display 
cable so you can plug different presentation sources into the HDMI cable. 
Laptops, tablets, smart phones, digital cameras, and net books have a variety of 
connectors for disp $220.00 30% $154.00

60-100199 T-4INSERT is a bracket for installing four inserts in a dual powe socket opening. $55.00 30% $38.50
85-820299 Wall Plate Insert Slot. $5.00 30% $3.50

80-003399

The TBUS-4xl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a tilt-up lid. A 
complete TBUS system requires the enclosure, an inner frame, a power socket, 
inserts and a power cord. NOTE: The TBUS enclosure, power socket, power cord 
& inserts are purchased s $270.00 30% $189.00

20-70007998
UHD-IN2-F16 is a two-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI input card for the VS-
1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The UHD-IN2-F16 
inputs two HDMI signals into the chassis. $1,195.00 30% $836.50

20-70005198
HAD-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI with digital audio output card for the VS-
1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HAD-OUT2-F16 
outputs two HDMI signals with de-embedded S/PDIF audio from the chassis. $495.00 30% $346.50

TS-1WUS Dual insert US power socket module for inner frame and UTBUS. $40.00 30% $28.00

97-01114020

Kramers C-HM/HM/PRO HDMI cable delivers high-speed, high-performance 
digital video and audio with impeccable impedance stability, low skew, high signal 
integrity, and noise immunity for up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4). With pro-grade heavy-
duty construction, triple $45.00 30% $31.50

20-06600130

VS-66UHD is a high-quality 6x6 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 
signals and embedded audio. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route 
any one of six HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources (selectable) to any or all outputs 
simultaneously. VS-66UHD $3,885.00 30% $2,719.50

28-70001430

VS-1616DN-EM is a high-performance 2x2 to 16x16 4k@60Hz (4:2:0) modular 
matrix switcher chassis for AV signals. The unit is a mult-format digital switcher, 
populated from 2x2 to 16x16 increments of two inputs and/or two outputs. The 
chassis includes optio $6,395.00 30% $4,476.50

20-70008098
UHD-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI output card for the VS-
1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Swtichers. The UHD-OUT2-F16 
outputs two HDMI signals from the chassis. $715.00 30% $500.50



50-80366090
PT-101UHD is a high-performance repeater/extender for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 
and HDCP 2.2 signals. The unit can extend the range up to 20m (66ft) for 
4K@60Hz (4:2:0) signals. $265.00 30% $185.50

96-0211035

Due to its design, USB cable has a normal maximum length of about 5 meters 
(16.4 feet), but you can get longer distances by using the CA-UAM/UAF active 
USB extension cable from Kramer  This is a bus-powered extension cable that 
can be used to increase the $43.00 30% $30.10

31-70900190

The SL-10 is a master room controller that can operate over Ethernet (LAN) with 
control ports that include: bidirectional one RS-485, two RS-232, three IR, two 
GPI/O, and give relay. It controls devices such as scalers, video displays, audio 
amplifiers, D $695.00 30% $486.50

20-08800130

VS-88UHDA is a high-quality 8x8 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 
signals and embedded/de-embedded analog audio. It reclocks and equalizes the 
signals and can route any one of eight HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources 
(selectable) to any or all outputs si $4,750.00 30% $3,325.00

VS-622DT

VS-622DT is an all-in-one 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) presentation system with 6x2 
HDMI/HDBaseT matrix switching,control gateway, PoE, power amplifier, and 
Maestro room automation. The unit reclocks and equalizes the signals and can 
route any input to the HDMI or the $3,995.00 30% $2,796.50

94-095400030 DVI All Fiber Optic Cable Non-HDCP - 98 $468.00 30% $327.60

20-80371195

WP 20 is a high-performance, 4K, multi-format, wall-plate switcher and 
transmitter over extended-reach HDBaseT. Offering intelligent Maestro 
automation, with priority and last-connected switching options, it automatically 
switches and operates the room ac $995.00 30% $696.50

20-80371095

WP 20 is a high-performance, 4K, multi-format, wall-plate switcher and 
transmitter over extended-reach HDBaseT. Offering intelligent Maestro 
automation, with priority and last-connected switching options, it automatically 
switches and operates the room ac $995.00 30% $696.50

60-00002290

KDS-MP4 is a high-quality LAN-based 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) digital signage media 
player. The unit receives content from the Media Manager software installed on 
the PC, either via LAN or from an external USB memory stick, loads it into its 
internal memory and the $1,195.00 30% $836.50

20-00611090

VS-611DT is a high-performance automatic switcher for HDMI video signals with 
resolution up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0). With six HDMI inputs, the unit can 
automatically or manually switch to a predefined or last connected input whenever 
the currently active video $1,295.00 30% $906.50

10-8048501090

VM-2D is a 1:2 distribution amplifier for up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI signals, 
complying with HDCP 1:4 content protection standard, via single-link DVI-I 
connections. The unit takes on DVI input, equalizes and reclocks the signal, and 
distributes it to two $465.00 30% $325.50

97-16011025 Mini DisplayPort (M) to HDMI (M) Cable. $55.00 30% $38.50



99-3460125

Kramers C-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all the latest 
technology signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP 
CAT6a cable runs Krramers DGKat technology, 4K HDBaseT technology or LAN 
applications and ensures opt $63.00 30% $44.10

60-00013090

861 HDMI 18G (6G per graphic channel) 4K HDR Pocket Signal Generator, 
Analyzer and Cable Tester is an advanced and handy tool for generating, testing 
and verifying the signal path within your (up to) 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI/HDCP 
2.2 ecosystem. With 23 built- $1,065.00 30% $745.50

60-0009390 PS-4801 is a desktop power supply with a standard 2-pin terminal block 
connector that provides 48V DC / 1.36A to any compatible device. $75.00 30% $52.50

60-0009399 PS-4801 is a desktop power supply with a standard 2-pin terminal block 
connector that provides 48V DC / 1.36A to any compatible device. $83.00 30% $58.10

97-0413328

Kramers CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple 
and practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving 
a much smaller head th $1,060.00 30% $742.00

97-0413230

Kramers CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple 
and practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving 
a much smaller head th $780.00 30% $546.00

97-0142025

CA-HM active HDMI copper cable provides a perfect cable solution for delivering 
HDMI signals over long distances: 18Gbps up to 20m (66ft) and 10.2 Gbps up to 
30 (98ft). The innovative technology utilized in the cables connector features 
superior equalizin $105.00 30% $73.50

97-0142035

CA-HM active HDMI copper cable provides a perfect cable solution for delivering 
HDMI signals over long distances: 18Gbps up to 20m (66ft) and 10.2 Gbps up to 
30 (98ft). The innovative technology utilized in the cables connector features 
superior equalizin $135.00 30% $94.50

97-0142050

CA-HM active HDMI copper cable provides a perfect cable solution for delivering 
HDMI signals over long distances: 18Gbps up to 20m (66ft) and 10.2 Gbps up to 
30 (98ft). The innovative technology utilized in the cables connector features 
superior equalizin $175.00 30% $122.50

97-0142082

CA-HM active HDMI copper cable provides a perfect cable solution for delivering 
HDMI signals over long distances: 18Gbps up to 20m (66ft) and 10.2 Gbps up to 
30 (98ft). The innovative technology utilized in the cables connector features 
superior equalizin $280.00 30% $196.00

97-0142098

CA-HM active HDMI copper cable provides a perfect cable solution for delivering 
HDMI signals over long distances: 18Gbps up to 20m (66ft) and 10.2 Gbps up to 
30 (98ft). The innovative technology utilized in the cables connector features 
superior equalizin $305.00 30% $213.50



20-80225098

HS-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI scaler care for the VS-1616 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Swtichers. The card scales each output signal 
separately to a set resolution, aspect ratio and color depth according to the native 
requirements of the $1,455.00 30% $1,018.50

72-80290010

The VP-445 is a high-performance presentation scale/switcher for HDMI, 
computer graphics and composite video signals. The unit scales the video and 
gives you an option to embed HDMI or analog audio. Then it sends the signal to 
two HDMI outputs and S/PDIF $1,750.00 30% $1,225.00

97-01213012

Kramers C-HM/HM/ETH HDMI cable is a high-performance cable with molded 
HDMI connectors at both ends. It supports Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, 
x.v.Color, Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC and ARC and 
resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) $29.00 30% $20.30

92-7201035

Kramers C-MGM/MGM Micro computer graphics video cable is a high-
performance cable with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. This micro 
coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent option for connecting computer 
graphics video signals between c $70.00 30% $49.00

10-80444090

VM-2DT is a high-quality, long-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT extender 
distributor that takes one long-reach HDBaseT input, equalizes and reclocks the 
signal and distributes it to two identical HDBaseT outputs. VM-2DT distributes 
native HDBaseT signals wit $975.00 30% $682.50

72-00069790

VP-440H2 is a high-performance 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) presentation scaler/switcher 
with one HDBaseT/PoE, three HDMI and one computer graphics (VGA) inputs. 
The unit scales the video, embeds the audio and outputs the signal to an HDMI 
and an HDBaseT output simult $2,235.00 30% $1,564.50

50-80039090

The 690R is a high-performance fiber optic receiver for SDI video signals up to 
3G HD-SDI. The 690T converts two 3G HD-SDI signals to single-mode fiber optic 
and the 690R receiver converts them back to the two original SDI formats. 
Compatible with the fib $1,195.00 30% $836.50

50-80038090

The 690T is a high-performance fiber optic transmitter for SDI video signals up to 
3G HD-SDI. The 690T converts two 3G HD-SDI signals to single-mode fiber optic 
and the 690R receiver converts them back to the two original SDI formats. The 
unit is compatib $1,291.00 30% $903.70

94-0401984

Kramers C-4LC/4LC is constructed of four color coded multi-mode 50/125um 
simplex cables of 2.0mm (0.079in) diameter each, contained in a round overall 
orange jacket. It is intended primarily as a companion to various Kramer 
detachable transmitter/receiver $1,414.00 30% $989.80

97-0413262

Kramers CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple 
and practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving 
a much smaller head th $865.00 30% $605.50



97-0416131

The CP-AOCH/60 is an innovative active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) 
signal resolution up to 100 meters (328ft). This hybrid-fiber cable features micro-
HDMI ends with detachable HDMI connectors, making it easy to run through a 
conduit or other ti $565.00 30% $395.50

97-0413197

Kramers CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple 
and practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving 
a much smaller head th $670.00 30% $469.00

30-80414090

FC-6 is an RS-232/IR multi-function control gateway, capable of plug and play 
deployment over a customer Ethernet LAN for remote bidirectional RS-232 and IR 
emitter control of customer devices. Multiple control clients can be IP-connected 
to the FC-6 cont $330.00 30% $231.00

60-80191010 Energy Star Stereo Audio Power Amplifier125W per Channel $715.00 30% $500.50

99-97210001

Kramers ADC-U31C/HF is a USB 3.1 Type-C to HDMI adapter cable that lets you 
output HDMI video and audio from a USB Type-C device to easily connect extra 
monitors to a laptop or desktop without having an extra graphic card. This short 
cable adapter is idea $38.00 30% $26.60

91-000037
The TBUS-10xl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a manually 
retracting lid. A complete TBUS system requires the enclosure, an inner frame, a 
power socket, inserts and a power cord. $290.00 30% $203.00

20-04800130

VS-48UHD is a high-quality 4x8 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 
signals and embedded audio. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route 
any one of four HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources (selectable) to any or all outputs 
simultaneously. VS-48UH $3,885.00 30% $2,719.50

10-804080290
The VM-3H2 is a 1:3 distribution  amplifier for up to 4K HDR, HDMI signals, that 
comply with HDCP 2.2 content protection standard. The unit takes one HDMI 
input, equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes it to three identical $450.00 30% $315.00

SW-000005

Kramer Control Dashboard is a cloud-based service that enables an administrator 
to manage, monitor and remotely control devices in each space related to the 
project. The platform boasts automatic data gathering about room usage, device 
health and energy c $120.00 30% $84.00

SW-000006

Kramer Control Dashboard is a cloud-based service that enables an administrator 
to manage, monitor and remotely control devices in each space related to the 
project. The platform boasts automatic data gathering about room usage, device 
health and energy c $360.00 30% $252.00

SW-000007 Cloud Based Monitoring&Remote Control Service per room 5year $600.00 30% $420.00

96-0211025

Due to its design, USB cable has a normal maximum length of about 5 meters 
(16.4 feet), but you can get longer distances by using the CA-UAM/UAF active 
USB extension cable from Kramer  This is a bus-powered extension cable that 
can be used to increase the $37.00 30% $25.90

20-70005098 HAD-IN2-F16/STANDALONE 2 channels HDMI Audio Digital Input Cards for 
Frame 16 $895.00 30% $626.50

50-80398090 HDMI, POE, RS-232 & IR over HDBaseT Twisted Pair Receiver $360.00 30% $252.00



50-80398190 HDMI, POE RS-232, ETH & IR over HDBaseT Twisted Pair Receivr $450.00 30% $315.00

50-80399090

TP-780T is a high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT transmitter for 4K60Hz 
(4:2:0) HDMI, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. TP-780T converts all input 
signals into the transmitted HDBaseT signal. It extends video signals to up to 40m 
(130ft) over CAT $410.00 30% $287.00

50-80399190

TP-780Txr is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT transmitter for 
4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, Ethernet, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. The TP-
780Txr converts all input signals into the transmitted HDBaseT signal. It extends 
video signals to up to $495.00 30% $346.50

99-0318500 500ft 18 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $135.00 30% $94.50
99-03181000 1000ft 18 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable $224.00 30% $156.80

13-80477090 PA-50HZ (PA-50Z) is a compact Hi-Z (70V/100V) power amplifier with line-level 
output, ideal for small to medium-size meeting spaces and classrooms. $394.00 30% $275.80

96-9211050

Due to its design, USB cable has a normal maximum length of about 5 meters 
(16.4 feet), but you can get longer distances by using the CA-UAM/UAF active 
USB extension cable from Kramer  This is a bus-powered extension cable that 
can be used to increase the $96.00 30% $67.20

20-700298 FAN-16DN is a replacement fan array for the VS-1616DN matrix switcher. $255.00 30% $178.50

20-70008198

HDBT7-IN2-F16 is a two-channel 4K60Hz 4:2:0 HDMI, long reach, HDBaseT 
input card for the VS-1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. 
The HDBT-IN2-F16 inputs two long reach HDBaseT signals with bidirectional RS-
232 and IR from the line to $1,295.00 30% $906.50

20-70008298

HDBT7-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel 4K60 4:2:0, long reach, HDBaseT output 
card for the VS-1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The 
HDBT7-OUT2-F16 outputs two long reach HDBaseT signals with bidirectional RS-
232 and IR from the chassis t $1,295.00 30% $906.50

20-70007798
UHD-IN2-F16 is a two-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI input card for the VS-
1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The UHD-IN2-F16 
inputs two HDMI signals into the chassis. $1,455.00 30% $1,018.50

20-70007898

UHDA-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI output card with 
configurable analog audio features for the VS-1616 Series Modular Multi-Format 
Digital Matrix Switchers. The UHDA-OUT2-F16 outputs two 4K HDMI signals with 
selectable ARC (on the upper p $995.00 30% $696.50

SW-000010 Kramer Control BRAINware license for Kramer Touch Panels $395.00 30% $276.50

80-020699 The WU3-AA is a single wall plate insert with one USB 2.0 Type A and a cable 
with a USB 2.0 Type A connector at the rear. $55.00 30% $38.50

60-001290 H.264 4K Video and Audio Encoder $1,450.00 30% $1,015.00
60-001390 H.264 4K Video and Audio Decoder $1,450.00 30% $1,015.00

80-004199
The TBUS- 6xl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a tilt-up lid. A 
complete TBUS system requires the enclosure, an inner frame, a power socket, 
inserts and a power cord. $265.00 30% $185.50



60-000058

The Yarden 4-C Closed-back Ceiling Speaker consists of a pair of high 
performance closed back speakers. Mount your Yarden 4-C speakers to the 
ceiling in one of two ways; either directly onto the ceiling or, for added protection, 
secure the speakers safely $295.00 30% $206.50

30-80342090

The RC-43SL is a touch-sensitive 6-button control keypad. Connected over 
Ethernet to Site-CTRL remote AV control, site management & monitoring system, 
as well as LAN-connected control gateways for extended controlled devices 
capacity. It also connects ove $465.00 30% $325.50

11-0181010

The VM-10xl is a high-quality. 1:10 video audio distribution amplifier using BNC 
connectors for composite video, and RCA connectors for unbalanced stereo 
audio signals. The VM-10xl accepts a composite video input and distributes the 
signal to 10 identical $655.00 30% $458.50

10-80431030

VM-218DT is a high-quality, long-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT distributor 
that takes either an HDMI or long-reach HDBaseT input (selectable), equalizer 
and reclocks the signal and distributes it to eight identical long-reach HDBaseT 
outputs, each with it $4,050.00 30% $2,835.00

10-80432030

VM-218DTxr is a high-quality, extended-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT 
disributor that takes either an HDMI or an extended-reach HDBaseT input 
(seletable), equalizes and reclocks the signal and distributes it to eight identical 
extended-reach HDBaseT output $5,795.00 30% $4,056.50

20-70003998

HDBT-IN4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI, bidirectional RS-232, Ethernet, & IR over 
HDBaseT twisted pair receiver card for the VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-Format 
Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDBT-IN4-F32 inputs four extended reach 
HDBaseT signals with bidire $2,095.00 30% $1,466.50

20-70004098

HDBT-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI, bidirectional RS-232, Ethernet, & IR 
over HDBaseT twisted pair transmitter card for the VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-
Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDBT-OUT4-F32 outputs four extended 
reach HDBaseT signals with $2,155.00 30% $1,508.50

68-000499 KT-107-OWLK is a panel-locker frame that enables safely locking the KT-107 
touch panel, with screws, to its on-wall mount. $95.00 30% $66.50

70-5100090
VP-510 is a down-converter for 4K UHD HDMI signals. The unit takes a 4K 
resolution input, provides a loop output and down-converts it to 2K resolution. It 
allows the use of legacy equipment with 4K signals (23.98Hz to 30Hz). $395.00 30% $276.50

97-0131012

Kramers C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.ColorTM, Lip Sync, 7.1 
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CE $40.00 30% $28.00

VIACAST

VIAcast transforms your VIA GO, VIA Connect PRO and VIA Connect PLUS into 
a true BYOD presentation solution. Laptops and smartphones, Android and Apple 
can all display simultaneously to the same presentation screen. Simply plug the 
USB dongle into your VI $150.00 30% $105.00

99-93460050 Four-Pair U/FTP Cable assembly for DGKat,HDBT&LAN,Plenum-50 $60.00 30% $42.00



10-80429090

VM-400HDCPxl is a 1:4 distribution amplifier for up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 
signals, complying with HDCP 1.4 content protection standard, via single-link DVI-
I connections. The unit takes one DVI imput, equalizes and reclocks the signal, 
and distributes i $555.00 30% $388.50

20-70008398

DT-IN4-F32 is a four-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), long-reach, HDBaseT input card 
for the VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. DT-IN4-
F32 inputs four long reach HDBaseT signals with bidirectional RS-232 and IR 
from the line to the chas $2,095.00 30% $1,466.50

20-70008498

DT-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), long reach, HDBaseT output 
card for the VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Swithchers. DT-
OUT4-F32 outputs four long reach HDBaseT signals with bidirectional  RS-232 
and IR from the chassis to $2,395.00 30% $1,676.50

50-80022090

The TP-580R is a 4K UHD, twisted pair receiver for HDMI, bidirectional RS-232 
and IR signals. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60 UHD (4:2:0). The TP-580T 
converts HDMI, RS-232, and IR signals into a twisted pair signal that it transmits 
to a TP-580R rece $285.00 30% $199.50

20-7001098
UHD-IN4-F32 is a four-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI input card for the VS-
3232DN-EM Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switcher. The UHD-IN4-F32 
inputs four HDMI signals into the chassis. $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50

28-70001830

VS-3232DN-EM is a high-performance 4x4 to 32x32 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) modular 
matrix switcher chassis for AV signals. The unit is a multi-format digital switcher, 
populated from 4x4 to 32x32 in increments of four inputs and/or four outputs. The 
chassis includes $10,595.00 30% $7,416.50

20-80338010

VS-62HA is a high-quality matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI and analog 
audio signals that employs advanced auto switching schemes and control options. 
It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route any input to either or both 
outputs simultane $1,725.00 30% $1,207.50

96-02156010
Kramers C-USB/MircoB cable is a high-speed USB2.0 Type-A male to USB micro-
B cable used to connect computers and peripherals, such as smartphones, 
external hard drives and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of up to $4.00 30% $2.80

TBUS-5XL(B)

The TBUS-5xl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a retractable lid. A 
complete TBUS system requires the enclosure, an inner frame, a power socket, 
inserts and  apower cord. NOTE: The TBUS enclosure, power socket, power 
cord, and inserts are purc $190.00 30% $133.00

97-16010106 Mini DisplayPort (M) to HDMI (M) Cable. $22.00 30% $15.40

C-MHM/MHM(W)-3

C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.Color , Lip Sync, 7.1 PCM, 
Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC. $20.00 30% $14.00

C65P/T Background/Foreground full range ceiling speakers 30% #VALUE!
XLS1002 2-channel Power Amplifier 30% #VALUE!
60-000150 Cable Pass-Through Wall Plate Insert. $22.00 30% $15.40



85-0420000
KRT-3 is a furniture-mounted cable retactor that is easily installed underneath a 
table-top.You can also install one or more KRT-3 units in conjunction with a 
Kramer TBUS unit, such as TBUS-1AXL, TBUS-10XL, UTBUS-1XL, UTBUT-2XL $265.00 30% $185.50

85-0420001
KRT-3 is a furniture-mounted cable retactor that is easily installed underneath a 
table-top.You can also install one or more KRT-3 units in conjunction with a 
Kramer TBUS unit, such as TBUS-1AXL, TBUS-10XL, UTBUS-1XL, UTBUT-2XL $265.00 30% $185.50

85-0420002
KRT-3 is a furniture-mounted cable retactor that is easily installed underneath a 
table-top.You can also install one or more KRT-3 units in conjunction with a 
Kramer TBUS unit, such as TBUS-1AXL, TBUS-10XL, UTBUS-1XL, UTBUT-2XL $265.00 30% $185.50

85-0420003
KRT-3 is a furniture-mounted cable retactor that is easily installed underneath a 
table-top.You can also install one or more KRT-3 units in conjunction with a 
Kramer TBUS unit, such as TBUS-1AXL, TBUS-10XL, UTBUS-1XL, UTBUT-2XL $265.00 30% $185.50

85-0420004
KRT-3 is a furniture-mounted cable retactor that is easily installed underneath a 
table-top.You can also install one or more KRT-3 units in conjunction with a 
Kramer TBUS unit, such as TBUS-1AXL, TBUS-10XL, UTBUS-1XL, UTBUT-2XL $265.00 30% $185.50

85-0420005
KRT-3 is a furniture-mounted cable retactor that is easily installed underneath a 
table-top.You can also install one or more KRT-3 units in conjunction with a 
Kramer TBUS unit, such as TBUS-1AXL, TBUS-10XL, UTBUS-1XL, UTBUT-2XL $265.00 30% $185.50

10-804630190

VM-3DT is a high-quality, long-reach 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDBaseT extender 
distributor that takes one long-reach HDBaseT input, equalizes and reclocks the 
signal and distributes it to three identical HDBaseT outputs. VM-3DT distributes 
native HDBaseT signals w $1,155.00 30% $808.50

99-9191032

AD-RING is a stainless steel ring of HDMI adapters that attaches to your display 
cable so you can plug different presentation sources into the HDMI cable. 
Laptops, tablets, smart phones, digital cameras, and net books have a variety of 
connectors for disp $195.00 30% $136.50

20-7001198
UHD-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI output card for the VS-
3232FN-EM Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switcher. UHD-OUT4-F32 
outputs four HDMI signals from the chassis. $1,195.00 30% $836.50

99-93460025 Four-Pair U/FTP Cable assembly for DGKat,HDBT&LAN,Plenum-25 $38.00 30% $26.60

20-80498190

VS-21DTP is a high-performance automatic switcher for 4K, HDBaseT, HDMI, 
HDCP 2.2 video signals. Offering priority and last-connected switching options, it 
automatically switches according to the selected switching scheme based on 
active video signal dete $695.00 30% $486.50

50-8038701190

PT-872xr is a high-performance, long-reach DGKat 2.0 receiver for 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) HDR HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2 signals and 2-way powering over twisted 
pair. It converts the transmitted DGKat 2.0 signal into an HDMI signal. PT-872xr 
extends the signal to up t $275.00 30% $192.50

99-9191028

AD-RING is a stainless steel ring of HDMI adapters that attaches to your display 
cable so you can plug different presentation sources into the HDMI cable. 
Laptops, tablets, smart phones, digital cameras, and net books have a variety of 
connectors for disp $145.00 30% $101.50



60-0000295

KW-14T is a high-definition, wireless, HDMI transmitter for indoor use. Up to four 
KW-14R receivers can receive from one KW-14T transmitter and up to three KW-
14T transmitters can be paired with one KW-14R receiver. The KW-14T and KW-
14R pair comes pre-as $685.00 30% $479.50

50-805160295

WP-871xr is a high-performance, long-reach DGKat 2.0 wall-plate transmitter for 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR HDMI and HDCP 2.2 signals and power over twisted pair. 
It converts the HDMI input signal into a DGKat 2.0 signal and transmits it to a 
compatible reciever. $264.00 30% $184.80

50-805160195

WP-871xr is a high-performance, long-reach DGKat 2.0 wall-plate transmitter for 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR HDMI and HDCP 2.2 signals and power over twisted pair. 
It converts the HDMI input signal into a DGKat 2.0 signal and transmits it to a 
compatible reciever. $264.00 30% $184.80

99-3460015

Kramers C-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all the latest 
technology signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP 
CAT6a cable runs Krramers DGKat technology, 4K HDBaseT technology or LAN 
applications and ensures opt $16.00 30% $11.20

99-3460075

Kramers C-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all the latest 
technology signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP 
CAT6a cable runs Krramers DGKat technology, 4K HDBaseT technology or LAN 
applications and ensures opt $40.00 30% $28.00

99-3460035

Kramers C-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all the latest 
technology signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP 
CAT6a cable runs Krramers DGKat technology, 4K HDBaseT technology or LAN 
applications and ensures opt $24.00 30% $16.80

VS-44H2A

VS-44H2A is a high-performance 4x4 matrix switcher for 18G 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) 
HDR HDMI signals. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route any one 
of four HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources (selectable) to any or all outputs 
simultaneously. $3,100.00 30% $2,170.00

RK-3T-B RK-3T-B is a 19-inch rack adapter for mounting 3 Kramer TOOLS size devices in 
a 1U rack space. $135.00 30% $94.50

TP-580RA

TP-580RA is a high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT receiver for 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0) HDMI, RS-232, IR and stereo audio signals over twisted pair that de-
embeds the stereo audio signal on its digital and analog audio ports. It extends 
video signals to up to 40m $515.00 30% $360.50

99-91910230

AD-RING is a stainless steel ring of HDMI adapters that attaches to your display 
cable so you can plug different presentation sources into the HDMI cable. 
Laptops, tablets, smart phones, digital cameras, and net books have a variety of 
connectors for disp $185.00 30% $129.50

97-0131015

Kramers C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.ColorTM, Lip Sync, 7.1 
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CE $45.00 30% $31.50



28-70001030

VS-6464DN-EM is a high-performance 8x8 to 64x64 modular matrix switcher 
chassis for AV signals. The unit is a multi-format digital switcher, populated from 
8x8 to 64x64 in increments of eight inputs and/or eight outputs. The chassis 
includes two power sup $19,995.00 30% ########

99-9191022 TL-RING is a tool set used for installing or modifying Kramers AD-RING HDMI 
adapter ring. The tool set includes T-10 driver and a 1.5mm HEX Key wrench. $22.00 30% $15.40

30-804300190

FC-54P is a multi-function PoE control gateway, capable of plug and play 
deployment over a customer Ethernet LAN for GPI/O, relay, IR and serial control 
of customer devices. Multiple control clients can be IP-connected to the FC-54P 
control gateway for co $625.00 30% $437.50

99-3460100

Kramers C-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all the latest 
technology signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP 
CAT6a cable runs Krramers DGKat technology, 4K HDBaseT technology or LAN 
applications and ensures opt $52.00 30% $36.40

C-HM/ETH-10 10ft HDMI Cable Assembly $15.00 30% $10.50

28-70001610

VS-3232DN is a high-performance 4x4 to 32x32 modular matrix switcher chassis 
for AV signals. The unit is a multi- format digital switcher, populated from 4x4 to 
32x32 in increments of four inputs and/ or four outputs. The chassis includes 
optional dual, r $9,695.00 30% $6,786.50

28-70001010

VS-6464DN-EM is a high-performance 8x8 to 64x64 modular matrix switcher 
chassis for AV signals. The unit is a multi-format digital switcher, populated from 
8x8 to 64x64 in increments of eight inputs and/or eight outputs. The chassis 
includes two power sup $17,995.00 30% ########

20-70000399 Blank cover plate for empty module slots in the VS-1616DN and VS-1616D matrix 
switchers. $15.00 30% $10.50

20-70002198 2 channels DVI Input Card for Frame 16 $745.00 30% $521.50

20-70002298
DVI-OUT2-F16 is a two channel DVI output card for the VS-1616 series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The DVI-OUT2-F16 outputs two DVI 
signals from the chassis. $425.00 30% $297.50

20-70003498 2 channels 4LC Fiber Input Card for Frame 16 $965.00 30% $675.50
20-70003298 2 channels 4LC Fiber Output Card for Frame 16 $965.00 30% $675.50

20-70002398
HDCP-IN2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) input card for the VS-
1616 series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-IN2-F16 
inputs two HDMI/HDCP signals into the chassis. $965.00 30% $675.50

20-70002498
HDCP-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) output card for the VS-
1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-OUT2-F16 
outputs two HDMI/HDCP signals from the chassis. $495.00 30% $346.50

20-70009998 SDI with ananlog audio input board to vs-1616d $1,365.00 30% $955.50

20-70006198
VGA-IN2-F16 is a two-channel VGA input card for the VS-1616 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The VGA-IN2-F16 inputs two VGA signals 
into the chassis. $1,295.00 30% $906.50



20-70006298
VGA-OUT2-F16 is a two channel VGA output card for the VS-1616 Series 
Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The VGA-OUT2-F16 outputs two 
VGA signals from the chassis. $715.00 30% $500.50

20-70001198
VGA-IN2-F16 is a two-channel VGA input card for the VS-1616 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The VGA-IN2-F16 inputs two VGA signals 
into the chassis. $1,065.00 30% $745.50

20-70000198
VGA-OUT2-F16 is a two channel VGA output card for the VS-1616 Series 
Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The VGA-OUT2-F16 outputs two 
VGA signals from the chassis. $595.00 30% $416.50

20-70002798
DGKat-IN2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI and RS-232 over DGKat twisted pair input 
card for the VS-1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The 
DGKat-IN2-F16 inputs two HDMI and RS-232 over DGKat signals to the chassis. $995.00 30% $696.50

20-70002898
DGKat-OUT2-F16 is a two channel HDMI and RS-232 over DGKat twisted pair 
output card for the VS-1616 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. 
The DGKat-OUT2-F16 outputs two HDMI and RS-232 signals from the chassis. $750.00 30% $525.00

20-70006098
AAD-IN4-F32 is a four channel analog and digital input card for the VS-3232 
Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The AAD-IN4-F32 inputs 
four analog and digital signals into the chassis. $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50

20-70006798
AAD-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel analog and digital output card for the VS-3232 
Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The AAD-OUT4-F32 
outputs four analog and digital signals from the chassis. $1,195.00 30% $836.50

20-70001598 4 channels DVI Input Card for Frame 32 $1,495.00 30% $1,046.50
20-70001698 4 channels DVI Output Card for Frame 32 $775.00 30% $542.50
20-70004198 4 channels 4LC Fiber Input Card for Frame 32 $1,750.00 30% $1,225.00

20-70004298
F610-OUT4-F32 is four channel DVI over 4LC fiber output card for the VS-3232 
Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The F610-OUT4-F32 
outputs four DVI over 4LC fiber signals from the chassis. $1,750.00 30% $1,225.00

20-70004998
HAA-IN4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI with analog audio input card for the VS-
3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HAA-IN4-F32 
inputs four HDMI signals with optional embedding of unbalanced stereo audio to $2,195.00 30% $1,536.50

20-70005298 4 channels HAA Output Card for Frame 32 $1,295.00 30% $906.50
20-70005798 4 channels Hdmi Audio Digital Input Card for Frame 32 $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50
20-70005898 4 channels Hdmi Audio Digital output Card for Frame 32 $1,184.00 30% $828.80

20-70001798
HDCP-IN4-F32 is a four channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) input card for the VS-
3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-IN4-F32 
inputs four HDMI/HDCP signals into the chassis. $1,795.00 30% $1,256.50

20-70001898
HDCP-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) output card for the 
VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-OUT4-
F32 outputs four HDMI/HDCP signals from the chassis. $995.00 30% $696.50

20-70001998 H-IN4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI input card for the VS-3232D Modular Multi-
Format Digital Matrix Switcher. The H-IN4-F32 inputs four HDMI signals to the $1,795.00 30% $1,256.50



20-70002098
H-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI output card for the VS-3232 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The H-OUT4-F32 outputs four HDMI 
signals from the chassis. $1,065.00 30% $745.50

20-70001298

SDIA-IN4-F32 is a four-channel SDI input card with optional analog audio 
embedding for the VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. 
The SDIA-IN4-F32 inputs four SDI with optional unbalanced stereo audio signals 
into the chassis and co $2,695.00 30% $1,886.50

20-70006898

VGAA-IN4-F32 is a four-channel VGA with analog audio input card for the VS-
3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. VGAA-IN4-F32 inputs 
four VGA with analog audio signals into the chassis. Audio is accessed by 
connecting the supplied Kra $2,587.00 30% $1,810.90

20-70006998

VGAA-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel VGA with analog audio output card for the VS-
3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The VGAA-OUT4-F32 
outputs four VGA with analog audio signals from the chassis. Audio output is 
accessed by connecting t $1,426.00 30% $998.20

20-70000599 BLP-F32 is a blank cover plate for empty module slots in VS-3232 Series Modular 
Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. $15.00 30% $10.50

20-70002998
DGKat-IN4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI and RS-232 over DGKat twisted pair 
input card for the VS-3232DN Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switcher. The 
DGKat-IN4-F32 inputs four HDMI and RS-232 signlas to the chassis. $1,395.00 30% $976.50

20-70003098
DGKat-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI and RS-232 over DGKat twisted pair 
output card for the VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. 
The DGKat-OUT4-F32 outputs four HDMI and RS-232 signals from the chassis. $1,195.00 30% $836.50

20-70008399

DT-IN4-F32 is four- channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), long reach, HDBaseT input card 
for the VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. DT-IN4-
F32 inputs four long reach HDBaseT signals with bidirectional RS-232 and IR 
from the line to the chass $2,095.00 30% $1,466.50

20-70008499

DT-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), long reach, HDBaseT output 
card for the VS-3232 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Swithchers. DT-
OUT4-F32 outputs four long reach HDBaseT signals with bidirectional  RS-232 
and IR from the chassis to $2,395.00 30% $1,676.50

20-7005198
DVI-OUT8-F64 is an eight-channel DVI output card for the VS-6464 Series 
Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The DVI-OUT8-F64 outputs eight 
DVI signals from the chassis. $1,555.00 30% $1,088.50

20-7005098
F610-IN8-f64 is an eight-channel DVI over 4LC fiber input card for the VS-6464 
Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The F610-IN8-F64 inputs 
eight DVI over 4LC fiber signals into the chassis. $3,395.00 30% $2,376.50

20-7005398 8 channels 4LC Fiber Output Card for Frame 64 $3,395.00 30% $2,376.50

20-7005598
HDCP-IN8-F64 is an eight-channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) input card for the VS-
6464 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-IN8-F64 
inputs eight HDMI/HDCP signals into the chassis. $3,775.00 30% $2,642.50



20-7005498
HDCP-OUT8-F64 is an eight-channel HDMI over DVI (HDCP) output card for the 
VS-6464 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The HDCP-OUT8-
F64 outputs eight HDMI/HDCP signals from the chassis. $2,095.00 30% $1,466.50

20-70007198
DGKat-IN8-F64 is an eight channel HDMI and RS-232 over DGKat twisted pair 
input card for the VS-6464 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. 
The DGKat-IN8-F64 inputs four HDMI and RS-232 signals to the chassis. $2,995.00 30% $2,096.50

20-70007298
DGkat-OUT8-F64 is an eight-channel HDMI and RS-232 over DGkat twisted pair 
output card for the VS-6464 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. 
The DGkat-OUT8-F64 outputs eight HDMI and RS-232 signals from the chassis. $2,395.00 30% $1,676.50

20-70008798

DTAxr-IN2-F16 is a 2-channel 4K60 4:2:0 HDMI, analog audio, bidirectional RS-
232, Ethernet, and IR over HDBaseT twisted pair receiver card for the VS-1616 
Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. DTAxr-IN2-F16 inputs two 
extended reach HDBase $1,695.00 30% $1,186.50

20-70008898

DTAxr-OUT2-F16 is a two-channel HDMI, analog audio, bidirectional RS-232, 
Ethernet, and IR over HDBaseT twisted pair transmitter card for the VS-1616 
Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The DTAxr-OUT2-F16 
outputs two extended reach HDBas $1,845.00 30% $1,291.50

20-70010098 4 Input 4K HDMI  Analog Audio over HDBaseT Card F 32 $2,895.00 30% $2,026.50

20-70010198

DTAxr-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel HDMI, analog audio, bidirectional RS-232, 
Ethernet, and IR over HDBaseT twisted pair transmitter card for the VS-3232 
Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The DTAxr-OUT4-F32 
outputs four extended reach HDB $2,995.00 30% $2,096.50

20-70008598

UHDA-IN4-F32 is a four-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI input card with 
configurable analog audio features for the VS-3232DN-EM Modular Multi-Format 
Digital Matrix Switcher, UHDA-IN4-F32 inputs four 4K HDMI signals with 
selectable embedded, de-embedded, or AR $2,295.00 30% $1,606.50

20-70008698

UHDA-OUT4-F32 is a four-channel 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI output card with 
configurable analog audio features for the VS-3232DN-EM Modular Multi-Format 
Digital Matrix Switcher, UHDA-OUT4-F32 outputs four 4K HDMI signals with 
selectable embedded, de-embedded, o $1,995.00 30% $1,396.50

20-7003098

VGAA-IN8-F64 si an eight-channel VGA with analog audio input card for the VS-
6464 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The VGAA-IN8-F64 
inputs eight VGA with analog audio signals into the chassis. Audio is accessed by 
connecting the suppl $5,095.00 30% $3,566.50

20-7004098

VGAA-OUT8-F64 is and eight channel VGA with analog audio output card for the 
VS-6464 Series Modular Multi-Format Digital Matrix Switchers. The VGAA-OUT8-
F64 outputs eight VGA with analog audio signals from the chassis. Audio output 
is accessed by connecti $2,855.00 30% $1,998.50

30-804750395

RC-208 is a compact 8-button control keypad that fits US, European and UK 
standard 1-gang wall junction boxes. Easy to deploy, RC-208 fits decoratively 
within a room design. It is perfectly suited for use as a user interface keypad with 
a Kramer Control s $665.00 30% $465.50



30-804701395

RC-308 is a compact 8-button control keypad that fits US, European and UK 
standard 1-gang wall junction boxes. Easy to deploy with a single LAN cable 
carrying both power (PoE) and communication, it fits decoratively within a room 
design. It is perfectly s $755.00 30% $528.50

50-805180195

WP-789T is a high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT wall-plate transmitter for 
4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI and HDCP 2.2 signals over twisted pair. It converts the 
HDMI input signal into an HDBaseT signal and transmits it to a compatible 
receiver. It extends video $435.00 30% $304.50

50-80506090

TP-789R is a high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT receiver for 4K60Hz (4:2:0) 
HDMI, RS-232 and IR signals and two-way powering over twisted pair. It extends 
video signals to up to 40m (130ft) over Kramer copper cables at up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0) 24bpp video $395.00 30% $276.50

30-804925395

RC-206 is a compact 6-button control keypad that fits US, European and UK 
standard 1-gang wall junction boxes. Easy to deploy, RC-206 fits decoratively 
within a room design and is perfectly suited for use as a user interface keypad 
within Kramer Control s $540.00 30% $378.00

20-804971195

WP-211T is a high-performance PoE-powered wall-plate automatic switcher of 4K 
HDMI video signals, transmitted over long-reach HDBaseT extension link. 
Offering priority and last-connected switching options, it automatically switches 
according to the select $625.00 30% $437.50

60-000067
The Tavor 6-O is a pair of 6.5 inch powered two-way speakers designed for 
indoor wall mounting. The active speaker accepts a line-level stereo input and 
amplifies it using a built-in amplifier and outputs a speaker signal to the passive $350.00 30% $245.00

50-80355110

VS-84UT is an all-in-one 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) audio-video presentation system with 
integrated range extension and an integrated control system master. The unit 
switches the video, embeds the audio, and outputs the signal to both HDMI and 
HDBaseT 2.0 with USB e $6,995.00 30% $4,896.50

97-0132003
Kramers C-/HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $20.00 30% $14.00

97-0132006 Slim High Speed HDMI Cable with Ethernet-6ft $25.00 30% $17.50

90-70206290
The TR-2A is a high-performance isolation transformer for balanced stereo audio 
signals. It completely isolates devices to eliminate hum, ground loops, and DC 
offsets that can degrade audio quality. $150.00 30% $105.00

93-2102006

Kramers s-video (Y/C) breakout cable is constructed of dual mini coax cables with 
a male s-video (4-pin) connector on one end and 2 BNCs on the other. They are 
used for converting an s-Video signal from the typical 4-pin format to higher 
quality dual BNC $7.00 30% $4.90

60-200210 RK-T2B-B is a 19-inch rack adapter for mounting 2 Kramer MegaTOOLS size 
devices in a 1U rack space. $150.00 30% $105.00



97-0617010

C-DP is a high-resolution DisplayPort cable for video signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) resolution supporting DisplayPort 1.2 standard. C-DP supports and HBR2 
(High Bit Rate 2) bandwidth of up to 21.6 Gbps. The cable is triple shielded for 
superior noise immu $32.00 30% $22.40

50-80355010

VS-88UT is an all-in-one 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) Audio-Video presentation system with 
integrated range extension and an integrated control system master. The unit 
switches the video, embeds the audio and outputs thee signal to both an  HDMI 
and an HDBaseT 2.0 wit $8,495.00 30% $5,946.50

30-804921395

RC-306 is a compact 6-button control keypad that fits, US, European and UK 
standard 1-gang wall junction boxes. Easy to deploy with a single LAN cable 
carrying both power (PoE) and communication, it fits decoratively within a room 
design. It is perfectly $635.00 30% $444.50

97-0617050 C-DP is a high-resolution DisplayPort cable for video signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) resolution supporting DisplayPort 1.2 standard. $92.00 30% $64.40

50-00010490
TP=752R is a high-performance receiver for extending 1080p (HD) HDMI signlas 
over distances of up to 600m (2000ft) using any 2-wire cabling TP-752R supports 
diverse cabling and connector options for typical long distance and legacy $545.00 30% $381.50

50-00010390

TP-752T is a high-performance transmitter for extending 1080p (HD) HDMI 
signals over distances of up to 600m (2000ft) using any 2-wire cabling. TP-752T 
supports diverse cabling and connector options for typical long distance and 
legacy installations. $545.00 30% $381.50

13-80527030

PA-120NET is a high-performance, selectable Hi-Z (70V/100V) or Lo-Z 
(4ohms/8ohms) power amplifier featuring balanced and unbalanced inputs, 
additonal line-level output and Dante interface. This versatile amplifier features 
built-in DSP, auto-standby and m $1,245.00 30% $871.50

13-80527130

PA-240NET is a high-performance, selectable Hi-Z (70V/100V) or Lo-Z 
(4ohms/8ohms) power amplifier featuring balanced and unbalanced imputs and 
additional line-level output and Dante interface. This versatile amplifier features 
built-in DSP, auto-standby a $1,555.00 30% $1,088.50

96-0211065

Due to its design, USB cable has a normal maximum length of about 5 meters 
(16.4 feet), but you can get longer distances by using the CA-UAM/UAF active 
USB extension cable from Kramer  This is a bus-powered extension cable that 
can be used to increase the $80.00 30% $56.00

50-805060190

TP-789Rxr is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT receiver for 4K60Hz 
(4:2:0) HDMI, Ethernet, RS-232 and IR signals and 2-way powering over twisted 
pair. It extends video signals to up to 100m (330ft) over Kramer copper cables at 
up to 4K@60Hz (4:2: $495.00 30% $346.50

80-001899

TBUS power sockets are available in single and dual, country-specific modules. 
Modules are available with AC power sockets and /or USB charging sockets. 
NOTE: The Universal power socket is fully compatible with power plugs in the UK, 
India, Italy and Denm $55.00 30% $38.50

85-0119799 WU-AA is  a single insert wall plate with one USB connector (type-A) at the front 
and a cable with a USB connector (type-A) connector at the rear. $30.00 30% $21.00



20-80434090

The VS-62DT is a 6x2 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI/HDBaseT matrix switcher with 
HDMI and HDBaseT output transmitters that provide long-reach video and audio 
transmission. It supports resolutions of up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and WUXGA. The 
matrix is a PoE provider that $1,395.00 30% $976.50

85-0095099 Wall Plate Insert - Dual RCA $30.00 30% $21.00
85-1095099 Wall Plate Insert - Dual RCA $30.00 30% $21.00

99-9191033

AD-RING is a stainless steel ring of HDMI adapters that attaches to your display 
cable so you can plug different presentation sources into the HDMI cable. 
Laptops, tablets, smart phones, digital cameras, and net books have a variety of 
connectors for disp $133.00 30% $93.10

20-00065430

VSM-4x4A is a 4x4 seamless matrix switcher that can also be used as a video 
wall driver (2x2 or 1x4) or dual and quad multi-viewers. The unit enables 
switching between inputs with a clean video cut (frame-to-frame switching with no 
glitches). It supports $3,750.00 30% $2,625.00

WR-000004 2 Years Hardware Warranty Extension for VIA ConnectPLUS $160.00 30% $112.00

59-001890

KDS-8 is a high-performance, zero latency, 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) video streaming 
transceiver for streaming via Ethernet over copper cable. KDS-8 can be set as 
either an encoder or decoder. As an encoder, it encodes and streams the HDMI 
input along eith IR, RS-2 $2,000.00 30% $1,400.00

99-93460010 Four-Pair U/FTP Cable assembly for DGKat,HDBT&LAN,Plenum-10 $19.00 30% $13.30
99-93460125 Four-Pair U/FTP Cable assembly for DGKat,HDBT&LAN,Plenum-125 $151.00 30% $105.70

60-160208480

The SPK-C800-PRO is an innovative, patent pending Kramer Complete K-
overage ESD ceiling speaker. It is the only speaker in the industry with built-in 
stereo separation. Constructed with a central driver and four pivoting tweeters in 
a sealed enclosure, th $145.00 30% $101.50

PROC-FEE ORDER PROCESSING FEE 30% #VALUE!

VM-3HDT

VM-3HDT is a high-quality, long-reach 1:3 HDBaseT extender distributor that 
takes one HDMI input, with IR and RS-232 control signals, converts it to an 
HDBaseT extension line signal and distributes it to 3 HDBaseT receivers. VM-
3HDT includes an HDMI LOOP $1,095.00 30% $766.50

60-000047

The Galil 6-AW on-wall outdoor speaker features a multi-tap power transformer 
for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings, 
which are suitable for an array installation. Suitable for outdoor installations and 
applications. Av $295.00 30% $206.50

60-000048

The Galil 6-AW on-wall outdoor speaker features a multi-tap power transformer 
for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings, 
which are suitable for an array installation. Suitable for outdoor installations and 
applications. Av $295.00 30% $206.50

99-45100305

Kramers BCLS-11 is a high-performance CAT 5E U/UTP cable designed for IT, 
LAN and Ethernet installations. BCLS-11 is constructed with four pairs of 24AWG 
solid bare copper conductors in an LSZH jacket with internal rip cord and 
sequential markings every m $178.00 30% $124.60



97-0133601
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $20.00 30% $14.00

BC-2S12-152M 12 AWG 2-Conductor Speaker Cable - 500 $335.00 30% $234.50

KT-107-INWL(B)
KT-107-INWL in-Wall lock secures any of the KT-107 family touch panels safely 
into a wall made of wood or drywall. You can also install KT-107-INWL in a 
concrete wall by first installing an in-wall box (SEE ACCESSORIES & RELATED $375.00 30% $262.50

99-3460010

Kramers C-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all the latest 
technology signals. Over four Individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP 
CAT6a cables runs Kramers DGKat technology, 4K HDBaseT technology or LAN 
applications and ensures opt $14.00 30% $9.80

50-80389390

PT-871/2xr-KIT is a high-performance, long-reach DGKat 2.0 extender kit for 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR HDMI 2.0 and HDCP 2.2 signals and 2-way powering over 
twisted pair. The PT-871xr transmitter converts all input signals into the DGKat 
2.0 signal. The PT-871xr $525.00 30% $367.50

50-800280095

The WP-580T is a high-performance, HDBaseT twisted pair wall plate transmitter 
for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI signals. The WP-580T inputs the signals and converts 
them into an HDBaseT twisted pair signal that it transmits to WP-580R receiver. 
The WP-580T(D) mod $313.00 30% $219.10

97-0413131

CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz (4:2:0), 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances  up to 100m (328ft) in a simple and 
practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving a 
much smaller head that can $565.00 30% $395.50

97-0413164

Kramers CP-AOCH/XL is an Active Optical HDMI Cable for running 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0), 4K@30Hz (4:4:4), over longer distances up to 100m (328ft) in a simple 
and practical way. The HDMI ends of this hybrid-fiber cable quickly detach leaving 
a much smaller head th $595.00 30% $416.50

91-000147

TBUS power sockets are available in single and dual, country-specific modules. 
Modules are available with AC power sockets and /or USB charging sockets. 
NOTE: The Universal power socket is fully compatible with power plugs in the UK, 
India, Italy and Denm $69.00 30% $48.30

99-97200005 Mini DisplayPort (M) to HDMI (F) Adapter Cable. $26.00 30% $18.20
30-80204099 Wall Plate Insert - 2-Button Contact Closure Switch $125.00 30% $87.50

50-8048701090 TP=580TD is a high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT transmitter for 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0) HDMI, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted $350.00 30% $245.00

60-100010
RK-UT1 is a 19-inch under the table shelf for mounting multiple desktop and/or 
MultiTOOLS models into a 1U space. The panel for this shelf can be purchased 
separately using part number 60-9000013. $105.00 30% $73.50

82-500678
The Galil 6-C (formerly SPK C612) Closed-back Ceiling Speaker features a multi-
tap power transformer for selecting 8ohms(bypassing the transformer) or 
70V/100V power settings that are suitable for an array installation. $275.00 30% $192.50



97-0611003

Kramers C-DPM/HM/UHD enables you to connect your DisplayPort equipped PC 
or laptop to an HDMI display with no additional adapters or cables required. This 
active DisplayPort to HDMI cables is used for true conversion when the source 
does not support DP++ $27.00 30% $18.90

97-0611006

Kramers C-DPM/HM/UHD enables you to connect your DisplayPort equipped PC 
or laptop to an HDMI display with no additional adapters or cables required. This 
active DisplayPort to HDMI cables is used for true conversion when the source 
does not support DP++ $29.00 30% $20.30

97-0611010

Kramers C-DPM/HM/UHD enables you to connect your DisplayPort equipped PC 
or laptop to an HDMI display with no additional adapters or cables required. This 
active DisplayPort to HDMI cables is used for true conversion when the source 
does not support DP++ $31.00 30% $21.70

50-80023090

TP-583T is a high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT transmitter for 4K HDR 
HDMI, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. TP-583T converts all input 
signals into the transmitted HDBaseT signal. It extends video signals to up to 70m 
(230ft) over Kramer coppe $380.00 30% $266.00

50-80024090

TP-583R is a high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT receiver for 4K HDR HDMI, 
RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. TP-583R converts the HDBaseT signal 
and outputs it to its HDMI and control ports. It enables extending video signals to 
up to 70m (230ft) $380.00 30% $266.00

72-00003030

VP-551X is a versatile, professional presentation scaler/switcher for 4K@60 
(4:4:4) HDMI, VGA and composite video signals. The unit scales the video and 
provides options to use the embedded HDMI audio or to select the companion 
audio channel from one of t $2,850.00 30% $1,995.00

98-0301050

Kramers C-3RVAM/3RVAM is a high-quality 3 RCA cable assembly designed for 
video and stereo audio signals. It is perfect for connection of DVD players, VCRs, 
and consumer style display devices that are routinely used in professional AV 
systems. $55.00 30% $38.50

20-00018290
VS-42H2 is a high-performance 4x2 matrix switcher for 4K HDR HDMI signals. It 
reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route any one of four HDMI, HDCP-
compliant sources (selectable) to any or all outputs simultaneously. $1,140.00 30% $798.00

50-00003395

The 614T and 614R are a small and lightweight, detachable optical transmitter 
and receiver pair. They transmit uncompressed DVI resolutions of up to 
1920x1200 at 60Hz using one multimode fiber optic cable with SC connectors. 
The 614T converts the DVI sign $995.00 30% $696.50

99-9175000 BNC (M) 75(OHMS) Terminator. $2.00 30% $1.40

99-97220002

Kramers ADC-DPM/HF/UHD enables you to connecto your DisplayPort equipped 
PC or Laptop to an HDMI display. This active DisplayPort to HDMI adapter is 
used for true conversion when the source does not support DP++ and can be 
used in either DisplayPort singl $28.00 30% $19.60



99-97220004

Kramers ADC-DPM/HF/UHD enables you to connecto your DisplayPort equipped 
PC or Laptop to an HDMI display. This active DisplayPort to HDMI adapter is 
used for true conversion when the source does not support DP++ and can be 
used in either DisplayPort singl $29.00 30% $20.30

99-9697031 DisplayPort (M) to HDMI (F) Adapter Cable. $16.00 30% $11.20
99-97200004 Mini DisplayPort (M) to HDMI (F) Adapter Cable. $17.00 30% $11.90

99-97210004

Kramers ADC-U31C/M2 is a USB 3.1 Type-C to multi-port adapter cable, 
supporting 4K@60Hz resolution on the HDMI video output to any HDMI display or 
projector. A USB3.0 port is included to charge/sync your smartphone or connecto 
other legacy devices such as $73.00 30% $51.10

99-9797012
AD-DPM/HF is a DisplayPort male to HDMI female adapter that enable 
transmission of signals from dual-mode DisplayPort equipped sources to HDMI 
equipped displays, supporting display resolutions of up to 1920x1200@60Hz and $15.00 30% $10.50

99-9191020

AD-RING is a stainless steel ring of HDMI adapters that attaches to your display 
cable so you can plug different presentation sources into the HDMI cable. 
Laptops, tablets, smart phones, digital cameras, and net books have a variety of 
connectors for disp $125.00 30% $87.50

99-9191021

AD-RING is a stainless steel ring of HDMI adapters that attaches to your display 
cable so you can plug different presentation sources into the HDMI cable. 
Laptops, tablets, smart phones, digital cameras, and net books have a variety of 
connectors for disp $160.00 30% $112.00

99-9191023

AD-RING is a stainless steel ring of HDMI adapters that attaches to your display 
cable so you can plug different presentation sources into the HDMI cable. 
Laptops, tablets, smart phones, digital cameras, and net books have a variety of 
connectors for disp $150.00 30% $105.00

99-97210006

Kramers AD-USB31/CAE is a USB 3.1 Gen-1 to a USB-A female adapter that 
offers a new level of connectivity. Use the adapter to transfer data at incredible 
speeds, charge other devices, and even power mobile devices. Quickly becoming 
the new universal stand $8.00 30% $5.60

96-0211015

Due to its design, USB cable has a normal maximum length of about 5 meters 
(16.4 feet), but you can get longer distances by using the CA-UAM/UAF active 
USB extension cable from Kramer  This is a bus-powered extension cable that 
can be used to increase the $31.00 30% $21.70

95-0210006

Kramers C-D9F/OPEN control cables are for RS-232 applications to control 
devices within a professional AV system. Many Kramer products are RS-232 
controllable and equipped with terminal block connector. This RS-232 cable helps 
to connect them safely to tr $5.00 30% $3.50

97-0132001
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $12.00 30% $8.40

97-0132002
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $15.00 30% $10.50



97-0132406
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $25.00 30% $17.50

97-0132306
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $25.00 30% $17.50

97-0101012
Kramers C-HM/HM cable is your default choice for high-performance, HDMI 
cable. It supports signals up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), Deep Color, x.v.Color, Lip 
Sync, 7.1 PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CEC. $22.00 30% $15.40

97-0131035

Kramers C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.ColorTM, Lip Sync, 7.1 
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CE $80.00 30% $56.00

95-9101035

Kramers CP-A35M/A35M mini stereo audio cable is a premium quality plenum 
rated cable constructed of shielded pair style cable terminated with precision male 
tip-ring-sleeve style 3.5mm connectors at each end. It offers outstanding durability 
and high perf $21.00 30% $14.70

96-0210016

Kramers C-UA/LTN cable is a Mfi certified USB 2.0 cable to connect and charge 
your iPhone  , iPod  with a Lightining connector. The cable can be used to 
connect to your computers USB port for syncing and charging or to a USB power 
adapter for reliable cha $20.00 30% $14.00

99-3460003

Kramers C-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all the latest 
technology signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP 
CAT6a cable runs Kramers DGKat(tm) technoloy, 4K HDBaseT(tm) techonoloy or 
LAN applications and ensur $9.00 30% $6.30

99-3460006

Kramers C-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all the latest 
technology signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP 
CAT6a cable runs Kramers DGKat(tm) technoloy, 4K HDBaseT(tm) techonoloy or 
LAN applications and ensur $12.00 30% $8.40

82-000055

The Galil 4-C Closed-back Compact Ceiling Speaker features a multi-tap power 
transformer for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power 
settings that are suitable for an array installation. The Galil 4-CO open-back 
version is also avail $225.00 30% $157.50

60-000033

The Galil 6-CO is a pair of two-way open-back 8ohms speakers designed for 
mounting in the ceiling. The speakers feature a multi-tap power transformer for 
selecting direct 8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings 
suitable for array inst $165.00 30% $115.50

60-000057
The Galil 8-C Closed-back Ceiling Speaker features a mult-tap power transformer 
for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the transformer) or 70V/100V power settings that 
are suitable for an array installation. $455.00 30% $318.50



10-80440090

The VM-2UX is a compact and high-performance 1:2 4K distributor for standard 
broadcast-grade SDI signals of up to 12G transmitted data rate. It auto-adapts to 
data rate of one SDI input signal, equalizes and re-clocks the signal to improve 
transmitted sig $595.00 30% $416.50

10-70753110 The VM-8H is a distribution amplifier for HDMI signals. It reclocks and equalizes 
the signal and distributes it to 8 identical outputs. $950.00 30% $665.00

70-70734010

The Kramer VP-734 is a 7-input Presentation Switcher/Scaler for a wide variety of 
presentation and multimedia applications. The VP-734 has four HDMI, one 
DisplayPort, and two user definable (universal) analog video inputs (each can be 
set as computer grap $2,145.00 30% $1,501.50

85-0009099 HDMI Wall Plate Insert. $36.00 30% $25.20

50-80037095
The WP-571 is a PoC DGKat wall plate transmitter for HDMI signals. The WP-
571 converts an HDMI signal to a DGKat twisted pair signal that it transmits to a 
WP-572. $255.00 30% $178.50

50-80035095
The WP-572 is a PoC DGKat twisted pair receiver for HDMI signals. The WP-571 
converts an HDMI signal to a single twisted pair signal and the WP-572 converts 
the twisted pair signal back to an HDMI signal. $255.00 30% $178.50

85-0015699 USB Wall Plate Insert $30.00 30% $21.00

70-8800210

The VP-444 is a high-performance presentation scaler/switcher for HDMI and 
computer graphics signals. The unit scales the video, embeds the audio, and 
outputs the signal to two HDMI (with embedded audio) outputs (with S/PDIF and 
balanced stereo audio) sim $1,650.00 30% $1,155.00

97-01014006
Kramers C-HM/HM/FlaT/ETH flat high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet is 
designed for invisible and long distance installations. It routes through the wall, 
under the carpet, around corners and behind the entertainment system with ease. $22.00 30% $15.40

97-0132010
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $28.00 30% $19.60

94-0401033

Kramers C-4LC/4LC is constructed of four color coded multi-mode 50/125um 
simplex cables of 2.0mm (0.079in) diameter each, contained in a round overall 
orange jacket. It is intended primarily as a companion to various Kramer 
detachable transmitter/receiver $159.00 30% $111.30

97-16010010 Mini DisplayPort (M) to HDMI (M) Cable. $39.00 30% $27.30
99-95200006 Mini DisplayPort (M) to DVI-D (F) Adapter Cable. $29.00 30% $20.30

94-0006150
617R/T is a compact fiber optic transmitter and receiver capable of extending 
HDMI signals over fiber optic cable. This set of extenders supports 4K@60 (4:4:4) 
resolution up to 656 feet (200 meters) on a dual LC multi-mode fiber cable. $1,195.00 30% $836.50

99-9204573 Crimp Style RJ-45 STP Connector for category cables $4.00 30% $2.80

97-0617035

C-DP is a high-resolution DisplayPort cable for video signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) resolution supporting DisplayPort 1.2 standard. C-DP supports and HBR2 
(High Bit Rate 2) bandwidth of up to 21.6 Gbps. The cable is triple shielded for 
superior noise immu $75.00 30% $52.50



92-6101006

Kramers C-GM/GF computer graphics video cable is a high-performance cable 
with molded 15-pin HD connectors on both ends. It is used for connecting 
computer graphics video signals between computers or video scalers and 
plasma, LCD or other popular display $14.00 30% $9.80

97-0617015

C-DP is a high-resolution DisplayPort cable for video signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) resolution supporting DisplayPort 1.2 standard. C-DP supports and HBR2 
(High Bit Rate 2) bandwidth of up to 21.6 Gbps. The cable is triple shielded for 
superior noise immu $41.00 30% $28.70

97-0617006

C-DP is a high-resolution DisplayPort cable for video signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) resolution supporting DisplayPort 1.2 standard. C-DP supports and HBR2 
(High Bit Rate 2) bandwidth of up to 21.6 Gbps. The cable is triple shielded for 
superior noise immu $26.00 30% $18.20

80-000899

TBUS power sockets are available in single and dual, country-specific modules. 
Modules are available with AC power sockets and /or USB charging sockets. 
NOTE: The Universal power socket is fully compatible with power plugs in the UK, 
India, Italy and Denm $40.00 30% $28.00

85-0009299 HDMI Wall Plate Insert. $36.00 30% $25.20
85-0009399 HDMI Wall Plate Insert. $36.00 30% $25.20
80-80314099 2 Gang On-Wall Box (LEVITON). $59.00 30% $41.30

97-0151010

Kramers C-MHM/MHM is a flexible high-speed 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI cable with 
Ethernet. It is a high-performance cable that supports signals up to 4K@60Hz 
(4:4:4) and HDMI Ethernet Channel, Deep Color, x.v.ColorTM, Lip Sync, 7.1 
PCM, Dolby TrueHD, DTS-HD, CE $35.00 30% $24.50

80-004299
The TBUS-6xl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a tilt-up lid. A 
complete TBUS sytem requires th enclosure, an inner frame, a power socket, 
inserts and a power cord. $270.00 30% $189.00

92-7301035

Kramers C-MGMA/MGMA is a micro sized, high-performance cable for computer 
graphics and audio with slim molded 15-pin HD and 3.5mm connectors at both 
ends. This micro coax cable is thin and flexible and is an excellent choice for 
connecting computer graphi $75.00 30% $52.50

50-80025090

TP-583Txr is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT transmitter for 4K 
HDR, HDMI, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. TP-583Txr converts all 
input signals into transmitted HDBaseT signal. It enables extending video signal 
up to 100m (330ft) at 4K $495.00 30% $346.50

50-80026090

TP-583Rxr is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT receiver for 4K HDR 
HDMI, RS-232 and IR signals over twisted pair. TP-583Rxr converts the 
HDBaseT signal and outputs it to its HDMI and control ports. It enables extending 
video signal up to 100m(330 $495.00 30% $346.50

50-8048801090

TP-580RD is a high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT receiver for 4K@60Hz 
(4:2:0) DVI/HDMI, RS-232 and IR signals over twister pair. It extends video 
signals to up to 40m (130ft) over CAT copper cables at up to 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) 
24bpp video resolution and pro $350.00 30% $245.00

22-00000420 16P 4K KVM Combiner SDI/DP/HDMI with redundant PS $21,488.00 30% ########



97-0133001
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $20.00 30% $14.00

97-0133101
Kramers C-HM/HM/PICO is an ultra-slim high-speed HDMI cable with Ethernet. 
The slim HDMI connector and narrower cable diameter fits more easily into tight 
spaces behind televisions or in a cabinet. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz $20.00 30% $14.00

90-70745090
The VM-22H is a distribution amplifier for HDMI signals. The unit reclocks and 
equalizes one of two selectable input signals and distributes it to two identical 
outputs. $485.00 30% $339.50

60-000059
The Yarden 6-C consits of a pair of high performance closed back speaker. They 
feature a multi-tap power transformer for selecting 8ohms (bypassing the 
transformer) or 70V/100V power settings that are suitale for an array installation. $395.00 30% $276.50

50-00010190

TP-594Txr is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT 2.0 transmitter for 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR, HDMI, Ethernet, RS-232, IR ARC (Audio Return 
Channel) and stereo audio signals over twisted pair. TP-594Txr converts all input 
signals into the transmitted HD $999.00 30% $699.30

50-00010290

TP-594Rxr is a high-performance, extended-reach HDBaseT receiver for 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR, HDMItm, Ethernet, RS-232, IR ARC (Audio Return 
Channel) and stereo audio signals over twisted pair. TP-594Rxr receives 
extended HDBaseT 2.0 signals and converts them $999.00 30% $699.30

20-80512090
VS-21T is a high-performance select for Ethernet and HDBaseT CAT lines. The 
user selected input CAT line, either Ethernet or HDBaseT, is connected to the 
output CAT line with its carried signal. $295.00 30% $206.50

95-0210050

C-D9F/OPEN control cables are for RS-232 applications to control devices within 
a professional AV system. Many Kramer products are RS-232 controllable and 
equipped with terminal block connector. This RS-232 cable helps to connect them 
safely to transmit t $14.00 30% $9.80

87-80000390

VIA Campus2 is a wireless presentation and collaboration solution that makes it 
easier to get actual work done during meetings. With any laptop or mobile device, 
users can view, edit and comment on documents in real time and record 
sessions. Meeting parti $2,899.00 30% $2,029.30

72-000074590

VP-429H2 is a 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) scaler/switcher tool for HDMI, DisplayPort, VGA, 
and unbalanced audio signals. The unit scales the signal and outputs it on HDMI. 
Step-in functionality provides easy plug-and-play collaboration when connected to 
a switcher th $1,045.00 30% $731.50

50-805161195

WP-871xr is a high-performance, long-reach DGKat 2.0 wall-plate transmitter for 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR HDMI and HDCP 2.2 signals and power over twisted pair. 
It converts the HDMI input signal into a DGKat 2.0 signal and transmits it to a 
compatible reciever. $285.00 30% $199.50

50-805510195

WP-872xr is a high-performance, long-reach DGKat 2.0 wall-plate receiver for 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR, HDMI, HDCP 2.2 signals and power over twisted pair. It 
converts the transmitted DGKat 2.0 signals into an HDMI signal. WP-872xr 
extends the signal to up to 6 $285.00 30% $199.50



99-0461306

Kramers BC-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all Pro AV and 
IT signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP CAT6A cable 
runs Kramers DGKat tm technology, 4K HDBaseT tm technology or LAN 
applications and ensures optim $375.00 30% $262.50

96-0211050

Due to its design, USB cable has a normal maximum length of about 5 meters 
(16.4 feet), but you can get longer distances by using the CA-UAM/UAF active 
USB extension cable from Kramer  This is a bus-powered extension cable that 
can be used to increase the $67.00 30% $46.90

40-000090

The FC-46H2 is a professional HDMI audio de-embedder for HDMI signals up to 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) resolution. The unit de-embeds the audio signal from the HDMI 
input or from the HDMI output ARC (Audio Return Channel) and simultaneously 
outputs it to the S/PDIF $595.00 30% $416.50

95-1211015

Kramers C-XLQM/XLQF is a quad style professional-grade mic or line level audio 
cable. 4-core star quad cables with mutally offsetting twisting technology can 
reduce induction noise levels to 10% of that in regular two-pair balanced 
microphone cable. $19.00 30% $13.30

20-04400130

VS-44UHD is a high-quality 4x4 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI 
signals and embedded audio. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route 
any one of four HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources (selectable) to any or all outputs 
simultaneously. VS-44UH $2,575.00 30% $1,802.50

94-095000610 Detachable DVI Optical Transmitter & Receiver $750.00 30% $525.00

60-900110 RK-4PT-B is a 19-inch rack adapter for mounting 4 Kramer Pico TOOLS size 
devices in a 1U rack space. $125.00 30% $87.50

80-000251

TBUS power sockets are available in single and dual, country-specific modules. 
Modules are available with AC power sockets and /or USB charging sockets. 
NOTE: The Universal power socket is fully compatible with power plugs in the UK, 
India, Italy and Denm $175.00 30% $122.50

80-00026799 W-45 is an RJ-45, Ethernet wall-plate insert. $35.00 30% $24.50

72-042690

VP-426C is  a high-performance digital scaler for HDMI, USB Typ-C and 
computer graphics signals. The unit up-or down-scales the selected video signal 
to resolutions up to 4K@60 (4:4:4) at a maximum data rate of 18Gbps (6Gbps per 
graphic channel). The user $1,045.00 30% $731.50

13-80534090

FC-102Net is a compact 2-channel Dante encoder with 2 balanced mono audio 
inputs that enables connecting non-Dante sources, such as microphones, laptops 
and players to a Dante network. It supports line level and microphone level 
sources and can provide 48 $595.00 30% $416.50

60-803370190

PT-12 is CEC-enabled TV/display ON/OFF controller and extended EDID 
processor for HDMI signals up to 4K60Hz (4:2:0) resolution. When PT-12 detects 
and HDMI cables plug, it automatically turns on the connected display, and 
automatically shuts down the disp $395.00 30% $276.50

96-02155015
Kramers C-USB/Mini5 is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to USB mini-B 5-pin 
male cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as cameras, external 
hard drives and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of up to 480 $8.00 30% $5.60



96-02155003
Kramers C-USB/Mini5 is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to USB mini-B 5-pin 
male cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as cameras, external 
hard drives and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of up to 480 $4.00 30% $2.80

96-02155006
Kramers C-USB/Mini5 is a high-speed USB 2.0 type-A male to USB mini-B 5-pin 
male cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as cameras, external 
hard drives and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of up to 480 $5.00 30% $3.50

50-80370090

691 is a high-performance HDBaseT 2.0 fiber transmitter for ultra-reach extension 
of 4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, USB, Ethernet, RS-232, IR and stereo audio signals 
over either multi-mode or single-mode fiber optic. 691 converts all input signals to 
an HDBaseT 2. $2,500.00 30% $1,750.00

50-80375090

692 is a high-performance HDBaseT 2.0 fiber receiver for ultra-reach extension of 
4K60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI, USB, Ethernet, RS-232, IR and stereo audio signals over 
either multi-mode or single-mode fiber optic. 692 converts the HDBaseT 2.0 fiber 
optics signal r $2,500.00 30% $1,750.00

30-011890

FC-18 is a display ON/OFF controller for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR HDMI signals. It 
accepts and outputs an HDMI signal after reclocking and equalizing. On detection 
of the onset of an input signal FC-18 sends an ON command to the display or 
prjector and on dete $495.00 30% $346.50

72-045190

VP-451 is a high-performance 18G 4K digital scaler for HDMI and USB-C signals. 
The unit up-scales, down-scales, and cross-scales to resolutions up to 4k@60Hz 
(4:4:4). The output resolution can be set to automatically follow the native 
resolution of the si $1,095.00 30% $766.50

97-0612006 DisplayPort (M) to DVI-D (M) Cable-6 $16.00 30% $11.20
20-700130 PS-16DN is a power supply drawer for the VS-1616DN Matrix Switcher. $1,695.00 30% $1,186.50

87-80000290

VIA Campus(2) PLUS is a simultaneous wired and wireless presentation and 
collaboration solution that makes it easier to get actual work done during 
meetings. VIA Campus(2) PLUS delivers all the outstanding features found in the 
VIA Campus(2) with the addi $3,499.00 30% $2,449.30

80-00026199

K-POD302 is a high-quality mounting enclosure especially designed for mounting 
3-Gang US size products on a podium, lectern or table. The unit is sturdy, cost-
effective and easy to install. NOTE: Kramer RC-74DL control keypad, depicted 
above not included. $295.00 30% $206.50

85-709770290

The RC-74DL is a 12-button control keypad, with knob and LCD displays. It is a 
versatile device that connects to powerful control tools: over Ethernet it connects 
to Kramers Site-CTRL(tm), a remote AV control, site management and monitoring 
system.For ext $1,075.00 30% $752.50

20-0004000

VIA Connect PRO is a wireless collaboration and presentation solution that 
makes sharing and presenting in meetings easier. With any laptop or mobile 
device, users can view, edit and comment on documents in real time, share files 
and chat with individuals $995.00 30% $696.50



20-80548090

VS-411X is a high-performance 4x1 automatic switcher for 4K HDR, HDMI video 
signals. Offering priority and last-connected switching options, it automatically 
switches according to the selected switching scheme based on active video signal 
detection. $495.00 30% $346.50

92-3103006 Molded 15-pin HD to 3 RCA (Male- Male) (6 ft). $17.00 30% $11.90

50-80409090
PT-101H2 is a high-performance 4K HDR repeater and extender for HDMI and 
HDCP 2.2 signals. For 4K@30Hz, it extends the range up to 20m (66ft) (15m to 
the input, 5m from the output). $325.00 30% $227.50

13-80490010

FC-101Net is a compact 2-channel Dantetm decoder with 2 balanced mono audio 
outputs. It enables connecting non-Dante devices, such as amplifiers and 
powered speakers, to a Dante network and enables volume control. FC-101Net is 
powered over Ethernet from a $515.00 30% $360.50

13-80451130

AFM-20DSP is a member of the Kramer XSPerience family of DSP products. 
AFM-20DSP is an advanced, professional audio matrix switcher with 20 analog 
ports that can be configured as inputs or outputs according to preset I/O 
configurations. AFM-20DSP includes $2,895.00 30% $2,026.50

97-01116003

Kramers C-HM/HM/A-D  is a high speed, high-performance HDMI with Ethernet  
cable that has a molded HDMI connector at one end and micro connectror at the 
other. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) and multi-channel audio in a 
single cable. $15.00 30% $10.50

97-01116006

Kramers C-HM/HM/A-D  is a high speed, high-performance HDMI with Ethernet  
cable that has a molded HDMI connector at one end and micro connectror at the 
other. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) and multi-channel audio in a 
single cable. $18.00 30% $12.60

97-01116010

Kramers C-HM/HM/A-D  is a high speed, high-performance HDMI with Ethernet  
cable that has a molded HDMI connector at one end and micro connectror at the 
other. It supports resolutions up to 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) and multi-channel audio in a 
single cable. $24.00 30% $16.80

87-000190

VIA GO(2) gives iOS, Android, Chromebook, PC and Mac users instand wireless 
connectivity with 4K advanced presentation capabilities. The product features 
content streaming with crystal-clear mirrored images and stunning video playback 
and uncludes iOS mir $545.00 30% $381.50

87-000390 Compact & Secure 4K Wireless Presentation Device - Educational units $495.00 30% $346.50

90-70167090
The TP-112HD is a twisted pair transmitter for computer graphics video and 
HDTV signals. It converts a computer graphics video or HDTV signal on a 15-pin 
HD connector to two identical twisted pair signals. $270.00 30% $189.00

SW-000027

Kramer KronoMeet is an enterprise class, user-friendly, cloud-based, room 
scheduling and management platform for Kramer KronoMeet touch panels. It 
streamlines and automates the management side of room bookings and provides 
live notifications to meeting pa $120.00 30% $84.00



SW-000028

Kramer KronoMeet is an enterprise class, user-friendly, cloud-based, room 
scheduling and management platform for Kramer KronoMeet touch panels. It 
streamlines and automates the management side of room bookings and provides 
live notifications to meeting pa $220.00 30% $154.00

SW-000029

Kramer KronoMeet is an enterprise class, user-friendly, cloud-based, room 
scheduling and management platform for Kramer KronoMeet touch panels. It 
streamlines and automates the management side of room bookings and provides 
live notifications to meeting pa $400.00 30% $280.00

85-0005299 WAV-5 is a computer graphics video, composite video & stereo audio passive 
wall plate. $130.00 30% $91.00

85-0005099 WAV-5 is a computer graphics video, composite video & stereo audio passive 
wall plate. $120.00 30% $84.00

30-002790

Kramer KronoMeet is an enterprise class, user-friendly, cloud-based, room 
scheduling and management platform for Kramer KronoMeet touch panels. It 
streamlines and automates the management side of room bookings and provides 
live notifications to meeting pa $715.00 30% $500.50

91-00015599

K-SPIDER is an active multi-format male input to HDMI male output adapter that 
enables you to connect one HDMI, DisplayPort, mini DisplayPort, or USB Type-C 
source to an HDMI acceptor. NOTE: Video output for smartphones is supported 
only for smartphones t $260.00 30% $182.00

20-00011530

VS-66H2 is a high-performance 6x6 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR 
signals and digital audio routing. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can 
route any one of 6 HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources (selectable) to any or all 
outputs simultaneously. V $3,900.00 30% $2,730.00

CPN15808

DK42PU-3 is a secure dual head 4-port, 4K30 UHD DisplayPort KVM switch. It 
enables users to share peripherals- keyboard, video, mouse, audio, and USB- 
between four different security-level networks/computers while isolating all hosts 
and protecting agains $1,517.00 30% $1,061.90

96-02356003
Kramers C-USB3/MicroB is a SuperSpeed USB 3.0 Type-A male to MicroB male 
cable used to connect computers and peripherals such as, external hard drives 
and other digital devices for superior signal transfer of up to 4.8Gbps. $8.00 30% $5.60

30-00000190

KT-1010 is a powerful, 10-inch, IPS, multi-touch, touch panel with 1280x800 
resolution. Elegantly designed for decorative room intergration, this portable touch 
panel can be deployed either on a tabletop or wall. It supports wired PoE (power 
over eitherne $1,800.00 30% $1,260.00

75-70667010
The PL-50 is a power controller that monitors and controls up to five power 
channels by detecting the power status of the connect units. Using an embedded 
Web server, the unit can schedule outlet activity and manage alarm response. $1,075.00 30% $752.50

72-042490

VP-424C is a high-performance digital scaler for HDMI and USB type-C signals. 
The unit up-or down-scales the selected video signal to resolutions up to 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) at a maximum data rate of 18 Gbps (6Gbps per graphic 
channel). The user selects the HDM $665.00 30% $465.50



97-1403164

CRS-AOCH/XL is an active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60HZ (4:2:0) and 
4K@30Hz (4:4:4) resolutions over distances up to 100m (328ft). Built with a TPU-
rated (thermoplastic polyurethane) jacket that has excellent abrasion resistance, 
tensile strength and high $630.00 30% $441.00

97-1403131

CRS-AOCH/XL is an active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60HZ (4:2:0) and 
4K@30Hz (4:4:4) resolutions over distances up to 100m (328ft). Built with a TPU-
rated (thermoplastic polyurethane) jacket that has excellent abrasion resistance, 
tensile strength and high $620.00 30% $434.00

97-1403098

CRS-AOCH/XL is an active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60HZ (4:2:0) and 
4K@30Hz (4:4:4) resolutions over distances up to 100m (328ft). Built with a TPU-
rated (thermoplastic polyurethane) jacket that has excellent abrasion resistance, 
tensile strength and high $555.00 30% $388.50

85-1002099 Wall Plate Insert - Dual RJ-45 W4545(W) $45.00 30% $31.50

80-705931495
The RC-62 is a 6-button controller for multimedia rooms. The unit can control 
audio components, video components and other room facilities such as lights and 
screens. $645.00 30% $451.50

91-000038

The TBUS-10xl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a manually 
retracting lid. A complete TBUS system requires the enclosure, an inner frame, a 
power socket, inserts and a power cord.  NOTE: The TBUS enclosure, inner 
frame, power socket(s), power $295.00 30% $206.50

91-000132

The TBUS-10xl is the enclosure of a new modular system with a manually 
retracting lid. A complete TBUS system requires the enclosure, an inner frame, a 
power socket, inserts and a power cord.  NOTE: The TBUS enclosure, inner 
frame, power socket(s), power $295.00 30% $206.50

91-0101015
Kramers C-BM/BM is constructed of high-performance RG-6 cable with 75ohms 
BNC connectors at each end. It offers outstanding quality, durability, and high 
performance for any video signal application. $17.00 30% $11.90

99-9698002
ADC-GM/HF is a VGA to HDMI adapter cable. This active cable converts an 
analog VGA signal to a digital HDMI signal. A USB-A connector enables inputting 
audio to the HDMI output and powering the cable. $40.00 30% $28.00

20-00018330

VS-88H2 is a high-performance 8x8 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR 
signals and digital audio routing. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can 
route any one of 8 HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources (selectable) to any or all 
outputs simultaneously. V $4,800.00 30% $3,360.00

30-00011090

Kramer KronoMeet is an enterprise class, user-friendly, cloud-based, room 
scheduling and management platform for Kramer KronoMeet touch panels. It 
streamlines and automates the management side of room bookings and provides 
live notifications to meeting pa $1,550.00 30% $1,085.00

92-81100015

Kramers C-GM/xl cable offers the highest possible performance and a new 
configuration designed to give installers and users a new level of convenience 
and aesthetics. It is ideal for any application requiring no-compromise quality and 
perforamnce in a VGA $17.00 30% $11.90



96-02357203

C-USB31/CA is a USB-C(M) to USB-A(M), USB 3.1 Gen-2 SuperSpeed+ cable 
offering a whole new level of connectivity. Transfer data at incredible speeds, 
charge other devices, and even power mobile devices- all with just one cable. 
Quickly becoming the new un $25.00 30% $17.50

99-97211206

C-USBC/DPM is a high quality USB type-C(M) to DisplayPort (M) 6ft cable, that 
enable DisplayPort equipped monitors, TVs and projectors to be connected to any 
USB-C port that supports DP Alt Mode (DisplayPort Alternative Mode). This cable 
support up to 4K@ $38.00 30% $26.60

99-97210002

Kramers ADC-U31C/DPF is a USB 3.1 Type-C to DisplayPort adapter cable that 
lets you output DisplayPort video and audio from a USB Type-Ctm device to 
easily connect extra monitors to a laptop or desktop without having an extra 
graphic card. This short cabl $30.00 30% $21.00

91-011999

The TBUS-203xl is a furniture-mounted pop-up connection bus that is easily 
installed into a table or podium top. The TBUS-203xl interface enables you to 
connect any equipment to systems installed in a room via five single inserts or 
two dual inserts and o $415.00 30% $290.50

91-012099

The TBUS-203xl is a furniture-mounted pop-up connection bus that is easily 
installed into a table or podium top. The TBUS-203xl interface enables you to 
connect any equipment to systems installed in a room via five single inserts or 
two dual inserts and o $415.00 30% $290.50

85-70842095 RC-2C is ideal for simple, convenient control of small spaces with serial and IR 
controlled devices such as projectors and displays. $245.00 30% $171.50

85-70842295 RC-2C is ideal for simple, convenient control of small spaces with serial and IR 
controlled devices such as projectors and displays. $245.00 30% $171.50

22-00013690 Secure Isolator 1-Port Video HDMI $308.00 30% $215.60

97-1403033

CRS-AOCH/XL is an active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60HZ (4:2:0) and 
4K@30Hz (4:4:4) resolutions over distances up to 100m (328ft). Built with a TPU-
rated (thermoplastic polyurethane) jacket that has excellent abrasion resistance, 
tensile strength and high $415.00 30% $290.50

97-1403050

CRS-AOCH/XL is an active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60Hz (4:2:0) and 
4K@30Hz (4:4:4) resolutions over distances up to 100m (328ft). Built with a TPU-
rated (thermoplastic polyurethane) jacket that has excellent abrasion resistance, 
tensile strength and high $435.00 30% $304.50

97-1403066

CRS-AOCH/XL is an active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60HZ (4:2:0) and 
4K@30Hz (4:4:4) resolutions over distances up to 100m (328ft). Built with a TPU-
rated (thermoplastic polyurethane) jacket that has excellent abrasion resistance, 
tensile strength and high $465.00 30% $325.50

20-08800230

VS-88H2A is a high-quality, 8x8 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4), HDR, 
HDMI signals and analog and digital audio routing. It reclocks and equalizes the 
signals and can route any one of eight HDMI, HDCP-compliant sources 
(selectable) to any or all outpu $5,595.00 30% $3,916.50



80-00027799
KRT-4 is a cable retractor designed for installing in a meeting room, classroom or 
other AV site. KRT-4 extends a variety of common AV connector types and is 
easy to install and use. $350.00 30% $245.00

97-1403197 CRS-AOCH/XL is an active optical HDMI cable for 4K@60HZ (4:2:0) and 
4K@30Hz (4:4:4) resolutions over distances up to 100m (328ft). $785.00 30% $549.50

WR-000006 2 years Hardware Warranty Extension for VIA CampusPLUS/Campus2PLUS $330.00 30% $231.00

50-80562095

WP-789R is a high-performance, long-reach HDBaseT wall-plate receiver for 
4K@60Hz (4:2:0) HDMI and HDCP 2.2 signals over twisted pair. It converts the 
transmitted HDBaseT signal into an HDMI signal. It extends video signals up to 
40m (130ft) over Kramer c $395.00 30% $276.50

99-97220001

Kramers ADC-MDP/HF/UHD enables you to connect your DisplayPort equipped 
PC or Laptop to an HDMI display. This active Mini DisplayPort to HDMI adapter is 
used for true conversion when the source does not support DP++  and can be 
used in either DisplayPort $30.00 30% $21.00

20-80445130
VS-44H2 is a high-performance 4x4 matrix switcher for 4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDR 
signals. It reclocks and equalizes the signals and can route any one of 4 HDMI, 
HDCP-compliant sources (selectable) to any or all outputs simultaneously. $2,595.00 30% $1,816.50

80-000225 WXA-H1/US is a passive wall plate that includes the following inputs: 15-pin HD, 
3.5mm Audio, and HDMI. $60.00 30% $42.00

99-3460025

Kramers C-UNIKAT cable is a unified CAT6a cable that handles all the latest 
technology signals. Over four individually screened twisted pairs, this U/FTP 
CAT6a cable runs Kramers DGKat(tm) technoloy, 4K HDBaseT(tm) techonoloy or 
LAN applications and ensur $19.00 30% $13.30

50-00015590

PT-2UT/R-KIT is a comprehensive, extended-reach CAT extender kit for USB 2.0, 
RS-232 and audio signals and 2-way powering over twisted pair. The PT-2UT 
transmitter converts the USB input signal into a CAT signal. The PT-2UR receiver 
converts the transmitt $595.00 30% $416.50

21-0255099 The VS-4X is a high-performance switcher for balanced stereo audio signals on 
XLR connectors. It switches any one of four stereo signals to a single stereo $265.00 30% $185.50

50-00016090

675R/T is a high-performance HDMI fiber extender kit for ultra-reach extension of 
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) HDMI signals. 675T converts the HDMI input signal to an 
optical signal that is transmitted over a fiber optic cable to 675R, which converts it 
back to an HDM $1,550.00 30% $1,085.00

50-000096
OSP-MM1 is a fiber optic transceiver for 850mm multimode signals. This standard 
pluggable SFP+ optical module has two LC connectors for reception and 
transmission of signasl over two strands of multimode optical fiber. $265.00 30% $185.50

50-00013095

WP-3H2 is a 4K HDR HDMI wall-plate extender that extends the HDMI cable 
distance between the HDMI player and the HDMI display by reclocking and 
equalizing the HDMI signal. Placing WP-3H2 in the transmission path, removes 
dropout and digital noise (sparkle $265.00 30% $185.50



21-70686010

The VS-44Dxl is a high-performance matrix switcher for 3G HD-SDI and HD-SDI 
dual link video signals. The unit can switch any or all inputs to any or all outputs. 
Switching is implemented during the vertical internal period according to the 
SMPTE RP-168 st $3,555.00 30% $2,488.50

22-000014 HSL Secure DH KVM Switch 8-port HDMI video w/fUSB, PP 3.0 $2,233.00 30% $1,563.10
91-011590 TBUS-1-KWC adaptor for smart phones Wireless charger $255.00 30% $178.50
85-000699 Wall Plate Insert - 3.5mm & RJ-45 $30.00 30% $21.00
80-00026499 Wall Plate insert - USB3.0 Type C(F) to Type A(F) Cable $65.00 30% $45.50
80-021199 Wall Plate insert - 2 x USB 2.0 (A/A) $55.00 30% $38.50
80-0063299 Wall Plate Insert - 3.5mm $35.00 30% $24.50
80-00027699 Cable Retractor, LAN-8ft $350.00 30% $245.00
80-00027299 Cable Retractor, HDMI-8ft $350.00 30% $245.00
80-00028099 USB 3.0 cable retractor with USB type A connector $350.00 30% $245.00
97-0617003 DisplayPort 1.2 cable with Latches -3 $21.00 30% $14.70
80-003799 TBUS-5XL Enclosure - Black Anodized Aluminum Top $190.00 30% $133.00
80-003899 TBUS-5XL Enclosure - Silver Anodized Aluminum Top $195.00 30% $136.50
87-00002190 4K Auto-Switcher / Scaler Kit over Long Reach HDBaseT $1,395.00 30% $976.50
97-2400164 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-164 $575.00 30% $402.50
97-2400230 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-230 $675.00 30% $472.50
97-2400328 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-328 $825.00 30% $577.50
97-2400050 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-50 $425.00 30% $297.50
97-2400066 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-66 $445.00 30% $311.50
97-2400098 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-98 $525.00 30% $367.50
97-2400033 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-33 $405.00 30% $283.50
97-2400131 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-131 $550.00 30% $385.00
97-2400197 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-197 $625.00 30% $437.50
97-2400262 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-262 $725.00 30% $507.50
97-2400295 Active Optical Armored 4K HDMI Cable-295 $775.00 30% $542.50
91-00015799 USB C Hub Multiport Adapter $150.00 30% $105.00
50-80037295 HDMI Over Twisted Pair Transmitter $255.00 30% $178.50
50-80035295 HDMI Over Twisted Pair Receiver $255.00 30% $178.50
20-00011730 8x4 4K HDR HDCP 2.2 Matrix Switcher with Digital Audio Routing $3,900.00 30% $2,730.00
91-000139 2 USB Charging in a power bracket module $55.00 30% $38.50
60-100099 Podium Table Bus $145.00 30% $101.50

SW-000030

VSM (VIA Site Management) is an advanced software management platform that 
enables anadministratortodeploy,manage,configure, and monitor all connected 
VIA devices from one central location. VSM is compatible with all VIA 
devicemodelsandis $36.00 30% $25.20

87-00002090 model VP-440X Compact 18G 4K HDR $1,495.00 30% $1,046.50

95-0200003

RS-232,D9(M) to D9(F) cable-3ft.Kramers C-D9M/D9F control cables are for RS-
232  applications to control devices within a professional AV system.Many Kramer 
products are RS-232 controllable and equipped with 9-pin D connector.This RS-
232 cable helps to co $6.00 30% $4.20



95-0200006

RS-232,D9(M) to D9(F) cable-6ft.Kramers C-D9M/D9F control cables are for RS-
232  applications to control devices within a professional AV system.Many Kramer 
products are RS-232 controllable and equipped with 9-pin D connector.This RS-
232 cable helps to co $7.00 30% $4.90

95-0200010

RS-232,D9(M) to D9(F) cable-10ft.Kramers C-D9M/D9F control cables are for RS-
232  applications to control devices within a professional AV system.Many Kramer 
products are RS-232 controllable and equipped with 9-pin D connector.This RS-
232 cable helps to c $8.00 30% $5.60

95-0200015

RS-232,D9(M) to D9(F) cable-15ft.Kramers C-D9M/D9F control cables are for RS-
232  applications to control devices within a professional AV system.Many Kramer 
products are RS-232 controllable and equipped with 9-pin D connector.This RS-
232 cable helps to c $9.00 30% $6.30

95-0200025

RS-232,D9(M) to D9(F) cable-25ft.Kramers C-D9M/D9F control cables are for RS-
232  applications to control devices within a professional AV system.Many Kramer 
products are RS-232 controllable and equipped with 9-pin D connector.This RS-
232 cable helps to c $14.00 30% $9.80

95-0200035

RS-232,D9(M) to D9(F) cable-35ft.Kramers C-D9M/D9F control cables are for RS-
232  applications to control devices within a professional AV system.Many Kramer 
products are RS-232 controllable and equipped with 9-pin D connector.This RS-
232 cable helps to c $16.00 30% $11.20

95-0200050

RS-232,D9(M) to D9(F) cable-50ft.Kramers C-D9M/D9F control cables are for RS-
232  applications to control devices within a professional AV system.Many Kramer 
products are RS-232 controllable and equipped with 9-pin D connector.This RS-
232 cable helps to c $21.00 30% $14.70

72-00004490 4K Auto Switcher Scaler Receiver over Long Reach HDBaseT $1,095.00 30% $766.50
94-0502033 2 LC (M) to 2 LC (M) MM OM3 Fiber Optic Cable, LSHF-33 $95.00 30% $66.50
50-000097 SM 10G 1310nm 10Km fiber SFP+ $295.00 30% $206.50
59-002290 AVoIP USB2 extender $1,095.00 30% $766.50
59-002390 AVoIP USB 2 extender based on Icron $550.00 30% $385.00
59-002490 AVoIP USB 2 extender based on Icron Ranger RG2304S $550.00 30% $385.00
99-3460002 Four-Pair U/FTP Cable assembly for DGKat, HDBaseT and LAN-2 $7.00 30% $4.90
96-0230003 USB 3.0 A(M) to A(M) Cable-3ft $7.00 30% $4.90
96-0216010 CA-USB3/AAE-10. USB 3.0 Active Extender Cable $50.00 30% $35.00
96-0216015 CA-USB3/AAE-15. USB 3.0 Active Extender Cable $70.00 30% $49.00
96-0216025 CA-USB3/AAE-25. USB 3.0 Active Extender Cable $100.00 30% $70.00
96-0216035 CA-USB3/AAE-35. USB 3.0 Active Extender Cable $120.00 30% $84.00
96-0216050 CA-USB3/AAE-50. USB 3.0 Active Extender Cable $150.00 30% $105.00
30-00021090 KC-BRAINWARE-5. Hardware platform with 5 instances of Kramer BRAINware $1,495.00 30% $1,046.50
10-80460090 VM-8UX. 4K 1:8 12G SDI DA $1,445.00 30% $1,011.50
60-200110 RK-T2SB-B. 19-Inch Rack Adapter $150.00 30% $105.00
97-2410131 CRS-PlugNView-DP-131. Active Optical Armored 4K Display Port Cable 131ft $915.00 30% $640.50



87-80000390

EDU-HYBRID-1. One VIA-Campus2 / 87-80000390 and a VSM-ON-CLOUD-SUB-
3Y subscription / SW-000031.  Easy in-class & remote hybrid learning.  
Compatible with all Windows VC software.  Live stream to Kaltura, Panopto, 
YouTube etc.  Wirelessly share up to 6 scr $3,000.00 30% $2,100.00

96-02357010 C-USB/CC-10. USB 2.0 C(M) to C(M)  Cable-10ft $28.00 30% $19.60

22-00007430 DK82PPU-3(CPN15811). Secure 8-Port DP to DP Video DH KVM Switch 
w/fUSB, PP 3.0 $2,498.00 30% $1,748.60

96-02357006 C-USB/CC-6. USB 2.0 C(M) to C(M)  Cable-6ft $24.00 30% $16.80
61-10000899 KRT-4-M1(B)  Table Mounting Bracket for KRT-4 $35.00 30% $24.50
97-04161050 CP-AOCH/60F-50. Fiber Optic Plenum - High speed HDMI cable $225.00 30% $157.50
SW-000017 KN-5D-LIC. Kramer Network Licence for Up to 5 Devices $595.00 30% $416.50
60-00013099 KN-30D-LIC. Kramer Network Licence for Up to 30 Devices $1,495.00 30% $1,046.50
60-00012499 KN-UPG-30D-LIC. Kramer Network Licence Upgrade for Extra 30 Devices $495.00 30% $346.50
50-067690 676T. Reach MM/SM fiber Tx Multi-drop (one-Tx to many-Rx) scenario2 $995.00 30% $696.50
50-167690 676R.MI RS232 Ultra Reach MM/SM fiber Rx Auto sink poweron/off $995.00 30% $696.50
20-70017998 F676 IN2F16.4K60 4 4 4 HDMIover Ultra Reach MM SM FiberOpticInputCard $2,495.00 30% $1,746.50
20-70027998 F676 OUT2 F16.60 4 4 4HDMIover Ultra Reach MM SM FiberOptic Output Card $2,495.00 30% $1,746.50
20-80549090 VS-211X. 4K60 4:4:4 2x1 HDMI Switcher $465.00 30% $325.50
10-80441090 VM-4UX. 4K 1:4 12G SDI DA $775.00 30% $542.50
50-00013199 W-3H2. 4K HDR HDMI Dual Insert Extender. $150.00 30% $105.00

50-00013095 WP 3H2/US-D(W)US Dsize Wall Plate Extender,with White Decora Design 
Frame set $265.00 30% $185.50

50-003290 PT-3H2.4K HDMI repeater $130.00 30% $91.00

80-00028299 RTBUS-4C(B). Round Table Mount enclosure for AV cables access. Round Table 
Mount 4 CablePassThroughBlack,SandblastedAnodized Aluminum Top $200.00 30% $140.00

97-0102003 $25.00 30% $17.50
97-0102006 $35.00 30% $24.50
97-0102009 $45.00 30% $31.50
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